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'r 0 JUIN 1994

Monsieur le prdsident,

JA me rifore & la risolution n' 94-2 des admininirafeurs do [a Banque Internationale
pour 1a reconstruction at le ddveloppement intifule "Caisse da Fonds pour 'environnenwnI
mondial, restruczuration du Fonds pour l'environnmceni imondial et prenmera reconsiluation de ses
ressources ", en date du 24 mai 1994 ("ta Rdsolution).

Pr la prdsenle, le gouvernement do [a Ripublique fanpaise avise /a Banque,
adiniistrateur de la Caine du Ponds pour Penvironncien mondias, qu'I participero t Jo Caisse et,
en application do to section 2r) de Pannexe C c/e t1nstrumeu visi Ou paragrophe I de la lesolfiion,
qu'il versera b /a Caisse lo contribution prvue, en conformlld ovec les crntes de [a Rdsoludion, d'un
montant de hull cent six nil/ions sept cent dix millefoncvfrangpis (606 710 000 FIT).

* Conformndont au tableau 2 de l'annexe C de PInstrument, la parlicipotion de In France
a ]a preinkre reconstitution des ressources du Fonds pour I'environnement mondial comprendra
aussi la consfiluion d'un Ponds franQais pour Penvironnement mondial, adminIstrd par /a Caisse
franpaise de ddveloppement. A cetic fin le gouvernement de la Rdpublique franpoise virsera & la
Caisse frangaise do ddveloppement la contribution prevue, en conformitd avec les condllions do
l'annexe C de ilnsrwuen, d'un monma ds qualre cent quarante millions do francs (440 000 000
FRU9

Jo vous prie d'agrd cr, Monsieur Jo Pr'dsidcn/, P'assurance do mna haute considdrad on.

Edmiond A LPRAND$ZY

Monsieur Lewis T PR ESTON
Prdsident de 10 Banque inhernationale pour
16 reconsiruetion ot le ddveloppement
a, b.. Monsieur Marc-AMto ine UTf7HEMAN
Adininiszraew pour l France
1818 H Street, MN
Washington, D.C. 20443



FRANCE'S COMMITMENT TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE REPLENISHMENT OF GEF RESOURCES

Paris,
June 20, 1994

Mr. Chairman:

I refer to Resolution 94-2 of the World Bank's Board on the restructuring of the GEF entitled "Instrument for the
Establishment of the Restructured Global Environment Facility", dated May 24, 1994.

By this letter the Government of the French Republic informs the World Bank, as trustee of the Trust Fund of the
Global Environment Facility, that it will contribute to the Fund and, in application of section 2(a) of Annex C of
the Instrument cited in paragraph I of the Resolution, of eight hundred and six million, seven hundred and ten
thousand French Francs (806,710,000 FRF).

In conformity with table 2 in Annex C of the Instrument, France's participation in the first replenishment of the
GEF will include the establishment of the French global Environment Facility, administered by the (Caisse Francaise
de Developpement). To this end, the French Government will deposit with the (Caisse Francaise de
Developpement) the contribution of four hundred and forty million French Francs (440,000,000 FRF) it announced.

Formal greeting.

Signed: Minister of the Economy



MINISTkRE DE LtCONOMIE

DRECTION Du TRtSon PARIS, LE

LE SOUS-DIRECTEUR 27D[C.94-32179 2
DGSILV - F3 - L9479

Monsieur le Secretaire exdcutif,

Je vous remercie d'avoir porrg a ma connaissance le changement de calendrier qui
affectera la prochaine rdunion du Conseil du Fonds pour I'environnement mondial

Je regrette que cette rdunion ait ti ddplacie un mois seulement avant la date d
laquelle elle avait 6ti priwue, sachant que les aures rdunions internationales ayant lieu d la mime

pgriode ont d jrwe programmies il y a un certain tempts. Il ne me semble pas y avoir d'ailleurs de
conflir de dates direct sur le calendrier prvu initialement pour le Conseil. En revanche, il y a une

incompatibiliti directe entre mon emploi du temps et la ruunion que vous proposez d 22 au

24fivrier, car cette semaine est une semaine de ruunions du Club de Paris. La France sera donc

pour tout ou partie de la dure du Conseil reprdsentke par mon supplkant, Mme Barbut.

Le rdle du suppliant itant justement de pouvoir faire ftace & des riunions qui ne sont

pas toujours parfaitement coordonnies, j'espare, Monsieur le Secrgraire exicutif que dorinavant

les dates des Conseils du FEM pourront itre difinitivementfixies lors du Conseil prdcident.

Par ailleurs, je souhaite attirer votre attention sur le fait que la R3me riunion du

Conseil sera pricdde de deux semaines du Comiti intergouvernemental de la Convention Climat,
qui mobiliseront de nombreux experts en matire d'environnement mondial. C'est pourquoi il est

impdratif que les documents du Conseil du FEM nous parviennent au moment oi ils auraient du

nous parvenir si la rjunion avait iei maintenue pour le 30janvier.

Je vous prsente, ainsi qu'au secritariat du Fonds pour I'environnement mondial, mes
meilleurs voeux pour la prochaine annie.

Bertrand de Mazi~r C.

3.- -a

M. Mohamed El-Ashy
Secricaire Excutif du Fonds pour I'environnement mondial



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY
Headquarters: Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.

Tel. No. (202) 473-1053 // Fax Tel. No. (202) 522 3240 // Telex No. RCA 248423
FACSIMILE COVER SHEET AND MESSAGE

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAL

DATE: December 20, 1994 NO. OF PAGES: / MESSAGE NUMBER: 2
(inuding this sheet)

TO
Name: Ms. Monique Barbut Fax Tel. No. 33 140 06 3248

Organization: Ministry of Cooperation & Development City: Paris
Country: France

FROM
Name: Ian Johnson Fax Tel. No. (202) 522-3240

Dept./Div. GEF Dept/Div No. 661/05
Room No. G6-007 Tel. No. (202) 473-1053

SUBJECT: GEF - Council Meeting

MESSAGE:

Dear Monique,

I tried to get in touch with you this morning, but your office informed me that you were in London, I'm
sorry that we were not able to make contact, since I wanted to alert you to the fact that Mohamed has
decided to postpone the Council meeting until February 22 - 24, 1995.

I know that you were not in favor of this, but Mohamed felt that a large number of Council Members
did prefer the February dates and that just raising the possibility also caused many Members to alter
their plans. He does intend to make it very clear that this is being done on an exceptional basis, and
that in the future Council meeting dates should not be changed once they are agreed upon.

I am very sorry for the inconvenience that this may cause you, and I am hopeful that you will be able to
reorganize your schedule. Mohamed did weigh your views very heavily, and it was a tough call, but he
believes that this solution is the one with the greatest support among other Members. We both wanted
to get back to you personally to let you know our decision.

Please give me a call if you would like to discuss this further. In case we don't speak, all my warmest
wishes for a very happy and restful holiday. I look forward to continuing our close and friendly
collaboration in 1995!

Regards,

Transmission authorized by:
Ian

f you experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax number listed
above. 1884 C2490



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY SECRETARIAT
Routing and Action Transmittal Sheet

Reference#: GEF112994/1752

TO: Ian Johnson DATE: November 29, 1994

DOCUMENT INFORMATION

From: Bertrand de Mazieres
To: MTE

Dated: 11/21/94

RE: French GEF Projects

ACTION NEEDED
Due Date: 12/13/94

XXX Handle
\ Review and Recommend
\ For Your Information
\ Discuss With \
\ As we dicussed
\ Prepare Response For \ Signature
\ For your files
\ Return to \
\ Other:
\ Remarks: \

ACTION TAKEN

Responded via (fax, memo, let, phone, em) \
Dated: \
Forwarded to: \
cc to: \
Filed under: \



Fonds Franpais pour 'Environnement Mondial

N :BM/DSP

RECEIVED I I 1 4 65
94Paris, IQ 1 ArM : 06

G E F SECRETARIAT Monsieur Mohamed El-ASHRY
Secrdtaire Ex6cutif du
Fonds pour l'Environnement
Mondial
1818 H Street N.W
WASHINGTON DC 20433
ETATS-UNIS

Monsieur le seerdtaire ex6cutif,

Je vous prie de trouver ci-joint les premieres iddes de projets que le Fonds Frangais pour
l'Environnement Mondial va dvaluer dans les prochains mois.

Ce document est indicatif et ne vous est pr6sentd que pour votre information et celle des agences de
mise en oeuvre.

Si certains de ces projets intdressent les agences, nous sounes prts bien dvidemment A discuter
d'un cofinancement possible et A intdgrer leurs iddes dans 1'6valuation ex-ante de ces projets.

Je souhaite que le secrdtariat puisse, A la lumiere de ce premier document, nous indiquer selon
quelles modalit6s it souhaite collaborer avec le F.F.E.M.

Je joins A cet envoi de fiches initiales de projets, les lignes directrices opdrationnelles que le
secrdtariat du FFEM a &tablies pour s6lectionner les projets "dnergie" qui seront finaneds en pate
par le FFEM.

Nous serions heureux de recevoir vos commentaires sur ce document et nous nous tenons A votre
disposition pour une discussion future sur la fagon dont les bilatdraux pourraient exdcuter les projets
du FEM multilat6ral comme vous 1'avez propose au dernier conseil du FEM.

Nous vous prions de croire, Monsieur le Secr6taire Exdcutif, A 'assurance de nos meilleurs
sentiments.

Le Prdsident du Comit4 de Pilotage du
Fonds Frangais pour I'Environnement Mondial

Bertrand de Mazibres

P.J. 2



French Global Environment Fund

Our ref: BM/DSP - 019665

Paris, November 21, 1994

Mr. Mohamed El-Ashry
Executive Secretary, GEF
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

I am enclosing the first ideas for projects that the French Global Environment Fund (FFEM)
will evaluate in the coming months.

The document is indicative and sent to you only for your information and that of the
executing agencies.

If the agencies are interested in some of these projects, we would of course be willing to
discuss the possibilities of cofinancing and incorporating their ideas into project appraisal.

After you review this first document, I would appreciate your indicating the modalities for
GEF cooperation with the FFEM.

Along with the initial set of project briefs, I am sending the operational guidelines that the
FFEM secretariat has established for selecting the energy projects that will be partially
financed by the FFEM.

We would welcome your comments on this document and are at your disposal for discussions
on how the bilaterals could carry out projects under the multilateral GEF, as you proposed at
the last GEF Council.

Kindly accept, etc.

Is/ Bertrand de Mazieres
Chairman, Steering Committee
French Global Environment Fund
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FFEM Secretariat September 1994
CG/DSP

ESTABLISHMENT OF PRIORITIES
FOR THE FFEM GREENHOUSE EFFECT COMPONENT

1. FRENCH ODA AS A MODEL

Four types of action relating to the greenhouse effect are usually distinguished:

1. Energy efficiency, in production and distribution (power plants that have lower
emissions, reduction in system losses, etc.) and in utilization (RUE in sectors such as
industry, transport, housing)'

2. Renewable energy (solar, hydro, bioenergy)
3. Forests (maintenance or development)
4. Organic waste disposal (residential or industrial).

This classification is largely unsuited to greenhouse effect projects 2, because of its
heterogeneous subsets that do not lend themselves to classification by the conventional
sectoral groupings used in development. An alternative classification system is therefore
necessary, based on focal area:

1. Energy (electricity/gas/oil/coal)
2. Rural development and forestry
3. Urban development
4. Transport
5. Industry
6. Construction and housing
7. Institutional support and various projects.

The attached table gives a preliminary idea of the types of projects as they would be classified
by the above system.3 This classification would be the basis for talks with the FFEM's
partner institutions and an analysis of the role of the French Fund in French cooperation.

RUE = rational utilization of energy, including energy substitutions.

2 Energy efficiency means lower emissions of greenhouse gases; renewable
energies have no emissions; in forests it means carbon sequestration; and for
organic waste disposal, CH4 abatement.

3 The table shows only a first breakdown. Finer subactions should be
distinguished and the interactions between these different types of projects
should be identified.
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2. ELEMENTS FOR AN ACTION PLAN

With a view to indicating orders of magnitude and providing a framework, we will use
simplified assumptions that are purely indicative:

- Resources that can be allocated to the greenhouse effect: some FF 220 million4

- Average participation of the FFEM: 10 to 20% of the cost of the operation
- Some 35% of financing (FF 80 million) would go to "large projects"; 40% (FF 90

million) to "medium-cost projects"; and 25% (FF 50 million) to "low-cost projects."
- An even distribution among the six focal areas defined above.6

ANALYSIS BY FOCAL AREA

FF 30-40 million for each focal area gives an average of slightly more than some dozen
million francs per year, i.e. 1 - 3 investment projects per year per sector. Hence:

- a minimum level of programming is necessary in each focal area;
- the "ad hoc project" approach that prevails in the multilateral GEF would profit from

being modified vis-A-vis the FFEM.

ANALYSIS BY PROJECT SIZE

Using the indicative assumptions, there would be:

3 to 4 large projects costing FF 150-300 million, with FFEM participation of FF 20-25
million per project, e.g. cogeneration project + heat systems for FF 250 million, with FFEM
participation of FF 25 million (10%);

10 to 15 medium projects costing FF 50-150, with FFEM participation of FF 5-10 million per
project, e.g. sustainable forest management project for FF 60 million, with FFEM
participation of FF 10 million (15%);

4 Based on a breakdown of 50% for the greenhouse effect, 35% for biodiversity,
10% for international waters and 5% for ozone.

5 The variety of technologies and diversity of countries involved means that
project size differs widely, with amounts ranging from several or hundreds of
million francs to even billions of francs. Operations costing FF 300 million
must be treated differently from those representing FF 3 million.

6 This assumption is grossly simplified. For example, in all likelihood, the areas
of energy and rural development will receive heavier funding, but overall the
distribution is plausible (FF 35 million per focal area + FF 10 million for
institutional support and the various projects).
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15 to 25 low-cost projects costing FF 10-50 million, with FFEM participation of FF 2-5
million per project, e.g. photovoltaic electricity project for FF 20 million, with FFEM
participation of FF 4 million (20%), i.e. an average of I large project/year, 3 to 5 medium
projects/year and 5 to 8 low-cost projects/year, resulting in a total of 10 to 15 investment
projects per year.

DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF FFEM PROJECTS

Even with the considerable amount of FF 200 million, the direct effects of the projects on the
global environment would be barely perceptible; at best, they would reduce C02 emissions
by 400,000 tons.7

In comparison to French ODA in those sectors (more than FF 5 billion), this additional
assistance is notable, but still marginal (less than 5%).

Conversely, the induced effects of the FFEM will be essential and will be key to the success
of the undertaking.

Priority must therefore be given to actions that tend to have a catalyzing effect, especially in
financial terms, and a structuring effect, especially with regard to French technology supply.

Specifically, the catalyzing effect of the project is reflected by:

- a spurt in financing (the FFEM, a "financing trigger" for public and private funds);
- the mobilization of French (DREE [Department of Foreign Economic Relations], CFD,

FAC, MAE [Ministry of Foreign Affairs], etc.) and international (JNDP, EEC, IBRD,
EBRD, ADB, etc.) institutional partners.

The project preparation phase with these partners is critical if a significant multiplier effect is
to be obtained. In our opinion, the objective for total investments for the greenhouse effect
component could be between FF 1 and 2 billion. Each partner would however have to take a
specific approach.

A project has a structuring effect if it strengthens the supply of French technology, in
particular by bringing together joint ventures with companies in the developing countries
(goods and/or services). It also has a structuring effect if it stimulates local demand (creation
of sustainable local capacity, adaptation of regulations, user organization, etc.). This effect,
which is more difficult to evaluate quantatively, is significant over the long run. Results in

Based on an average investment cost of FF 500 per ton of C02 not emitted.
This is hardly within the ambit of the FFEM, in particular for LDCs where
projects would require a substantial support component.
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this connection can also be achieved during project negotiations. The FFEM can play a
positive role in this regard, by becoming involved upstream in project preparation.

3. PROPOSED ACTION

It is planned to work with the operational departments of FFEM partners, namely:

- the Ministry of the Economy (Treasury Department and DREE)
- the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DGRSCT [? Directorate of Cultural, Scientific and

Technical Relations])
- the Ministry of Cooperation (Development Department)'
- the CFD
- the Ministry of the Environment
- the Ministry of Higher Education and Research
- France's other main institutional partners (Ministry of Industry, ADEME [Environment

and Energy Agency], EDF, etc.)
- Multilateral partners (UNDP/GEF, World Bank/GEF, EEC) and certain bilaterals

(KFW, for example)?

Through a series of exchanges with each entity and based on the project classification
system' mentioned above, the secretariat plans to assess:

- current action in each sector listed, with identification of means allocated."
- potential FFEM projects over the short-run, identifying the internal resources of the

agency and those requested of the FFEM (see footnote 11), as well as any action that
should be bolstered or launched in order to ensure the success of the projects.

This diagnosis and programming approach are part of a highly operational framework that
would provide the first results within three months. Based on the orders of magnitude, the
actions would have to identified, leading to projects feasible over the short-run, given the
constraints of the various institutions.

8 An energy operation is now under way with ADEME within the Cooperation
Ministry. The results will be reviewed and assessed, along with those of the
recent evaluations made in the areas in question.

9 Personal and institutional contacts by the secretariat will facilitate operations
with these partners, to be determined on a sectoral basis.

10 The classification system will be refined and approved by the Scientific and
Technical Committee.

1 Means in personnel (number and nature of skills) and budget (investment and
operating).
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The work would be carried out in conjunction with the Scientific and Technical Committee,
which would have to propose priorities for the greenhouse effect. A matrix based on the two
analyses would make it possible to identify a set of sectoral priorities that are acceptable both
from the standpoint of the global environment and that of the development "practitioners."

The undertaking would yield two results for the FFEM:

- For operators and institutions in the countries: the FFEM and its sectoral priorities
would become higher profile [meilleure lisibiliti];

- For the FFEM secretariat and its institutional partners: an understanding of the
procedures involved in project preparation within the various institutions. If any gaps
emerge, proposals can be made to the Steering Committee.
The first results will be submitted to the next [? meeting of the] Steering Committee.

We propose that the members of the Steering Committee appoint officials to organize the
analyses within their own agencies. The secretariat will make contact with those people to
determine the most suitable approach.

Lastly, it should be stressed that if this proposed action is acceptable to the Steering
Committee, it must at this juncture remain confidential. Some confidentiality is in point of
fact indispensable for reasons of efficacy.
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE MAIN TYPES OF "GREENHOUSE EFFECT"
PROJECTS BY FOCAL AREA

1. ENERGY (ELECTRICITY, NATURAL GAS, HYDROCARBONS, COAL)

- "Cleaner" power plants or those using renewable energies on network
- Cogeneration on network
- Rational expansion of electrification (peri-urban, secondary centers, villages)
- Management of the demand for electricity
- Exploitation of natural gas (in energy substitution)
- Reduction in distribution losses (if the project is innovative and amounts limited)

2. TRANSPORT

- Improvement in the energy efficiency of transport fleets
- Modal substitutions in long-distance transportation (rail/road, for example)
- Private vehicles/biomass fuels

3. INDUSTRY/MINING

- Rationalization of industrial energy consumption
- Efficient self-generation of energy

4. CONSTRUCTION/HOUSING

- Management and rational use of energy in housing and the tertiary sector
- Climate-appropriate construction (new or renovations)
- Energy-efficient materials (e.g. stabilized earth construction)

5. URBAN DEVELOPMENT

- Treatment/elimination of residential waste (metropolitan regions and urban centers)
- Management of energy consumption in urban communities
- Rationalization of urban transport
- Energy infrastructure in secondary centers

6. RURAL DEVELOPMENT/FORESTRY/FUELWOOD

* Desertification 4 innovative component incorporated into a farmland or
watershed management project

4 urban domestic fuels
. Forestry 4 sustainable development of forestry resources
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- Agroindustries 4 waste recovery/recycling
* Rural infrastructure 4 rationalization of energy in irrigation programs

4 use of biomass as a source of energy

7. INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT/GENERAL RESEARCH/MISCELLANEOUS

- Strengthening of local capacity
* Assistance in planning
* Applied research and development (adaptation of technology to the specific

circumstances in the developing countries)



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: October 19, 1994 11:24am EST

TO: MARIE MORGAN ( MARIE MORGAN @Al@WBHQB

FROM: Christine Toussaint, EDSO4 ( CHRISTINE TOUSSAINT@Al@EDS

EXT.: 623-6502

SUBJECT: GEF: local "focal point" of the Office of the ED of France

This is to inform you that the following name will be the
local "focal point" for the GEF in our Office (Office of the
Executive Director for France):

Mr. Philippe AYOUN
Advisor the the ED fo France
Room: IMF-13-118
Tel. (202) 623-6501

&Czr ci Z,~ 375



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

MOHAMED T. EL-ASHRY

4N) CHAMt September 23, 1994

Mr. Bertrand de Mazieres
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Debt and Development Issues

Department of Treasury
Ministry of Economy and Finance
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris Cedex 12

Dear Bertrand,

Thank you for your letter of 2 September 1994. As always, I welcome and appreciate receiving
your views on issues before the Council.

I wanted to take this opportunity to assure you that I fully expect the Council to continue its
discussion of NGO representation at its next session in November. I intend to include a separate agenda
item on this matter in the provisional agenda for the meeting. We will pick up where the Council left
this matter in July. Clearly, the basis for discussion remains Document GEF/C. 1/4, "Technical Note on
NGO Relations with the GEF".

I look forward to working with you and other members of the Council as we strive to achieve
a consensus view on this very important matter.

Sincerely,

7945~3I <7KL 7, A >7Yv]U' 2133 4SA
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MOHAMED T. E -ASHRY
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September 21, 1994

Mr. Bertrand de Mazieres
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Debt and Development Issues
Department of Treasury
Ministry of Economy and Finance
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris Cedex 12

Dear Bertrand:

Thank you for your letter of 2 September 1994. As always, I welcome and appreciate
receiving Members' views on issues before the Council.

I wanted to take this opportunity to assure you that I fully expect the Council to continue its
discussion of NGO representation at its next session in November. I intend to include a separate
agenda item on this matter in the provisional agenda for the meeting. For purposes of that
discussion, the Council will have before it two documents: Document GEF/C. 1/4, "Technical Note
on NGO Relations with the GEF", which was prepared for the July Council meeting, and the Joint
Chairmen's Summary of the July Council meeting.

I look forward to working with the Council as we strive to achieve a consensus view on this
very important matter.

Sincerely,

OV



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY SECRETARIAT
Routing and Action Transmittal Sheet

Reference#: GEF091394/1528

TO: Nick van Praag/Patricia Bliss-Guest DATE: September 13, 1994

DOCUMENT INFORMATION

From: Bertrand de Mazieres
To: MTE

Dated: Sept. 9, 1994

RE: NGO Participation/Voluntary Financing of NGOs

ACTION NEEDED
Due Date: Sept. 27, 1994

\ Handle
\ Review and Recommend
\ For Your Information
\ Discuss With \
\ As we dicussed
X Prepare Response For MTE's Signature
\ For your files

\ Return to \
\ Other: \
X Remarks: Please prepare a short "diplomatic response that

addresses only the point re. the next Council Meeting.
Thanks. MTE

ACTION TAKEN

Responded vi let, phone, em): \Z'
Dated: ,,WZ.. let
Forwarded to: \
cc to: \ N P DNR 1'
Filed under: \ A /Yi



Mazieres' letter (translated by Nick)

Excellent job last July council meeting. However, he does not agree with the Chairs'

interpretation on consensus of the Council on NGO participation. He says several participants

opposed NGO representation, and that this does not clearly appear in the summary. The figure

of 8 NGOs does not reflect to his mind the diversity of proposals that were made. Para 10 of

the summary does not give sufficient priority to voluntary financing for NGO participation. In

general he hopes when the council takes up this matter again, the interpretation contained in the

July summary meeting will not be presented to the Council as the accepted basis for further

discussion. Monique Barbut is now going to take over as the alternate.



RtPUBLIQUE FRANQAISE

MINISTtRE DE L'gCONOMIE

RECEIVED
94 SEP -9 PH 2: 35

DIRECTION DU TRtSOR PARIS, LE

LE SOUS-DIRECTEUR -2 [ ) -
4 1 E " 3 5-

DGS/DGS - L9435

Monsieur le President,

Je vous remercie du risume des ddbats de la derni&re uiunion du Conseil du Fonds pour
l'environnement mondial que laprisidence conjointe afait parvenir aux participants. Il rend, de mon
point de vue, clairement compte des points essentiels d'organisation et de procedure qui ont pu &ire
riglis. Cet exercice priliminaire d1ait nicessaire pour permettre au Fonds d'entrer rapidement dans
sa nouvelle phase operationnelle, et a son conseil de consacrer plus de temps 4 des travaux de
substance.

Je souhaiterais cependant exprimer quelques riserves sur le chapitre de ce texte qui
concerne les relations entre les organisations non gouvernementales et le Fonds pour
l'environnement mondial ("Technical note on NGO relations with the GEF"'). J'avais d'ailleurs deja
formuli ces riserves en siance, aprLs une premiere lecture orale qui avait iti faite du projet de
risum des dibats. L'interpritation qui est donnie de l'orientation ginerale de la discussion au sujet
de la participation des organisations non gouvernementales au Conseil me semble parfois aller trop
loin. En particulier, si plusieurs participants se sont prononcis en faveur d'une reprisentation de ces
organisations, plusieurs autres sy sont opposes, ce dont ne rend pas bien compte le
paragraphe 10. d. Le chijfre indique de 8 organisations invities ne reflite pas, i mon sens, la
diversiti des propositions qui ont jt6 faites ; ce West pas non plus le chiffre qui a i6 le plus
friquemment citi. De mime le paragraphe 10. e relatif aux questions de financement donne a
certaines propositions techniques une prjiminence par rapport a la these du financement volontaire
d'une maniere que les debats ne m'ont pas parujustifler.

En tout itat de cause, les modalitis de la participation des ONG, notamment le
financement et la nature des dibats auxquels elles seraient iventuellement admises, n'ont clairement
pas ite arrties. Je souhaiterais que lorsque cette question sera a nouveau examinie au Conseil, les
interpretations contenues dans le risumui de la reunion de juillet ne soient pas prisenties au Conseil
comme autant de bases acquises sur lesquelles il doit disormais se reposer.

Par ailleurs, j'ai l'honneur de vous indiquer que la ddelgation frangaise aux reunions du
Conseil du FEM sera disormais constitue, de moi-mWme en tant que membre titulaire, et de
Mme Monique Barbut, Secritaire d Fonds frangais pour l'environnement mondial, en tant que
suppliant.

En esperant que mes remarques pourront contribuer au bon diroulement des dibats sur
ce sujet important, je vous prie d'agrier, Monsieur le Prisident, l'expression de ma haute
considiration.

Bertrand de MAZIZRES

Monsieur Mohamed T El-Ashry
President du Fonds pour l'environnement mondial
1202 477 0565
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TO: Mr. Bertrand de Mazibres DESTINATION FAX NO.: (9011) 33-140 04 29 27
Title: Sous-Directeur "Endettement et Dveloppement"

Organization: Ministbre de LTconomie
City/Country: Pari
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Title: Director Dept./Div. No.: FRM

Division: Resource Mo n Department
Room No.: Q-4127 Telephone: (202) 473-2390

SUBJECTI
REFERENCE: RE: GEF Pilot Phase

MESSAGE:

Thank you for your fax of September 6, 1994.

We acknowledge that the total contribution from France to the GEF pilot phase is
FF806,822,362.99 and not FF806,822,364. This was previously brought to our attention in your
fax of October 11, 1993 and accordingly taken into account by us then.

Therefore, please note that the recent encashment request in my letter of August 3, 1994 for
FF161,364,472.55, and which was received by us on August 31, 1994, is consistent with the
FF806,822,362.99 total figure.

Regards.

cc: Mr. Marc-Antoine Autheman, Executive Director



bcc: Messrs./Mmes. Ohashi, Moreno, H6henwarter (FRM); Bautista (ACTTF); Van Bolhuis
(ENVGE)

File: GEF1 - France
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MOHAMED T. EL-ASHRY

September 21, 1994

Mr. Bertrand de Mazieres
Deputy Assistant Secretary

for Debt and Development Issues
Department of Treasury
Ministry of Economy and Finance
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris Cedex 12

Dear Bertrand:

Thank you for your letter of 2 September 1994. As always, I welcome and appreciate
receiving Members' views on issues before the Council.

I wanted to take this opportunity to assure you that I fully expect the Council to continue its
discussion of NGO representation at its next session in November. I intend to include a separate
agenda item on this matter in the provisional agenda for the meeting. For purposes of that
discussion, the Council will have before it two documents: Document GEF/C. 1/4, "Technical Note
on NGO Relations with the GEF", which was prepared for the July Council meeting, and the Joint
Chairmen's Summary of the July Council meeting.

I look forward to working with the Council as we strive to achieve a consensus view on this
very important matter.

Sincerely,

OF FSECRF1A41A1 i88< HFkF [EE NW WAS HINGION, DC 20233 USA
F VE[HONI 1202) 273 3202 1AX (7021 522 2220/3225
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TO: Nick van Praag/Patricia Bliss-Guest DATE: September 13, 1994

DOCUMENT INFORMATION

From: Bertrand de Mazieres
To: MTE

Dated: Sept. 9, 1994

RE: NGO Participation/Voluntary Financing of NGOs

ACTION NEEDED
Due Date: Sept. 27, 1994

\ Handle
\ Review and Recommend
\ For Your Information
\ Discuss With \
\ As we dicussed
X Prepare Response For MTE's Signature
\ For your files

\ Return to \
\ Other: \
X Remarks: Please prepare a short "diplomatic response that

addresses only the point re. the next Council Meeting.
Thanks. MTE

ACTION TAKEN

Responded vi f , no, let, phone, em)
Dated: \ 1C
Forwarded to:
cc to:
Filed under: \



Mazieres' letter (translated by Nick)

Excellent job last July council meeting. However, he does not agree with the Chairs'

interpretation on consensus of the Council on NGO participation. He says several participants 4 -

opposed NGO representation, and that this does not clearly appear in the summary. The figure

of 8 NGOs does not reflect to his mind the diversity of proposals that were made. Para 10 of

the summary does not give sufficient priority to voluntary financing for NGO participation. In

general he hopes when the council takes up this matter again, the interpretation contained in the

July summary meeting will not be presented to the Council as the accepted basis for further

discussion. Monique Barbut is now going to take over as the alternate.
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Monsieur le Prdsident,

Je vous remercie du rMsumi des dibats de [a dernisre rjunion du Conseil du Fonds pour
l'environnement mondial que laprisidence conjointe afaitparvenir aux participants. I rend, de mon
point de vue, clairement compte des points essentiels d'organisation et de procidure qui ont pu tre
rdglis. Cet exercice priliminaire itait necessaire pour permettre au Fonds d'entrer rapidement dans
sa nouvelle phase opdrationnelle, et b son conseil de consacrer plus de temps b des travaux de
substance.

Je souhaiterais cependant exprimer quelques riserves sur le chapitre de ce texte qui
concerne les relations entre les organisations non gouvernementales et le Fonds pour
l'environnement mondial ("Technical note on NGO relations with the GEF). J'avais d'ailleurs deja
formuli ces riserves en siance, apr4s une premisre lecture orale qui avait dtd faite du projet de
risumd des dtbats. L'interpritation qui est donnie de l'orientation gindrale de la discussion au sujet
de la participation des organisations non gouvernementales au Conseil me semble parfois aller trop
loin. En particulier, si plusieurs participants se sont prononcjs enfaveur d'une reprisentation de ces
organisations, plusieurs autres s'y sont opposis, ce dont ne rend pas bien compte le
paragraphe 10. d Le chlffre indiqui de 8 organisations invities ne reflbte pas, & mon sens, la
diversitd des propositions qui ont dtz faites ; ce n'est pas non plus le chtre qui a dtd le plus
frdquemment cite. De mime le paragraphe 10. e relatif aux questions de financement donne &
certaines propositions techniques une pr66minence par rapport & la thse du financement volontaire
d'une manikre que les ddbats ne m'ont pas parujustifier.

En tout itat de cause, les modalifds de la participation des ONG, notamment le
financement et [a nature des ddbats auxquels elles seraient dventuellement admises, n'ont clairement
pas dtd arrtdes. Je souhaiterais que lorsque cette question sera a nouveau examinde au Conseil, les
interprdtations contenues dans le rdsumd de la rdunion de juillet ne soient pas prdsenties au Conseil
comme autant de bases acquises sur lesquelles il doit disormais se reposer.

Par ailleurs, j'ai l'honneur de vous indiquer que la ddkgation frangaise aux r6unions d
Conseil du FEM sera disormais constitude, de moi-meme en tant que membre titulaire, et de
Mme Monique Barbut, Secrdtaire du Fonds francais pour l'environnement mondial, en tant que
suppliant.

En espirant que mes remarques pourront contribuer au bon diroulement des dibats sur
ce sujet important, je vous prie d'agrer, Monsieur le Prisident, 1'expression de ma haute
considiration.

Bertrand de MAZIERES

Monsieur Mohamed T. El-Ashry
Prisident du Fonds pour ('environnement mondial
1 202 477 0565
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BIODIVERSITY ASSESSMENT AND CONSERVATION IN

THE FORESTS OF THE WESTERNIGHATS (INDIA)

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Countrv/Region

India, State of Karnataka, Western Ghats region.

1.2 Agency

Institut Frangais de Pondichdry (IFP)

1.3 GEF area

Biodiversity conservation
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1.4 Brief description. 2eneral proiect objectives

An escarpment running parallel with the west coast of the Indian peninsula, the

Western Ghats extend for almost 1,500 km, from Cape Comorin in the far south of the

peninsula to the Bombay region in the north. Acting as an orographic barrier, the Ghats and

the areas immediately adjoining them, the coastal piedmont and the inland side of the

escarpment, receive significant amounts of precipitation and form the home of the humid

evergreen forest and as it were the water tower for the peninsula.

Over the centuries, the extent of the forests has been greatly reduced by human

activity. Today, most of the forest stands are under stress or have even been destroyed; even

those located on the steepest slopes are now being impacted.

From north to south, the Western Ghats traverse five states: Maharashtra, Goa,

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The Karnataka Forest Department (KFD) is anxious to

resolve the conflicts of interest currently affecting management of the state forestlands (20,000

km2).

With the assistance of the British Overseas Development Authority (ODA), KFD has

prepared a coordinated forest management project (Western Ghats Forestry Project (WGFP))

based on zoning established in consultation with the mair'users and scientists. This zoning

will distinguish five types of uses:
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- 1, central zone that will be managed ecologically (biodiversity);

- 2, main uninhabited zone, to be managed for commercial production with ecological

objectives;

- 3, main locally inhabited zone, to be managed essentially for commercial production;

- 4, land immediately adjoining the villages, to be managed for meeting the needs of the

local populations;

- 5, community lands, to be managed for meeting the needs of the local populations.

Zones 1, 2, 3 and 4 constitute the state forestlands.

KFD is seeking assistance to help it carry out this zoning and to establish the bases of

the envisioned forest management. The Institut Frangais de Pondichery (IFP), KFD's partner

for a number of years in the preparation of the Forest Map of South India, has been requested

to help with the delimitation of zone I on scientific bases.

However, to move beyond the relatively fundamental studies which are its specialty, to

documents that are directly usable for planning, IFP will have to be strengthened and must

undertake the following actions:
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- digitalize the existing forest maps;

- update these maps with the aid of recent satellite coverage (SPOT or IRS);

- conduct observations on biodiversity in stressed areas (it was essentially largely

unstressed areas which were sampled for the preparation of the maps);

- use a Geographic Information System (GIS) compatible with KFD's equipment for

storage and restitution of these data;

- provide internships for some Karnataka forestry personnel and train them in the use of

a GIS.

1.5 Local Value

If it continues at its present rate, the destruction of the Western Ghats' forest cover

would result in the disappearance of very many plant and animal species, in addition to the

"natural" disasters (floods, gullying, slides, etc.) inherent in the loss of forest cover in a region

characterized by steep slopes. In terms of plant biodiversity alone, IFP puts the endemism rate

for the woody species of the evergreen forest at 63%. Moreover certain of these species have

already disappeared and many others are endangered.

By reason of its recent concern to shift to coordinated management of forestlands, the

State of Karnataka is assuming a pioneer role among the South Indian states and breaking
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with a tradition inherited from the past. The fact is that this type of management would

appear to be the only way to ensure the safeguarding of the forests.

The British ODA has clearly understood the value of this new policy and has

encouraged it by a large grant (L28 million) and by funding numerous expert missions leading

to the setting up of the project. The British contribution will moreover be pursued in some

specific fields.

2. GEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

An IFP project focused on biodiversity conservation would enable France to apply the

results of 40 years of research on the South Indian forests. This project would be entirely

consistent with the French positions favoring formulation of an integrated regional

development policy.

IFP's past and present research programs make it ideally suited for this type of action.

After having made the forest map and the thematic maps of the bioclimatic and soil

conditions of South India's forest areas, the IFP researchers are now working on:

- preparing an atlas of endemic species based on the numerous data gathered during the
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surveys used for the forest map (with IFP financing);

- a study of the ecological distribution of medicinal plants in danger of extinction (in the

context of the Indian Medicinal Plant database network being set up with Danish

financing (DANIDA)).

However, IFP is not in a position to finance all the aspects of its participation in the

biodiversity study under the WGFP project with its own resources alone.

2.2 Global environmental benefit

The Western Ghats evergreen continuum is of general biogeographic interest in view

of its position midway between the African and the Indo-Malay forest blocs.

It also forms a set of original ecosystems that have had to adapt to greatly diversified

climatic conditions.

This is because while the concentration of monsoon rains in the Ghats - 3,000 to

7,500 mm/year - is responsible for the presence of the evergreen forest, the seasonal nature of

the monsoon also means there will be a marked dry period of variable duration from north to

south of three to four months in Kerala and up to seven months at the latitude of Bombay.
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In addition there are quite significant altitude gradients: specific Lauraceae stands, the

sholas, occupy the highest positions.

This unquestionably serves to explain the high proportion of endemic species and the

many instances of vicariousness found.

Protection of this set of ecosystems accordingly goes well beyond traditional forest

management.

2.3 Innovation

In South India, Karnataka, which was already in the vanguard with the preparation of

a map of its forestlands, is once again in a pioneer position as regards the management of the

same forests and of the areas immediately adjoining them.

The project will make it possible to round out the data on the biodiversity of South

India's evergreen forests, with special reference to their evolution vis-i-vis different types of

stress.

2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

This type of management could quickly be extended to the neighboring states, all of

which are faced with the same problems.
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At the international level, the project will generate essential data on how to manage a

forest environment in the presence of a population that is both numerous and poor; a type of

situation commonly found in monsoon Asia where biodiversity protection is frequently

accorded scant attention.

2.5 Contribution to the GEF portfolio

The originality and complexity of the Western Ghats evergreen continuum and its

value for biodiversity fully justify consideration of this project by the Global Environment

Facility.

2.6 Sustainability

At national level: since the Rio summit, India has shown itself very concerned to play

an international role in forest management. In September 1993 it organized the first

ministerial conference of the developing countries' forest forum, and subsequently, very

recently (July 25-27, 1994), the Indo-U.K. workshop on sustainable development of forests.

This general attitude cannot but be favorable for the sustainability of the project.

At local level: the Karnataka forestry authorities have finally realized that it was the

lack of coordination with the populations living in areas adjoining the forests that was the

cause of many failures. Their new attitude will also help to ensure the sustainability of the
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actions undertaken.

2.7 Monitoring and evaluation

The monitoring and evaluation of the project will be done in the context of the

(French) national program "Biodiversity and Environment Dynamics" coordinated by Prof. R.

Barbault (URA 258 of the CNRS) in the general context of the Diversitas program (IUJBS -

SCOPE- UNESCO).



BIODIVERSITY ASSESSMENT AND CONSERVATION

IN THE FORESTS OF THE WESTERN GHATS

PRESENTATION OF THE PROJECT TEAM

I. The Institut Franqais de Pondich6ry (IFP)

The Institut Frangais de Pondichdry (IFP) was inaugurated a little under 40 years ago,

on March 20, 1955, at the time of the transfer of the French Establishments to India. Its

general purpose, as set forth in the Transfer Treaty, is to be a higher education and research

institution. Administratively and financially, IFP comes under the French Ministry of Foreign

Affairs; it does, however, possess financial autonomy.

IFP has developed a considerable network of collaborative arrangements with other

institutions, universities or specialized laboratories, in India, France and elsewhere in the

world. It is organized in three departments, each covering a major research area: indology,

ecology and social sciences.
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Address of the contracting team: Department of Ecology,

Institut Frangais de Pondichkry,

Post Office Box 33,

Pondicherry 605 001,

INDIA .

H. Scientific Experience

1. Mapping of natural environments

For nearly 40 years now IFP's Department of Ecology has been contributing to our

knowledge of the natural environments of India and of the Asian world. Its studies have

focused primarily on inventorying and typology of vegetation in relation to its ecological

conditions. Works covering all of India (vegetation map) or South and Southeast Asia

(bioclimates) have been published. More recently, typology and inventory studies have been

made of the Western Ghats evergreen continuum (South India Forest Map).

A significant part of the institute's activities is currently focused on understanding the

operating mechanisms of a parcel of evergreen forest in the Ghats, together with analysis of

forest ecosystem degradation under the influence of human pressure.

Some examples of IFP publications illustrating the inventory studies:
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LEGRIS (P.), 1963. La V6g6tation de lInde: Ecologie et Flore. Pondich6ry, Trav, sec.

sci. tech. de 1'Institut Frangais de Pondichery, 6: 596 pp, 32 figs., 21 maps, 16 photo

plates.

GAUSSEN (H.), LEGRIS (P.), LABROUE (L.), MEHER-HOMJI (V.M.), VIART (M.),

1966. Carte Internationale du Tapis V6g6tal et des Conditions Ecologiques au 1/1

000 000; feuille MYSORE. Pondichiry, Trav. sec. sci. tech. de I'Institut Frangais

de Pondichhry, Individual Publication No. 7: 108 pp.

PASCAL (J.-P.) (With the collaboration of SHYAM SUNDER (S.), MEHER-HOMJI

(V.M.)), 1982 a. Forest Map of South India, 1/250 000 scale, 3 sheets +

Explanatory booklet. Inst. Fr. Pondichery, Trav. sec. sci. tech., Individual

Publication No. 18.

PASCAL (J.-P.), 1982 b. Bioclimats des Ghats Occidentaux, 2 cartes au 1/500 000. Trav,

sec. sci. tech. de 'Institute Frangais de Pondichy, Individual Publication No. 17.

2. Exnerience in the research topic of this proposal

Because of its geographic location and its activities, IFP's Department of Ecology is

already extensively involved in research projects on topics connected with that of this

proposal.
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Preparation of an atlas showing the distribution of endemic species. The distribution

areas are determined on the basis of the collections in the different Indian, British and

French herbariums. Precise location, altitude and ecological conditions are noted and

entered into computerized records. In addition to the collections in the herbariums, the

data available in the literature, from inventories, are also taken into consideration. The

distribution areas are then compared with the climatic conditions in order to determine

the "ecological amplitude" of each species and its place in the forest architecture and

its role in the natural dynamics. The species are thus classified structurally in the

architecture of the vegetation, and functionally into ecological groups with different

roles (pioneers which spread wide but do not grow tall, giant nomadic species, forming

biostatic phases, riparian species, etc.). The replacement in one and the same group,

therefore in the same function, of one species by another that is taxonomically close,

underscores the functional vicariousness phenomena.

IFP participation in the Indian national information system on medicinal plants. The

Foundation for the Revitalization of Local Health Traditions has asked IFP to

participate in the Indian Medicinal Plants Network of distributed databases

(IMEDPLAN). A Memorandum of Understanding was signed in New Delhi by the

ten network member institutions on June 14, 1993. IFP is functioning in this network

as an institution specialized in the ecology of the different species and this activity has

been developed as of 1994 with the recruitment of a botanist who is working on data

acquisition for 300 species; recruitment of a second specialist is under way.
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Some examples of recent IFP publications illustrating these new approaches:

PASCAL J.-P., 1992. Evergreen Forests of the Western Ghats: Structural and Functional

Trends. In: Tropical Ecosystems: Ecology and Management, Ninth Tropical

Ecology Symposium, Benares, 1987, Singh K. P- and Singh J. S. Eds., Wiley East

Ltd., New Delhi, 385-408.pp.

RAMESH B. R., 1989. Evergreen Forests of the Biligiri Rangan Hills, South India.

Ecology, Structure and Floristic Composition. Ph.D. Thesis. Madras University, 188

pp.

RAMESH B.R., PASCAL J.-P. & DE FRANCSCHI D. (to be published). Studies of

Endemism as a Criterion for Conservation in Western Ghats. In: Abstracts of the

workshop on Biodiversity Conservation in the Western Ghats, India - Bangalore.

PASCAL J.-P & RAMESH B. R. (to be published). A database on the distribution of low

and middle altitude arborescent species endemic in the Western Ghats (India): a tool

for regional phytogeography studies and for conservation.

II. Main scientists involved in the project
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In post in IFP:

B.R. Ramesh (Botanist, Ph.D.)

S. Darracq (GIS specialist, Dr. d'Universit6, formerly in charge of the teaching of

computerized cartography at the Ecole Nationale du G6nie Rural et des Eaux et des Forets.

Acting through missions:

J.-P. Pascal (Forest ecologist, Dr. d'Etat, Director of Research at the CNRS (Lyon), former

director of IFP).



IDENTIFICATION SHEET

WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

IN THE JORDAN BASIN

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Region: Middle East

1.2 Agency: Ministry of Economy - Treasury Directorate

1.3 GEF area: International Waters

1.4 Brief Description

The objective of this project is to propose a study that will serve as the basis for an

exhaustive analysis of the problems and environmental stakes involved in sustainable use of

the water resources of the Jordan River.

The first step for this must be review of the work already done in this area in order to
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assess the quality of the existing data and the nature of the additional information it would be

desirable to obtain.

The work will have to include an analysis of the present and foreseeable impacts on

the environment of all the potential functions of the Jordan: use as resource of potable water

and of irrigation water (impact on transborder aquifers and on surface waters):

- use for fishery activities;

- use as a transport and communications route;

- use for energy generation;

- use as receptacle for various pollution sources;

- use as a development point for tourism activities, especially on the shores of the Dead

Sea.

The environmental impacts and the limits of sustainable use for these functions of the

Jordan River will be analyzed in relation to each of these activities, but also globally,

considering the Jordan basin as the key to the operation of an entire ecosystem of exceptional

importance for the region.

The interactions between the river and the Dead Sea will be analyzed.
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It is obvious that in this Middle East region, where the socioeconomic and political

stakes are currently very significant, this river offers considerable development opportunities.

Development of the type envisaged will not take place without increasing risks to and

mounting pressures on a fragile environment.

1.5 Local value

For each of the countries through which the river flows, the Jordan basin represents a

significant development potential. As noted in 1.4, the possible forms of use are various.

Clearly, the national impact of appropriate use of the river, which will ensure sustainability,

can only be extremely positive, provided that the same, or in any event compatible, steps are

taken upstream and also downstream as well.

I. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support: this project specifically offers transborder

environmental benefits (see 2.2).

The object is to consider, in the context of one of the GEF special thematic areas,

Protection of International Waters, analysis of the consideration of environmental factors

(additional costs) in the approaches adopted for management and utilization of the Jordan

basin.
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2.2 Global environmental benefits

When more than one country is using the same resource, the risks of negative

externalities are clearly significant. This is why it is desirable to have available the means to

enable a regional, transborder approach to the environmental stakes.

This study accordingly proposes to participate in the strengthening of the regional

integration of countries which can expect an appreciable surge in development in the years

ahead, by means of a region-wide analysis of the management of the Jordan as a water

resource.

The points to be taken into consideration go beyond the purely national interest.

2.3 Innovation

The use of international waters, and of rivers in particular, can be a major source of

conflict in regions under stress where water is the key to a large number of development

activities.

The analysis method to be used in this study could also serve as for approaching

similar problems elsewhere in the world.

The diversity of the forms of use of the resource will help to impart replicability to

this exhaustive study.



IDENTIFICATION SHEET

Factoring Ecosystem Consideration into the Management of the Niokolo Koba Game
Park

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/region

Southern Senegal, reaching to the frontier with Guinea and bordered to the NW by the
Gambia, to the SW by Guinea-Bissau and to the east by Mali

1.2 Agency

Ministry of Cooperation

1.3 FGEF thematic area

Biodiversity conservation

1.4 Brief description, general project objectives

Niokolo Koba Park, covering 913,000 ha in southern Senegal, is one of the last large
game reserves in Western Africa.

Its ecological uniqueness and value as a sanctuary for fauna and flora that have
virtually disappeared from the subregion have earned it the designation of World Heritage Site
and inclusion on the list of biosphere reserves.

At the present time, the deficiencies of its infrastructure - in terms of both physical
and human resources - are making it impossible to withstand the many pressures to which it is
subject:

land, grazing and extractive pressures (including significant poaching activity) brought
to bear by the local inhabitants, whose growing needs for arable land and ligneous
resources can no longer be met by the degraded land they now occupy;

pressures from hunting associations based in the adjacent areas who, given the
dwindling of their game resources, are tempted to encroach on protected areas;

"physical" pressures exercised by the central government authorities who wish to open
up the eastern region of the country for reasons - albeit relevant - relating to national
economic development. They have already allowed the paving of a road through the
park and are now considering putting in a railroad; even construction of a dam that
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would flood one third of the park is reportedly a possibility.

The project would support the rehabilitation of this World Heritage Site by means of
three main strategic thrusts:

1. Renovation of the conservation capital, through the rehabilitation of the ecosystem
and tourism development

These two elements are inextricably linked. The park's potential for ecotourism needs
to be confirmed and restored, making it feasible to rehabilitate the wildlife and its habitats.
An early warning (feux pr&oces) policy will be formulated and introduced. Monitored water
points will be established. The Simenti and Monts Assirik areas will receive special attention.

In tandem, efforts to promote and develop tourism will be undertaken, including in
particular awareness-raising among the local populations, development of lodging sites,
identification of tourism itineraries and national and international promotion of the park.

2. More stringent park control through its institutional structure

Works involving road rehabilitation, new road construction and the construction of
river crossing points will be carried out and a network of fixed surveillance posts established.

Efforts to control poaching will be stepped up and reorganized. Support for the
establishment of a single entity to manage the area as a whole, in the form of a mixed
company, might be advantageous.

3. Management of adjacent lands

This component will use training programs to prepare the local inhabitants to play an
active role in all management and operation activities in the park and the adjacent areas. At
the same time, support for the sustainable exploitation of natural resources with development
potential will be provided by the local communities.

1.5 Local interest

Although the existence of the Niokolo Koba Park might be considered in certain
official circles to be an impediment to the development of the K6dougou region, it is clear
that maintaining the integrity of the park is essential for the country, well beyond its scientific
value.

First of all, Niokolo Koba is the living memory of-Senegal and its people. In point of
fact, large animals occupy an important place in the oral tradition and their preservation in the
country, even in a residual state, will help maintain the cultural identity to be passed on to
future generations.

However, the greatest benefit to the country lies in the park's potential role in
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maintaining the sudano-guinean climate in the subregion. The dying off of the plant cover
that would follow the demise of the park could have dire consequences on the water regimen,
possibly triggering a decline in local rainfall and especially a change in the course of local
waterways, primarily the Gambia River. From a socioeconomic standpoint, the project will
boost the development of the local communities that become involved, particularly with
regard to wildlife management programs. Moreover, tourism development of the park would
benefit the national economy, by bringing foreign exchange in particular.

2. FGEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of FGEF financial support

This project with components favorable to the national and global environment cannot
be totally financed by Senegal. However, rehabilitation of the park should generate sufficient
revenue, in particular from tourism, to sustain the protection efforts without too much of a
drain on government funds.

2.2 Global environmental benefits

Niokolo Koba is the westernmost of the protected areas in Western Africa that have
succeeded in the viable preservation of large animal wildlife and their tree savanna and dry
forest ecosystems.

One of the last true oases in the sudano-sahelian climate, the park is home to
numerous protected animal species that are often at the limits of their bioregion (e.g.
elephants, chimpanzees and hyenas).

The plant diversity that has been preserved constitutes basic genetic capital for the
entire subregion, which could be used in the restoration and enrichment of the degraded
environments that now make up much of the country.

However, the environmental value of the park transcends national considerations. Its
location within the area surrounded by Guinea, Guinea-Bissau and Mali, which have no
equivalent biodiversity reserves, makes the park a center of ecological interest for these
countries, which could also benefit from its "seedbed" role.

The importance of the park in regulating the course of the Gambia River, whose upper
basin it protects, must also be considered.

2.3 Innovation

The strategy of dissuading encroachment based on the involvement of the local
communities in a wildlife management program from which they will benefit is an innovative
approach, as is the mixed company that would be established as a single management body.
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2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

Large animals in Western Africa are concentrated in four protected areas that cover
less than 1% of the region.

The experience gained in the economic development of the park and the strategy of
dissuade poaching through wildlife management could help in the rehabilitation of many parks
and reserves in developing countries that lack sufficient means and whose integrity is being
threatened by pressures from the local communities.

2.5 Contribution to the FGEF portfolio

The Niokolo Koba Park, which is a World Heritage Site and a biosphere reserve, is
the oldest wildlife park in Western Africa. It is a key center given the critical role it plays in
the preservation of endangered wildlife (particularly large mammals) and the residual sudano-
guinean flora.

The project would make a specific contribution to the GEF portfolio by virtue of the
solutions it proposes for settling a conflict based on economic interests as a result of the
existence of a protected area.

In many African countries, protected areas are frequently perceived as useless to
production-based economic development. Some public and private operators even consider
such areas to be impediments to the economic development of the neighboring regions and
therefore oppose the advocates of environmental protection. It is very important for the
global conservation of biodiversity that there be a set of examples of the contribution that a
protected area can make to local socioeconomic development.

2.6 Sustainability

Since Senegal signed the International Convention on Biodiversity in June 1992, an
institutional framework conducive to project viability should be already there. The foreign
exchange generated by tourism-oriented management would be another inducement for the
Government to help develop the park.

The involvement of the local inhabitants with a return to a system of sustainable
exploitation that was too rapidly abandoned, based on an economy of usufruct, would be
perceived as an alternative to the pressures resulting from the depletion of nearby resources.

Lastly, the interest of local, national and international communities in the site that
would result from its rehabilitation would ensure lasting protection for the park's integrity.

2.7 Monitoring/evaluation
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The unit (DPN/ORSTOM) that has been carrying out .an annual wildlife census since
1990 could provide precise data on the size of the various animal populations.

Establishment of an International Fund for the Niokolo Koba Park is being considered.
This Fund would coordinate the development and protection actions and conduct monitoring
and evaluation.



IDENTIFICATION SHEET

PROJECT: Management and preservation of the Banc d'Arguin

ecosystem in Mauritania

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/Region

MAURITANIA, northern part of coast, Banc d'Arguin region

1.2 Agency

Ministry of Cooperation

1.3 FGEF area

Biodiversity/Conservation/Protection of international waters

1.4 Brief description, general objectives of project

Located between the ocean and the desert, the Banc d'Arguin

National Park is of considerable ecological interest. Its

international renown has caused UNESCO to designate it a "World

Heritage Site".
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Because of lack of sufficient personnel and equipment, the

Government is hard pressed to ensure the maintenance of the

observation and research facilities installed on this 12,000-km2

site (half of which is out in the sea) . This is seriously

impacting the scientific and educational value of the park. In

addition its biological reserves, while -as yet not greatly

affected as far as the majority of species are concerned, could

soon become endangered if the marine and land surveillance

arrangements are not strengthened.

This project will make it possible to restore the

surveillance and protection system and also certain research

activities on the Banc d'Arguin site, in particular those

relating to the global functioning of the ecosystem, verification

of its integrity and monitoring of its evolution:

*Steps will be taken to enable better knowledge of the marine

and land environments and of their flora and fauna. Special

attention will be paid to the following areas:

-determination of biological, physical and chemical

indicators for monitoring of the evolution of the

environments;

-study and inventorying of certain endemic and endangered

species(monk seals, turtles, cetaceans, etc.); .

-knowledge of the major risks of loss of biodiversity.

-In parallel, the project will favor.:

* strengthening of the protection and management structure:

personnel training, supply and maintenance of surveillance
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equipment .

* support for the sedentary populations (Imraguen), who are

the guarantors of the integrity of the park: water and

energy supply, organization of the fishery subsector, etc.

* support for local and international promotion of the park

(information, publicity, etc.) and for its economic

development by tourism for discovery and scientific

purposes.

-Finally, measures to control marine pollution and prevent

risks will be implemented in Nouadhibou bay, in which the

Banc d'Arguin is located.

1.5 Local value

The Banc d'Arguin National Park, which includes 40% of

Mauritania's coast, is of considerable economic importance for

the country. The 900 ha of tidal reservoirs with their abundant

growth of eelgrass in fact play an essential role in the renewal

of the fishery reserves, which form Mauritania's chief food

resource. Being aware of the Banc d'Arguin's crucial

contribution to its economic activity, the Mauritanian State has

placed the administration of the park under the direct oversight

of the Office of the President of the Republic.

In more overall terms, the area concerned possesses the

greatest concentration of biodiversity in Mauritania.

Finally, conservation of this zone includes a very important

cultural and ethnographic dimension since the coastal area is
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home to a community of fishers who still follow their traditional

way of life: the Imraguen. Their population, which currently

numbers fewer than 800 persons living in five to seven villages,

is exclusively dependent on the resources of the park, where

their traditional fishery is the sole fishery activity

authorized.

2. FGEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of FGEF financial support

This project, which will preserve one of the most important

sites for world biological production, cannot be funded in its

entirety by the Mauritanian State, which nevertheless derives a

large part of its fishery resources from it. The scientific and

tourism-oriented development of the Banc d'Arguin will ensure the

maintenance of the facilities and the ongoing presence of

international institutions who will contribute to covering the

structure's operating costs.

2.2 Global enviromental benefit

The Banc d'Arguin National Park protects one of the planet's

last intact coastal areas. This quite exceptional contact zone

between the vast expanses of the sea and the desert comprises a

great diversity of biotopes, ranging from absolute desert with
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"sebkhas" to the shoals uncovered at low tide (tidal reservoirs)

that are of very high biological productivity. The area's tidal

reservoir system with its dense masses of eelgrass, which can

truly be termed its "biological heart", is the most extensive

anywhere in the African continent (900 ha).

The park has the world's largest concentration of migratory

birds (3-5 million Limicolae) and very numerous nestbuilders,

which include some endemic varieties. The vast majority of the

avifauna is of palearctic origin, unlike that of the Senegal

delta 300 km to the south. It is also home to the largest

observed colony of Mediterranean monk seals (the most endangered

seal species), for whose conservation it represents the last

hope.

However, its greatest ecological value lies in the

considerable primary productivity of the bank itself. This is

explained by the upwelling of cold water from the depths at the

edges of the continental shelf. These nutrient-rich waters

nourish beds of phanerogams (chiefly eelgrass and spartina) which "

thus assimilate solar energy exceptionally productively and

provide shelter for large quantities of plant-eating organisms

such as larvae and small invertebrates (secondary food-chain

sequence)and provide a large part of the food needed by the birds

and by the fish in particular. They accordingly contribute

significantly to regeneration of sea fauna over an area that

extends well beyond that worked by the Mauritanian fishers.
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2.3 Innovation

Unlike most projects for management of protected areas,

priority will not be given here to restoration of ecosystems

degraded by the practices of human communities. In this case,

the difficulties of overland access to the park have for the time

being helped to limit degradation of thd coastal area. The only

unfortunate occurrences are poaching of the land wildlife,

gazelles and bustards in particular.

The proposed approach therefore aims at maintaining the

area's present integrity by setting up a system of surveillance

and scientific studies. The establishment of an operational

scientific observatory will be a new approach in the conservation

strategy for protected areas.

The specific methodological nature of the action is further

accentuated by its incorporation of a fishing community totally

integrated into the protected site: the Imraguen. This

community, which still follows fishery practices going back many

generations, is entirely dependent on the park's resources for

its subsistence and can be considered the best guarantee of the

integrity of the ecosystem.

2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

In a scientific context this approazch can be repeated in the

framework of the study of the major primary marine production

areas of the planet (upwelling zones located off Peru and the
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southwest coast of Africa). A number of observatories set up as

a network would then enable worldwide surveillance of the

planet's fishery resources.

The experience gained from the project will also benefit all

environmental management programs where due account has to be

taken of human communities totally integrated into the ecosystems

to be protected.

2.5 Contribution to FGEF portfolio

The Banc d'Arguin National Park has been included since 1982

in the List of Wetlands of International Importance drawn up as

part of the Ramsar Convention and was designated a "World

Heritage Site" in 1989.

Its capital importance for the paleartic bird populations

and its function as a refuge for severely endangered species such

as the Mediterranean monk seal are universally recognized.

However, its world ecological interest is far from limited

to the purely zoological aspects. It is in fact the site of

major primary biological production on a scale that is rare

anywhere on the earth and results from the upwelling phenomenon.

By virtue of its first place in the food chain, the highly

productive flora of the shoals contributes to the renewal of fish

stocks ranging beyond the country's coastal limits. The project

accordingly also has an- impact in the international waters

sphere.



Finally, its contribution to the FGEF portfolio is further

enhanced by the eco-ethnographic component connected with the

presence of the Imraguen community which forms an integral part

of the ecosystem.

2.6 Sustainability

The sustainability of the action undertaken is of interest

to numerous local, national and international institutions:

- in the first place, the Imraguen community, which will

be impacted primarily by the development of its resources

and the improvement in its wellbeing;

- the Mauritanian State, which recognizes the park's

contribution to the national economy and has placed its

administration under the oversight of the office of the

President of the Republic;

- the International Foundation for the Banc d'Arguin

which assists the administration of the park at the

level of the conservation and development of human

communities;

- WWF, IUCN and UNESCO, which assign great importance to

the maintaining of the site's integrity and are

continuing to carry out numerous study missions in

it.
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2.7 Monitoring and evaluation

The program's impact on the possibilities of scientific

research will be assessed without difficulty on the basis of the

different studies and scientific findings. As regards its

effects on the conservation of the site- and the development of

human communities, the evaluation will be performed by a project

commission in which the State, the Foundation, the international

scientific institutions and the donors will participate.



MANAGEMENT OF A WILDLIFE RESERVE AND ELEPHANT RANGELAND

WITH THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE LOCAL RURAL COMMUNITIES
(Eastern and Southern Burkina)

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/region

Burkina: Tapoa and Mouhoun Provinces

1.2 Agency

Caisse Frangaise de D6veloppement/C. Barrier

1.3 GEF thematic area

Biodiversity conservation

1.4 Brief description, general project objectives

In Burkina, like in the other countries of the subregion, population growth and
agricultural expansion are incompatible with the preservation of wildlife, the space available
for which is shrinking from year to year.

Moving from a policy based on prohibitions, which is difficult to apply in the current
context, the Burkina forestry authorities are - following proposals from NGOs - gradually
shifting towards privatization of the management of wildlife reserves (better self-financing)
and involvement of the local inhabitants in the reserve activities on bases that encourage their
protection.

CFD supports a number of operations in Burkina that further local rural development
resulting in the more sustainable development of water, soil and plant resources.
The operation in question would be designed to have these projects also promote the
sustainable management of wildlife.
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The Rural Development Project in Tapoa Province would foster the involvement
of the local villages near the Arly and Madjoary plant and animal wildlife reserves in
the management of those reserves, which would be overseen by a semi-private
management company.

The Rural Development Project for Mouhoun, Houet and Kossi Provinces would
encourage several villages and the forestry authorities to organize the management of an
elephant herd in its survival area (which cuts across protected areas and farmland in the
Boromo area, in Mouhoun Province).

In both project areas, the following would be undertaken:

(i) identification and promotion of cooperation among the rural communities and the
management company (Tapoa) or the forestry authorities (Mouhoun);

(ii) identification and implementation of the necessary improvements and diversification of
activities, on the reserves and in the adjacent areas, for the lasting betterment of the
wildlife and ecosystems;

(iii) an expansion of data on the flora and fauna resources in question and monitoring and
evaluation of the viability of the new management systems.

This would be a pilot operation that would supplement the two local development
projects mentioned above. It would involve the part-time support of an NGO specializing in
wildlife management and with experience in similar operations in sub-Saharan Africa.

The necessary financing for site development and new activity creation would be
secured from both local investment funds supporting local development projects, as well as
lending institutions.

1.5 Local interest

An objective of the operation will be to simultaneously improve the protection of
wildlife and the ecosystems in question, along with sources of income for the local people.

It will also give the forestry authorities wider experience in the co-management of
natural reserves with the local inhabitants, by making possible an objective evaluation of the
ecological efficiency and the economic and social viability of the new co-management
systems.
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2. GEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial suoport

GEF financial support will improve the extent to which biodiversity protection is taken
into account in Burkina in projects that support sustainable local development which thus far
have tended to focus essentially on sustainable development of farmland areas.

This GEF support will enable Burkina to lay the foundation for a more systematic
policy in wildlife protection.

2.2 Global environmental Benefits

By enhancing consideration of the sustainable development of animal and plant
wildlife, through numerous rural development projects in the country, the operation should
result in greater general protection of biodiversity in Burkina.

2.3 Innovation

Co-managed protection of an elephant herd in a partially protected area that involves
the participation of the local inhabitants is a first in the subregion. Another innovative feature
of the project is that it would have local development projects address their weak points with
regard to sustainable wildlife management.

2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

The experience in the sustainable management of animal and plant wildlife by the rural
populations will make it possible to one day expand such efforts to the entire country. It
might also foster sustainable local development projects in other countries of the subregion.

2.5 Contribution to the GEF portfolio

The project involves the protection of biodiversity in sudano-sahelian areas of Western
Africa. The specific nature of the project and its interest to the GEF lie in the methodological
approach to the management of animal and plant wildlife with the involvement of the local
inhabitants, and in the particular efforts to protect an elephant herd that ranges near
aricultural areas.

2.6 Sustainabilitv

The proposed operation would supplement two long-term development projects, the
experience of which in the sustainable management of farmland areas and the environment
would be continued and capitalized on by the National Terroir Management Project overseen
by the Ministry of Agriculture and co-piloted by the Ministry of the Environment.
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The newly acquired accountability and motivation of the local inhabitants. who are
currently the worst enemies of wildlife, vis-A-vis the protection of these natural resources,
would a priori be a factor in the sustainability of the new management systems.

2.7 Monitoring and evaluation

Monitoring and evaluation will be an essential part of the operation.



PILOT OPERATION FOR THE REABSORPTION OF
AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS IN CLASSIFIED FORESTS AND

RESTORATION OF THE LOCAL FOREST AGROSYSTEMS

AND

PROMOTION OF AN EXPERIMENT IN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL FOREST ESTATES

BY A WOOD INDUSTRIALIST AND THE LOCAL RURAL COMMUNITIES

(Southeastern C6te d'Ivoire)

I. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/Region

- C6te d'Ivoire - Southeastern region

1.2 Agency

- Caisse Frangaise de D6veloppement/C. Barrier

1.3 GEF Thematic area

- Multicriteria: Biodiversity conservation and control of the greenhouse effect

1.4 Brief description, general project objectives

- The changing situation in the forest estates of southeastern C6te d'Ivoire is alarming.
A recent assessment shows that the classified forests are very degraded, with 40 to
60% of their area under crops or lying fallow. The rural forest estates seem better
preserved, but they are already the major supplier for the wood industries, which have
been revitalized by the devaluation of the CFAF. .

The many coffee and cocoa plantations made at the expense of the forest are today
aged and often give way to sterile fallow land. Hunting and gathering, which represented an
active economic sector, are on the decline. Thus, following a period of economic boom,



coupled with mining development of the forested areas, the region is now witnessing an
impoverishment of crop farming, which the degradation of the natural potential may
exacerbate.

The program in question would supplement a forestry development project in
southeastern Cte d'Ivoire (336,000 ha of classified forest in the project area) implemented
by SODEFOR (Soci6t6 d'Etat Charge de la Gestion des For&s Class6es).

The program would make it possible to (i) conduct experiments with the local
rural communities and the planters in forest areas of solutions for the sustainable
development of the agro-forestry potential of the agricultural lands and the forest
reserves, to discourage planters from clearing, and (ii) test with a group of communities
and a wood industrialist a contract for the development and sustainable exploitation of a
state-owned forest (it is important for these forests as well, which are not managed by
SODEFOR, to promote a controlled and sustainable mode of exploitation).

Program implementation would be entrusted to a contractor (consulting firm, research
institute or NGO) that would be responsible for providing assistance to the stakeholders
(SODEFOR, Ministry of Agriculture, the rural communities and the industrialist) with a view
to (i) increasing knowledge about the ecosystem in question and the biodiversity resources;
(ii) identifying and testing solutions for the sustainable development of the forests, reserved
areas and peripheral land (recovery of fallow land, agro-forestry plantations, gathering in
moderation, wildlife-raising operations); (iii) developing the structures and regulations for the
sustainable and concerted management of the areas in question.

The contractor would also have a budget for organizing monitoring and evaluation and
bringing together the necessary expertise with regard to supplementary research. It would
manage a subsidy fund that would support initiatives to restore and seek the sustainable
development of the forest and the farmland, upon approval by a grant committee in which the
farmers and the government are equally represented.

The project would come under the Ministry of Agriculture, which would provide the
secretariat of a steering committee, in which SODEFOR, the rural communities and the
donors would be represented.

1.5 Local Interest

In a context of "land hunger," the attempts to protect forest areas through policy-based
dissuasion are doomed to failure if alternatives are not proposed to the planters.

The concerted effort of the Government and the rural inhabitants in the sustainable and
inter-connected development of the agricultural and forestrands (taking into account both
classified and rural forests) should create the conditions for better preservation of the forest
potential in the southeastern reiion of the country. The preservation of these forest and agro-
forest ecosystems is a maior economic stake for the region and the country, given their key



role in the production of wood, coffee, cocoa and secondary plant and animal products
extracted from the forests.

2. GEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

GEF support is justified by the ecological importance of moist tropical forests to the
equilibrium of the global environment, and the impossibility of the Cte d'Ivoire's
singlehandedly funding their regeneration and the additional costs related to the relocation of
agricultural activities and the restoration of the agro-forest systems on the peripherv of the
forests in conjunction with the local populations.

COte d'Ivoire is a middle-income country which has access to only a limited volume of
donor subsidies.

2.2 Global environmental benefits

Illegal plantations in classified forest areas, generally carried out in accordance with a
system of itinerant fallowing and extensive cropping, are responsible for significant
deforestation, especially in comparison to the agricultural yield, with the result that carbon
sequestration is consequently lessened.

In addition, the selective exploitation of the most valuable plant species endangers
numerous species that make up the specific characteristic wealth of these moist tropical
forests. The resulting disequilibrium in the ecosystem has repercussions on wildlife
(mammals and birds in particular), which is already imperiled by hunting and poaching.

By limiting clearings and fostering the sustainable establishment of agro-forest
systems, this project would help contain the greenhouse effect and conserve animal and plant
forest biodiversity in the planet's moist tropical forests.

2.3 Innovation

The joint approach between the government and the local inhabitants to the problem of
stabilizin agriculture in the periphery of classified forests and the reclassification of planters
operating illegally is innovative.

The same is true of the concept of sustainable development contracts for rural forests
concluded between the rural communities and the wood industrialists.

Another innovative element lies in the technical (recovery of fallow land and
rehabilitation of plantations on the agro-forest model) and land tenure aspects (in conjunction
with the Ivorian rural land tenure plan project.



2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

The utilization of an integrated methodology to hel in the permanent settling of the
rural communities on the periphery of classified areas with a view to dissuading future
encroachment, would have a demonstration value applicable to man otected e in t
developing countries.

After an evaluation of project initiative, as well as the agronomic and agro-forestry
techniques adopted, a catalogue of proposals that could be used throughout the moist tropical
area, particularly in the forest belt that extends from Freetown to Accra, could be compiled.

Given the condition of the classified forests in Cte d'Jvoire and the revival in the
wood industry, rural state-owned forests, which had hitherto been better preserved, may now
find their time has come for wanton exploitation.

The project is also a pilot undertaking with regard to the sustainable and contractual
management of rural forests.

2.5 Contribution to the GEF vortfolio

This project to restore and preserve the forest capital of southeastern C6te d'Ivoire
meshes entirely with efforts to contain the greenhouse effect, especially in that it promotes
new forest and seedbed plantations in the adjacent areas. The specific nature of the project
and its interest to the GEF lie in the important biodiversity of the forest ecosystems of moist
tropical Africa, which are increasingly threatened, and in the important methodological
dissuasion of agricultural encroachment in protected areas, which is an overriding concern of
the GEF.

2.6 Sustainability

The proposed operation would supplement the project to support SODEFOR in the
management of the forests of southeastern Cte d'Ivoire, which is backed by CFD. That
project itself is part of the Ivorian Forestry Sector Program. The operation would also benefit
from the support and reforms promoted by the National Rural Space Management project and
the Ivorian Rural Land Tenure Plan.

The feasibility and continuity of development activities, would be ensured by the
ongoing consultations with the beneficiary rural communities and their involvement at all
stages, from identification through to implementation.

2.7 Monitoring and evaluation

The operation has a monitoring and evaluation budget that allows for reporting and
assessments of project impact.



September 5, 1994

IDENTIFICATION SHEET

ELECTRIFICATION OF ISOLATED RURAL LOCATIONS
BY WIND-DRIVEN GENERATORS - CAPE VERDE

L GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Region: Africa - Cape Verde

1.2 Agency: CFD/T2A

1.3 GEF are: Greenhouse effect - Renewable energies (Wind Power)

1.4 Brief description

The program as a whole consists in installing some 50 wind-driven generators of 15 to

25 kW power (10 m diameter), connected to the small electrical systems operating in the

Cape Verde archipelago.

The project described here relates to the first phase of the program and envisages the

setting up of five wind-powered generators on Boa Vista island, in order to meet a growing

demand and to supply less costly electricity for sea-water desalination. The island is located

outside of the area served by Electra, the enterprise that generates 70-80% of the electricity

used in Cape Verde, mainly on the three large islands. These wind-powered generators, with

a unit power of 15 kW each, would be coupled to the local diesel generators and would

ultimately account for 50% of annual electricity generation, i.e. 330 MWh.

The project completes the other wind-driven generator systems set up or planned in the

main systems. The local Cape Verdean technical people and political authorities have
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declared themselves in favor of the project.

This project is comparable with the one successfully carried out in Desirade,

Guadeloupe, where 12 wind-driven generators have been operating since 1992 for the account

of EDF.

The operating company that will install the equipment will also guarantee the outcome:

it expects to substitute 60% of the thermal power on the island for two years; if it fails to do

so it will indemnify the purchaser on the basis of the fuel oil needed to generate the make-up

kWh required.

The operator also undertakes to provide for the training, during the first two years, at

local level, of persons who will in the future be capable of maintaining and repairing the

equipment set up.

After the first five wind-driven generators have been put into service, the project wil

be replicable on all the islands not served by Electra, where it will be particularly attractive

because of the high cost of diesel-generated kWh.

II. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

The partial substitution of wind energy, a nonpolluting renewable resource, for thermal

energy will make it possible to reduce C02 emissions from the currently installed generators

by half: 350 tons/year would be eliminated in this way.
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The total program consisting of 50 wind-driven generators, based on generation of

3.3-3.5 GWh, which represents over 10% of the electricity consumed in Cape Verde (and

almost 50% of the nonsystem electricity), will enable elimination of 3,000 to 6,000 tons of

C02.

The operation also includes a local development dimension with possibilities of new

uses of electricity (for desalination in particular).

2.2 Demonstration value and contribution to FGEF portfolio

The Cape Verde archipelago possesses exceptional wind potential and among the

countries in the French cooperation sphere it is certainly the one with the most favorable

characteristics for electrification by means of small wind-driven generators.

Implementation of a decentralized electrification program based on small wind-driven

generators is still a new approach. The reference data acquired by the enterprise promoting the

project are sufficient to consider starting a program of this sort on a progressive basis.

The introduction of a "guarantee of results" is also an attractive component of the

project.



September 5, 1994

IDENTIFICATION SHEET

VANUATU

PHOTOVOLTAIC ELECTRIFICATION OF ATOLLS

I. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Region: Pacific - Vanuatu

1.2 ALencv: CFD/T2C

1.3 GEF area: Greenhouse effect - Renewable energies (Photovoltaic solar energy)

1.4 Brief description and general objectives of the project

The project's objectives are to lessen the population's dependence on fossil fuels and

to improve the wellbeing of the inhabitants of the isolated islands by facilitating access for

them to new and renewable energy sources. Vanuatu is currently dependent on conventional

energy sources: petroleum product imports are equivalent to 40% of exports. This situation is
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aggravated in the outlying islands where fuel costs are higher and transport is less reliable.

In this context, the Ministry of Energy has decided to set up a Photovoltaic Electrification

Program that will demonstrate to the inhabitants of the outlying the islands the advantages

offered by the photovoltaic system compared with the conventional lighting and refrigeration

systems using fossil fuels as energy source.

The Government of Vanuatu will provide for this project the technicians to perform

the training and the labor needed for the sites. It will also take care of the storage and

transportation of the equipment from its arrival in Port-Vila through delivery at its final

destination.

The project will include the following components:

- Specific training in photovoltaic systems for local technicians who will then become

trainers;

- Technical assistance throughout the implementation of the project;

- Actions to arouse awareness among the populations concerned, combined with training

in the care and maintenance of the generators;

- The setting up of a local management and maintenance agency approved by the

Government.

This pilot project constitutes a first phase: the aim is to electrify three villages, four

dispensaries and five schools in Vanuatu.
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The three villages represent a population of about 300 persons, one third of whom are

children. The inhabitants obtain their livelihood from food crop agriculture, fishery and, to a

minor extent, production of craft goods.

Homes are lit by kerosene lamps, for which a family spends a minimum of 1,000 vatu

per month, out of a monthly income of between 10,000 and 25,000 vatu.

The photovoltaic lighting provided by the project will improve working conditions for

the women with their crafts (weaving, basketwork, mat-making, etc.) while also easing their

daily housework.

In addition to greater comfort and improved hygiene, access to refrigeration will

enable better preservation of foodstuffs for retail sale or consumption.

Implementation of project

Phase 1: Study and selection of sites

The sites will be selected on the basis of technical (accommodation of constraints of

photovoltaic generation) and human factors (predisposition of populations concerned,

motivation of those contacted, etc.). Once the characteristics of the sites are precisely

determined, the next stage will be the dimensioning of the installations.

Phase 2: Establishment of a local workshop with a stock of parts and a training/

demonstration center that will subsequently be made into a training center
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In order to proceed to the assembly operations, a local workshop will be organized and

provided with a stock of parts to enable quick repair and maintenance of the photovoltaic

installations. This equipment will also be available for the Port-Vila demonstration unit to use

for supplementary training work.

Initially, two to three qualified individuals earmarked to become trainers and site

foremen will be made available to the project by the Government for a three-week period and

will be given detailed training in photovoltaic generation and its applications. Subsequently,

sessions will be organized with the various users to instruct them how to use and maintain

their equipment.

Phase 3: Equipment assembly, shipment, installation on site

After final testing at the manufacturer's plant, the equipment will be shipped to

Vanuatu and received in Port-Vila by a selected local operator. It will then be sent out to the

various project sites. The sites will be supervised and inspected by an engineer from the local

operator.

Phase 4: Project monitoring; information and equipment monitoring

The above work and all the project operations will have to be carefully recorded for

reference purposes for other similar projects: preparation of a presentation booklet,

inauguration of installations, production of a video, etc.
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A maintenance program will be drawn up. The operator will make a general inspection

tour each year for a five-year period. He will verify that the installations are functioning

properly and will check the maintenance and repair procedures.

A centralized remote surveillance system may be proposed for all or part of the

installations.

II. GEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

Extension of decentralized electrification by means of renewable energies, in the

context of a project for decentralized electrification of isolated islands.

Photovoltaic electrification projects require special institutional arrangements to ensure

local participation in the management and maintenance of the system and in coverage of its

operating costs. These arrangements will be proposed in the feasibility study.

The fact remains that installation of photovoltaic systems is costly (FF 3,000 - 8,000

per user). If they are to be brought into general use, this must be justified by the country's

overall rural electrification policy. The appraisal mission will accordingly determine the

position of the project in Vanuatu's national policy.
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2.2 Demonstration value and contribution to GEF portfolio

The project will make it possible to devise procedures for undertaking decentralized

electrification in isolated islands, with special reference to three points:

- . approach methods, in order to keep identification costs within reasonable limits;

- financial arrangements: financing rules and division of costs between, on the one hand,

the users and the State (cost of access to service and tariff setting), and on the other,

the State and the donor (loan/subsidy mix);

- local involvement: finally, a critical mass in terms of number of systems has to be

arrived at in order to enable local management of the systems and extension of this

type of electrification.



September 5, 1994

IDENTIFICATION SHEET

INCLUSION OF A DECENTRALIZED ELECTRIFICATION

COMPONENT USING HYDROELECTRIC MICROPLANTS

IN A RURAL DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAM -'SAO TOME

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

2.1 Region: Africa - SAO TOME

2.2 Agency: CFD/TiB

2.3 GEF area: Greenhouse effect - Renewable energies (Hydroelectric microplants)

2.4 Brief description and objectives of the project

The proposed project would form one component 6f a larger program to develop

family-based agriculture on So Tomd. The project as a whole is described in the attached
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sheet. CFD is supporting this program with an amount of FF 16.4 million spread over

different components: support for agriculture, decentralized credit and rural infrastructure.

Decentralized electrification forms part of the "Rural Infrastructure" component.

An identification study performed in November 1993 revealed that:

- Nearly 80% of rural households are not connected to the electricity system. The way

they are scattered throughout the island and their very limited demand for electricity

make it impossible for them to consider connection, in the short and medium term, to

the electricity system operated by EMAE. There is, however, a diffuse but real

demand for small-scale electricity supply from the rural communities: for domestic

lighting and audiovisual purposes, small-scale motorization in certain cases, social

facilities (dispensaries, training and promotion centers, some public lighting, etc.).

The hydroelectric potential is considerable and underexploited. In a large part of the

island, which is relatively well populated and sufficiently far from the system,

hydroelectric "picoplants"' could meet the rural communities' demand and contribute

to local development.

The project forms a subcomponent of the "infrastructure" component, in the same way

as water supply. However, its relative technical sophistication and its innovative nature call

for deployment of some specific means.

The term "picoplants" seems appropriate for units of from one to a few tens of kW
and to distinguish them from "microplants", which is now used mainly to refer to
plants of several hundreds of kW.
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The objective of the project is to devise replicable decentralized electrification plans,

while ensuring that they are feasible from the users' standpoint. These schemes can then be

extended to all the rest of the parts of the country that are not served by the EMAE system.

The proposed approach is progressive. Its implementation presumes participation by the rural

communities and involvement of local operators (NGOs, SMEs, etc.).

Project content

The hydroelectric plants included in the first stage of the project are of two types:

- Units of 10-30 kW for communities that are already motorized (1-2 installations)

- Units of 1-3 kW for isolated villages (5-8 units).

All together they constitute a meaningful sample of socioeconomic situations served

and of conditions under which very low power level hydroelectric plants can be used. The

units will be grouped into two or three clusters to reduce installation and maintenance costs.

The number, six to ten plants, is sufficient for setting up a distribution organization, while

leaving open the possibility of adapting the approach on the basis of responses from the

"field".

The program will comprise two phases:

- phase comprising organization of the project with the local communities: final

identification of sites and villages, establishment of conditions for distribution of

service, selection of SMLEs to carry out the works/'organization of maintenance and of

after-sales service (distribution system for parts and products, etc.).
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- an equipment installation phase, combined with special monitoring of operation upon

start-up (payment for service by users, functioning of maintenance arrangements).

Set-up and installation are expected to take 16-24 months, and monitoring will

continue for one year.

Organization

A unit utilizing local capabilities is envisaged for implementation. Under the authority

of the Director of the Rural Development Program, it will work in close coordination with the

team responsible for "rural infrastructure"2, This unit will be tasked with identifying villages,

selecting SMEs, monitoring progress and training the local personnel responsible for the

operation of the units in each of the villages.

The unit will benefit from the assistance of a consulting engineer, who will conduct

regular support missions, for the technical aspects of the studies and the monitoring of the

works, together with coordination of the different parties involved, and also to help with any

contingencies that may arise.

II. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2 The intention is that the chief of the infrastructure component will be made directly
responsible for the decentralized electrification sub component, after being given
additional training for the purpose.
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2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

The decentralized electrification envisaged will combine rational energy use and

"renewable energies". Because Sao Tom6 possesses exceptional hydroelectric potential,

special emphasis will be placed on this energy source. (On a nonexclusive basis, photovoltaic

energy will also be considered for the villages where microplants would not be viable.)

2.2 Demonstration value and contribution to FGEF portfolio

There are currently very few "programs" involving hydroelectric microplants integrated

in a rural development perspective. The project will make it possible to develop workable

approaches and to strengthen the small number of manufacturers who offer equipment in this

range (1 - 50 kW).



IDENTIFICATION SHEET

Factoring Ecosystem Consideration into the Management of the Niokolo Koba Game

Park

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/region

Southern Senegal, reaching to the frontier with Guinea and bordered to the NW by the

Gambia, to the SW by Guinea-Bissau and to the east by Mali

1.2 Agency

Ministry of Cooperation

1.3 FGEF thematic area

Biodiversity conservation

1.4 Brief description, general project objectives

Niokolo Koba Park, covering 913,000 ha in southern Senegal, is one of the last large

game reserves in Western Africa.

Its ecological uniqueness and value as a sanctuary for fauna and flora that have

virtually disappeared from the subregion have earned it the designation of World Heritage Site

and inclusion on the list of biosphere reserves.

At the present time, the deficiencies of its infrastructure - in terms of both physical

and human resources - are making it impossible to withstand the many pressures to which it is

subject:

- land, grazing and extractive pressures (including significant poaching activity) brought

to bear by the local inhabitants, whose growing needs for arable land and ligneous
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resources can no longer be met by the degraded land they now occupy;

- pressures from hunting associations based in the adjacent areas who, given the

dwindling of their game resources, are tempted to encroach on protected areas;

- "physical" pressures exercised by the central government authorities who wish to open

up the eastern region of the country for reasons - albeit relevant - relating to national

economic development. They have already allowed the paving of a road through the

park and are now considering putting in a railroad; even construction of a dam that

would flood one third of the park is reportedly a possibility.

The project would support the rehabilitation of this World Heritage Site by means of

three main strategic thrusts:

1. Renovation of the conservation capital, through the rehabilitation of the ecosystem

and tourism development

These two elements are inextricably linked. The park's potential for ecotourism needs

to be confirmed and restored, making it feasible to rehabilitate the wildlife and its habitats.

An early warning (feux prdcoces) policy will be formulated and introduced. Monitored water

points will be established. The Simenti and Monts Assirik areas will receive special attention.

In tandem, efforts to promote and develop tourism will be undertaken, including in

particular awareness-raising among the local populations, development of lodging sites,

identification of tourism itineraries and national and international promotion of the park.

2. More stringent park control through its institutional structure

Works involving road rehabilitation, new road construction and the construction of

river crossing points will be carried out and a network of fixed surveillance posts established.
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Efforts to control poaching will be stepped up and reorganized. Support for the

establishment of a single entity to manage the area as a whole, in the form of a mixed

company, might be advantageous.

3. Management of adjacent lands

This component will use training programs to prepare the local inhabitants to play an

active role in all management and operation activities in the park and the adjacent areas. At

the same time, support for the sustainable exploitation of natural resources with development

potential will be provided by the local communities.

1.5 Local interest

Although the existence of the Niokolo Koba Park might be considered in certain

official circles to be an impediment to the development of the K6dougou region, it is clear

that maintaining the integrity of the park is essential for the country, well beyond its scientific

value.

First of all, Niokolo Koba is the living memory of Senegal and its people. In point of

fact, large animals occupy an important place in the oral tradition and their preservation in the

country, even in a residual state, will help maintain the cultural identity to be passed on to

future generations.

However, the greatest benefit to the country lies in the park's potential role in

maintaining the sudano-guinean climate in the subregion. The dying off of the plant cover

that would follow the demise of the park could have dire consequences on the water regimen,

possibly triggering a decline in local rainfall and especially a change in the course of local

waterways, primarily the Gambia River. From a socioeconomic standpoint, the project will
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boost the development of the local communities that become involved, particularly with

regard to wildlife management programs. Moreover, tourism development of the park would

benefit the national economy, by bringing foreign exchange in particular.

2. FGEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of FGEF financial support

This project with components favorable to the national and global environment cannot

be totally financed by Senegal. However, rehabilitation of the park should generate sufficient

revenue, in particular from tourism, to sustain the protection efforts without too much of a

drain on government funds.

2.2 Global environmental benefits

Niokolo Koba is the westernmost of the protected areas in Western Africa that have

succeeded in the viable preservation of large animal wildlife and their tree savanna and dry

forest ecosystems.

One of the last true oases in the sudano-sahelian climate, the park is home to

numerous protected animal species that are often at the limits of their bioregion (e.g.

elephants, chimpanzees and hyenas).

The plant diversity that has been preserved constitutes basic genetic capital for the

entire subregion, which could be used in the restoration and enrichment of the degraded

environments that now make up much of the country.

However, the environmental value of the park transcends national considerations. Its

location within the area surrounded by Guinea, Guinea-Bissau and Mali, which have no

equivalent biodiversity reserves, makes the park a center of ecological interest for these
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countries, which could also benefit from its "seedbed" role.

The importance of the park in regulating the course of the Gambia River, whose upper

basin it protects, must also be considered.

2.3 Innovation

The strategy of dissuading encroachment based on the involvement of the local

communities in a wildlife management program from which they will benefit is an innovative

approach, as is the mixed company that would be established as a single management body.

2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

Large animals in Western Africa are concentrated in four protected areas that cover

less than 1% of the region.

The experience gained in the economic development of the park and the strategy of

dissuade poaching through wildlife management could help in the rehabilitation of many parks

and reserves in developing countries that lack sufficient means and whose integrity is being

threatened by pressures from the local communities.

2.5 Contribution to the FGEF portfolio

The Niokolo Koba Park, which is a World Heritage Site and a biosphere reserve, is

the oldest wildlife park in Western Africa. It is a key center given the critical role it plays in

the preservation of endangered wildlife (particularly large mammals) and the residual sudano-

guinean flora.

The project would make a specific contribution to the GEF portfolio by virtue of the

solutions it proposes for settling a conflict based on economic interests as a result of the

existence of a protected area.
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In many African countries, protected areas are frequently perceived as useless to

production-based economic development. Some public and private operators even consider

such areas to be impediments to the economic development of the neighboring regions and

therefore oppose the advocates of environmental protection. It is very important for the

global conservation of biodiversity that there be a set of examples of the contribution that a

protected area can make to local socioeconomic development.

2.6 Sustainability

Since Senegal signed the International Convention on Biodiversity in June 1992, an

institutional framework conducive to project viability should be already there. The foreign

exchange generated by tourism-oriented management would be another inducement for the

Government to help develop the park.

The involvement of the local inhabitants with a return to a system of sustainable

exploitation that was too rapidly abandoned, based on an economy of usufruct, would be

perceived as an alternative to the pressures resulting from the depletion of nearby resources.

Lastly, the interest of local, national and international communities in the site that

would result from its rehabilitation would ensure lasting protection for the park's integrity.

2.7 Monitoring/evaluation

The unit (DPN/ORSTOM) that has been carrying out an annual wildlife census since

1990 could provide precise data on the size of the various animal populations.

Establishment of an International Fund for the Niokolo Koba Park is being considered.

This Fund would coordinate the development and protection actions and conduct monitoring

and evaluation.



PILOT OPERATION FOR THE REABSORPTION OF
AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS IN CLASSIFIED FORESTS AND

RESTORATION OF THE LOCAL FOREST AGROSYSTEMS

AND

PROMOTION OF AN EXPERIMENT IN
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL FOREST ESTATES

BY A WOOD INDUSTRIALIST AND THE LOCAL RURAL COMMUNITIES

(Southeastern C6te d'Ivoire)

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/Region

- Cate d'Ivoire - Southeastern region

1.2 Agency

- Caisse Frangaise de Ddveloppement/C. Barrier

13 GEF Thematic area

- Multicriteria: Biodiversity conservation and control of the greenhouse effect

1.4 Brief description, general project objectives

- The changing situation in the forest estates of southeastern C6te d'Ivoire is alarming.

A recent assessment shows that the classified forests are very degraded, with 40 to

60% of their area under crops or lying fallow. The rural forest estates seem better

preserved, but they are already the major supplier for the wood industries, which have

been revitalized by the devaluation of the CFAF.



The many coffee and cocoa plantations made at the expense of the forest are today

aged and often give way to sterile fallow land. Hunting and gathering, which represented an

active economic sector, are on the decline. Thus, following a period of economic boom,

coupled with mining development of the forested areas, the region is now witnessing an

impoverishment of crop farming, which the degradation of the natural potential may

exacerbate.

The program in question would supplement a forestry development project in

southeastern CMte d'Ivoire (336,000 ha of classified forest in the project area) implemented

by SODEFOR (Soci&t6 d'Etat Charg6e de la Gestion des Forets Class6es).

The program would make it possible to (i) conduct experiments with the local

rural communities and the planters in forest areas of solutions for the sustainable

development of the agro-forestry potential of the agricultural lands and the forest

reserves, to discourage planters from clearing, and (ii) test with a group of communities

and a wood industrialist a contract for the development and sustainable exploitation of a

state-owned forest (it is important for these forests as well, which are not managed by

SODEFOR, to promote a controlled and sustainable mode of exploitation).

Program implementation would be entrusted to a contractor (consulting firm, research

institute or NGO) that would be responsible for providing assistance to the stakeholders

(SODEFOR, Ministry of Agriculture, the rural communities and the industrialist) with a view

to (i) increasing knowledge about the ecosystem in question and the biodiversity resources;



(ii) identifying and testing solutions for the sustainable development of the forests, reserved

areas and peripheral land (recovery of fallow land, agro-forestry plantations, gathering in

moderation, wildlife-raising operations); (iii) developing the structures and regulations for the

sustainable and concerted management of the areas in question.

The contractor would also have a budget for organizing monitoring and evaluation and

bringing together the necessary expertise with regard to supplementary research. It would

manage a subsidy fund that would support initiatives to restore and seek the sustainable

development of the forest and the farmland, upon approval by a grant committee in which the

farmers and the government are equally represented.

The project would come under the Ministry of Agriculture, which would provide the

secretariat of a steering committee, in which SODEFOR, the rural communities and the

donors would be represented.

L5 Local Interest

In a context of "land hunger," the attempts to protect forest areas through policy-based

dissuasion are doomed to failure if alternatives are not proposed to the planters.

The concerted effort of the Government and the rural inhabitants in the sustainable and

inter-connected development of the agricultural and forestlands (taking into account both

classified and rural forests) should create the conditions for better preservation of the forest



potential in the southeastern region of the country. The preservation of these forest and agro-

forest ecosystems is a major economic stake for the region and the country, given their key

role in the production of wood, coffee, cocoa and secondary plant and animal products

extracted from the forests.

2. GEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

GEF support is justified by the ecological importance of moist tropical forests to the

equilibrium of the global environment, and the impossibility of the COte d'lvoire's

singlehandedly funding their regeneration and the additional costs related to the relocation of

agricultural activities and the restoration of the agro-forest systems on the periphery of the

forests, in conjunction with the local populations.

COte d'Ivoire is a middle-income country which has access to only a limited volume of

donor subsidies.

2.2 Global environmental benefits

Illegal plantations in classified forest areas, generally carried out in accordance with a

system of itinerant fallowing and extensive cropping, are responsible for significant

deforestation, especially in comparison to the agricultural yield, with the result that carbon

sequestration is consequently lessened.



In addition, the selective exploitation of the most valuable plant species endangers

numerous species that make up the specific characteristic wealth of these moist tropical

forests. The resulting disequilibrium in the ecosystem has repercussions on wildlife

(mammals and birds in particular), which is already imperiled by hunting and poaching.

By limiting clearings and fostering the sustainable establishment of agro-forest

systems, this project would help contain the greenhouse effect and conserve animal and plant

forest biodiversity in the planet's moist tropical forests.

2.3 Innovation

The joint approach between the government and the local inhabitants to the problem of

stabilizing agriculture in the periphery of classified forests and the reclassification of planters

operating illegally is innovative.

The same is true of the concept of sustainable development contracts for rural forests

concluded between the rural communities and the wood industrialists.

Another innovative element lies in the technical (recovery of fallow land and

rehabilitation of plantations on the agro-forest model) and land tenure aspects (in conjunction

with the Ivorian rural land tenure plan project.



2.4 Demonstration value and replicability

The utilization of an integrated methodology to help in the permanent settling of the

rural communities on the periphery of classified areas with a view to dissuading future

encroachment, would have a demonstration value applicable to many protected areas in the

developing countries.

After an evaluation of project initiative, as well as the agronomic and agro-forestry

techniques adopted, a catalogue of proposals that could be used throughout the moist tropical

area, particularly in the forest belt that extends from Freetown to Accra, could be compiled.

Given the condition of the classified forests in CMte d'Ivoire and the revival in the

wood industry, rural state-owned forests, which had hitherto been better preserved, may now

find their time has come for wanton exploitation.

The project is also a pilot undertaking with regard to the sustainable and contractual

management of rural forests.

25 Contribution to the GEF portfolio

This project to restore and preserve the forest capital of southeastern CMte d'ivoire

meshes entirely with efforts to contain the greenhouse effect, especially in that it promotes

new forest and seedbed plantations in the adjacent areas. The specific nature of the project



and its interest to the GEF lie in the important biodiversity of the forest ecosystems of moist

tropical Africa, which are increasingly threatened, and in the important methodological

dissuasion of agricultural encroachment in protected areas, which is an overriding concern of

the GEF.

2.6 Sustainability

The proposed operation would supplement the project to support SODEFOR in the

management of the forests of southeastern Cte d'Ivoire, which is backed by CFD. That

project itself is part of the Ivorian Forestry Sector Program. The operation would also benefit

from the support and reforms promoted by the National Rural Space Management project and

the Ivorian Rural Land Tenure Plan.

The feasibility and continuity of development activities, would be ensured by the

ongoing consultations with the beneficiary rural communities and their involvement at all

stages, from identification through to implementation.

2.7 Monitoring and evaluation

The operation has a monitoring and evaluation budget that allows for reporting and

assessments of project impact.



MANAGEMENT OF A WILDLIFE RESERVE AND ELEPHANT RANGELAND
WITH THE INVOLVEMENT OF THE LOCAL RURAL COMMUNITIES

(Eastern and Southern Burkina)

1. GENERAL PRESENTATION

1.1 Country/region

Burkina: Tapoa and Mouhoun Provinces

1.2 Agency

Caisse Frangaise de Developpement/C. Barrier

1.3 GEF thematic area

Biodiversity conservation

1.4 Brief description, general project objectives

In Burkina, like in the other countries of the subregion, population growth and

agricultural expansion are incompatible with the preservation of wildlife, the space available

for which is shrinking from year to year.

Moving from a policy based on prohibitions, which is difficult to apply in the current

context, the Burkina forestry authorities are - following proposals from NGOs - gradually

shifting towards privatization of the management of wildlife reserves (better self-financing)

and involvement of the local inhabitants in the reserve activities on bases that encourage their
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protection.

CFD supports a number of operations in Burkina that further local rural development

resulting in the more sustainable development of water, soil and plant resources.

The operation in question would be designed to have these projects also promote the

sustainable management of wildlife.

The Rural Development Project in Tapoa Province would foster the involvement

of the local villages near the Arly and Madjoary plant and animal wildlife reserves in

the management of those reserves, which would be overseen by a semi-private

management company.

The Rural Development Project for Mouhoun, Houet and Kossi Provinces would

encourage several villages and the forestry authorities to organize the management of an

elephant herd in its survival area (which cuts across protected areas and farmland in the

Boromo area, in Mouhoun Province).

In both project areas, the following would be undertaken:

(i) identification and promotion of cooperation among the rural communities and the

management company (Tapoa) or the forestry authorities (Mouhoun);

(ii) identification and implementation of the necessary improvements and diversification of

activities, on the reserves and in the adjacent areas, for the lasting betterment of the

wildlife and ecosystems;
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(iii) an expansion of data on the flora and fauna resources in question and monitoring and

evaluation of the viability of the new management systems.

This would be a pilot operation that would supplement the two local development

projects mentioned above. It would involve the part-time support of an NGO specializing in

wildlife management and with experience in similar operations in sub-Saharan Africa.

The necessary financing for site development and new activity creation would be

secured from both local investment funds supporting local development projects, as well as

lending institutions.

1.5 Local interest

An objective of the operation will be to simultaneously improve the protection of

wildlife and the ecosystems in question, along with sources of income for the local people.

It will also give the forestry authorities wider experience in the co-management of

natural reserves with the local inhabitants, by making possible an objective evaluation of the

ecological efficiency and the economic and social viability of the new co-management

systems.
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2. GEF ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

2.1 Justification of GEF financial support

GEF financial support will improve the extent to which biodiversity protection is taken

into account in Burkina in projects that support sustainable local development, which thus far

have tended to focus essentially on sustainable development of farmland areas.

This GEF support will enable Burkina to lay the foundation for a more systematic

policy in wildlife protection.

2.2 Global environmental Benefits

By enhancing consideration of the sustainable development of animal and plant

wildlife, through numerous rural development projects in the country, the operation should

result in greater general protection of biodiversity in Burkina.

2.3 Innovation

Co-managed protection of an elephant herd in a partially protected area that involves

the participation of the local inhabitants is a first in the subregion. Another innovative feature

of the project is that it would have local development projects address their weak points with
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ERRORS

1) HANG UP OR LINE FAIL 2) BUSY 3) NO ANSWER 4) NO FACSIMILE CONNECTION

tPUBLIOuE FRANQAISE

MINIITSRE Da L-SCONOMID 3

DiRncTian au TRisoR ARMs, Li i "E.N
1,5 SQUS-O1IREUIEIJR
PMLVoUNdO?

Monsieur fi Prtsddent,

J m. flint. do la tame 4 terms rapproch6 do /a dernltre asnion do nigoiation -rur la
nutructuralton ata racontftulon dew reu roes da Fonda pour t'wawronnement mondial : lout diald
snppidmenrafIr appon ft La idne do eld? )tnfon n'aurat pu qu"ffaibItr l/an qp7 a pont let
Parnispants rout aU long des ndgootaionr.

Concermnon l'ordre dan: lequel s ddroulsront h Geni' lMs dl Orenfon riunlot,
permetfx-mol de vous frrhquer quo /a enue, comme A Carthag&ne. dune rdunion rur la
reanslituilon anmt celIs retald h Is rntrnclurolon ne me semble pas opponune. Le tour do table
financier ne sere productf quInnefois achevde la nigoct aln Insitunelonne// 11 me semblerat par
consdquent prdftroble do commencer it Gen&ve par lea quesions do sovvcturaion. avec routefois un
exposd liminarc do Mr Johannes Linn pour Indiquer qua r'objectf de 2 miliards do dollars ott an vue
et comment 1i sera atluint (et notament quelles soni (us contributIon: atendues des "autres

.donneur:")



PUBLIQUE FRANQAISE

MINISTkRB DE L'SCONOMIE

DIRECTION Du TRiSOR PARIS, LE 2 1 FEV. 3M
LU SOUS-OIRECTEUR

PM&VW- 49401

Monsieur le President,

Je ineftlicite de ta tenue & terme rapprochd de la dernire session de ndgocfaflon sur la
restructuration el la reconstitution des ressources du Fonds pour l'environnemenn mondial : tout dilai
supplementare appord 4 la teme de cette riuntion n'aurait pu qu'affaiblir l'dlan qui a parte les
Participants foul au long des ndgociations

Concernant l'ordre dans 1equel se dtrouleroni 4 Gentve les diffirentes rdunions,
permeulez-moi de vous indiquer que la tenue, comme 6 Carthagene. d'une reunion sur la
reconstitution avant celles relatives 6 la restructuration ne me semble pas opportune. Le tour de table
financier ne sera productif qu'une fois achvve la ngaciation institulonnelle. It me semblerali par
consdquent prdfarable do commencer i Geneve par les questions de restructuration. avec toutefois un
exposd liminaire do Mr Johannes Linn pour indiquar que l'objectf de 2 milliardr da dollars es en vie
et comment il sera atteint (ef notamment quelles sont les contributions attendnes des "autres
donneurs").

Au-deI du principe absolu do non rdouverfure des points ayani deJiI falt l'objet d'un
consensus 6 Carthag~ne ou lors des riunlons prdcddentes, faimerais, en r6ponse 4 vore invitation,
vous faire part do quelques commeniares sur Is document principal ("Instrument for Mke
establishment of the resfructured Global Environment Facility" 361"e rdvision en date du
4janvier 1994) dans l'atiente de la transmissian d'une version rdvisde des annexes.

* Sur les 4 sujets discutss a4 Carthagine par le groupe de contact, 2 constituent des
points majeurs (prsidence die Consil; nombre at reportiffon des siges au Conseil), les 2 autres
reprsentent p/ut des conireparties (niveau de majoritd qualifide ; ,/htquanca des rdunions de
l'Assamblde pldnitre). Je ne reviendral pas sur nos positions h ce propos ; elles sont bien connues.

* Les paragraphas 19 (vi). 20 (1v) or 27 sont dijficiles d comprendre. Is doivent Otre
revus em notamment leurs rdfirences circulaires supprimdas. Le toxe dolit fire clairement apparaltre
le compromis trouvi it Carthagine aux lermes duquel l'Instrument :

- ouvre /a possibilitd pour le secrdtariat de trailer directement, dons /e feir, Ovec
des organismes awres que les trots agences de mise en oeuvre pour la prdparation et l'extcutlon de
projets.

- mais confire au Conseil l'autoriid do se salsir de cetta question et de declder si le
secrtariat peut, ou ne peut pas, riser de cettefacull et, si oui, selon quelles modalitds

nsteur Mohamed T. El-Ashry
rrdsident dA Fonds pour l'environnement mondial
1 202 477 056S



* Le paragraphe 24. (a) sur la proedure est le fruit d'un compromis 4/abort &
Carthagene, apr4s des ann4es de discussions, par les ddligotions des Etas-Unis d'Arnrique etcd la
France, puts approuvd par l'ensemble des Paricipants. Je me rtjouis de ce qu'un accord ait pu atre
lrouvd sur un sufe auss sensible; je liens 4 souligner qu'en acceptant ce texie final la partie
frangalse est allte 4 Pextreme i/mite des concessions qu'elle pouvall faire.

* Sur les autres points pour lesquels subsistent des crochets dans t toxic (notamment
las paragraphes 2. 18, 24. (c). (W) et 29). les positions frangaises sont bien connues ; c/ks n 'ont pas
change t je n 5' reviendral point tod.

En espdrani que ces queiques remarques e observations pourront vous factliter la fache
el contribuer 6 une heureuse conclusion des ndgociations je vous prie d'agrder. Monsieur ko
Prdsiden, I'expression de ma haute consideration.

Bertrand de MAZTItR ES



THE WORLD BANK/IFC/M.LG.A.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Headquarters: Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Tel. No. (202) 473-1053 // Fax Tel. No. (202) 477-0551 // Telex No. RCA 248423

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET AND MESSAGE

DATE: June 29, 1994 NO. OF PAGES: 14 MESSAGE NUMBER:
(including this sheet)

TO
Name: Monique Barbut Fax Tel. No.: 33-1 40 06 32 48
EDS18 Caisse Franiaise de D6veloppement City: Paris

Country:France
FROM

Name: Nicholas van Praag Fax Tel. No. (202) 522-3240
Dept./Div. ENVGE Dept/Div No. 655/35
Room No. G6-015 Tel. No. (202) 473-5102

SUBJECT: FEM

MESSAGE:
Chere Monique,

Suite t nos conversations de ce matin, tu trouveras ci-joint le courrier que nous avons regu de Mauritanie
(copie de mauvaise qualit6) concernant les pays du CILSS, ainsi que le courrier que nous avons regu de [a
part du gouvernement de COte d'Ivoire.

Les coordonndes de Monsieur Victor k. Kouame sont les suivantes:

Mr. Victor K. Kouame
Directeur G6n6ral de [a CAA
01 BP 670 Abidjan 01
COte d'Ivoire

T61: (225) 2106 11
Fax: (225) 21 35 78

Je te souhaite bonne chance avec tes d6marches et attends avec impatience de te parler jeudi 30 juin.

Meilleures salutations,

L

If you experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax number listed
above.

1884 (2-90)

i/LI



FROM IIMISuR PHONE NO. 212 926 2419
P01

PUeLIOUE ILAMVUE DE MAU1TANIE

Aae s m wre atses Des N^Tnc*4r Upsan r.j7 u

Mismaur/Z46/M2EG/L/94 Mew York, 1Q 25 avril 1994

Monsieur le President,

J'ai 3'honneur de poart votre connaissance qua les Etats
du CILSS (Burkina Faso, Cap t Gambie, Guinee Bissau, Mali,
Mauritanie, Niger, Senegal a ad) ant decide de se constituer
en un College electoral au .Zaneil Executif du Fonds pour
l'Environnement Mondial, 1 do la 29eme Session de leurs
Instances Statutaires diu 11 2 avril 1994 a Praia, Cap Vert.

A cette fin, le Conseil, Xinistrs a adopt. la resolution
16/29 dont copie joinLe. -son Comique final, Ia Conseil
des Ministres a designe .1 itanie et le Burkina Paso en
qualites respectives de at de suppleant au Conseil
EZxecutif . Vous trouveres t copie de la page pertinente
du Comunique final.

Par la suite, les Chefs. t Ont enterine les decisions du
Conseil des Ministres.

Le Ministre Gambien, =a nouveille qualite de Minintrp
Coordonnateur du CILSS, r ciNuniquera 'dans les meilleurs
delais leS noms des personnes raprasenteront ca College.

Par aillaurs, Xe Groupe t  a New York sera informe de
catte decision pour qu'il en- - compte dans ass demarches de
pourvoir les autres sieges a. l'Afrique.

En vous reiterant men GM urQaWriments, je vous prie,
Mrfmsieur le Prezident, de a l'assurance de ma tres haute
consideration.

u,*rnd -Oul -il Ghaouth,

Dr. Mohamed T. El-Ashri
President du Fonds
pour .'Environnement Mondial
vash ipgton, D .C. -

TYN



FROM :MISMAuR PHONE NO. 212 966 6419

PROJET DjMAESOLUTION
POU 216/-q 9 R/IWAATFU FONDSPOUR L'ENYTRON~j# T MONDIAL (FEM)

Le Conseil des MinisAvril 1994 k Praia (RipubLiuctres en aSespOn Ordinaire tenue les 1,3

PRENANT ACTE de la r
financibres du Fonds pour stru unPa ct la reconstitution des ressources
dernia r c session des p r I E vir nn c Mondial (FE M ) ddcide s as co rs de a

14 au 16 oars 1994 P; cipants aux n q 4aons dudit Fonds, tenue A Gen cve du

CONSCIENT de Fir'ponance ajeu 43 activitds
sahdlens dns l mise onme ae d s ids de cc fonds pour les Eracs

sahdlicns dans ]a misc e,- CCUVI-re m tlcecn' I ~rd~~dl'environnement et pour la promotion d el de lutte contre la dgradation deUd-e9ppernent durable-
CONSIDERANT que les partcipants
dlectoraux pour le Conseil Ex ~d di entseconsdtuer en 32 collages

de~ on po r c C DSIIExdcutif du F r W avant le 15.NM t 1994;

Que Jes Eracs du CILSS sa coan a en college dIectoral au Conseil
* Ex~cur dui Ponds pour l'Environncreni ija

Lz Secrdraire Exicutif du caLss acvement les acCIvitjS du FEM etassister les repriseitants dwc--tt - ctv en satvisduEMeasisten ro emen se lq ce -e i ainxt. urer la prise en charge des problkrnes
CflVfronnemenraux Sp~cifiques Ja SOus-r~.

F. aic Praia, le 19 Avril 1994

Le Conseil

I3/-



FRG M SMi uR FHONE NO. 212 986 8419 P03

6tudes commandirtes A cet
de fonction, 4Uat detiatfino nir les Modaitds

de fnctinIa destinatioi," <s fonds et Ia Structure de SOstion

Pour le recrutement 4i# adres du Noyau Central, e Con
ae 6mnforue, dQeurne de s 6lection en visueur. 1

* reconunande que, dnav t ,1 tenu cornpte non seulernent de Iacomp6tence technique, maia a2 de Ia rarition 6osraphique

*nd o 4' nseil a adoptd :1a documents Suivants moyennaneamendements: 
moyunnan des

*ise en Place du no&u systemg comptable;
Manuel de procedure;

- Irormatisation dVa S m, Administratif, Fiancier et

. Le Conseil a approuv4 les textos juridiques

- Accord de Siege
- Statut Gdng ral du Wrsonne 1 -' 1.- R 6 glement ntri.&u Coneil des Ministres- Rdlement .n-g6ie u ndraI du CILSS

Concernant I a r visi en t" Is Convention de crd tjo n du CILSs ,le Conseil transre: s le CnouverncmenU Sommet des Chefs d'Etat et de

Le a ad t a Rendu anend- du Corni t d c iaCes Experts e: dx hut ( 1) t ions, avec un annd emenr s , .*rsolurion~no 11 relative ai- nds pour l'Environanent Mond;a.t

I'e I a &1a ten: adopt4-4 Budget du Noyau Central -our
1 'exe:cicc 1I194 qui I ibre enj -- pta et en d6? -:ses zcm ; . de31S.490.010 FC7 N6

Le Conseji a no t avec$:iaraction l'4rat d'avancencnt ddosiers spdc.i-ies relat . aux Prograrmns OCI/SAHEL/BID etCXLSS/CNUED. 11 recommande untAarticipation au Plus haut niveau du
C:LSS A prochai.. r~union -, l8" ~ o srL ov~in neoito isnar Iu a Conve,--n
Intern-aticnale stir I. lutte c;Arcx Ia'D6 sertificatjon qui aura lieCoParis. 11 aPPUO 'idee dacnvoquer rapidcmunt une runicn duComit6 de soli;dari.t6 1Ilaiq;j'j

En Ce gui concerne Is As pour I' Environnement Mundial(nur Ie Conseji a mandat6 1i 36publique Islamique de Mauritaniepour reprsener le Sahel membre effectif du Consegg'E:6cutif. II a en outre, d4;jjjnT i le Burkina Faso commei me~z.brcQsuppldant dudit CcnseB 
im

C agissarot de Ia Prasi(%&ce du Conseil des Ministres, leConseil & prc56 A I a q ;uncc des Chefs d'tat et deGoucre~erle pays gut abrj= las prochaines instances.

4 -r111 w
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REPUBLIQUE DE COTE D'IVOIRE

@ CAISSE AUTONOME
0 'AMORTISSEMENT

Abidjan, le

TRANSMISSION PAR TELECOPIE

CAISSE AUTONOME D'AMORTISSEMENT

FAX : 21 35 78

RESTINATAIRE : Monsieur MOHAMMED T. EL ASHRY

Prdsident du F.E.M.

WASHINGTON

FAX : (00 202) 477 05 65

OBJET ; Conseil d'Administration du FEM

Restructuration du FEM

lnam.SCIAM AV. MUchand Ot BP 670 Abidjan 01 TkI. 21-06-11/21-51-46 Te0ax 22852 CAACI / 23798 CAMoRa Td6Wcopiena 21-35-78
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N- ?5 2 /MEFP/CAA

J= dT a A

Conseil d'Administration Monsieur IAN JOHNSON
du Fonds pour 1'Environne- Administrateur du Fonds
tent Mondial (YEM). pour - I'Rnvironnoeant Wand i i n
restructuration du FfM. Washington D.C.

DECLASSIFIED U. S. A.

AUG 17 2020

WBG ARCHIVES
J'ai 1'honnour do vous donner lea informations

suivantas concernant l regroupement des pays do notre riqion
Ouest Africaine, & la suite des ndgociations relatives & la
restructuration du FEM II.

J'ai envoy& une lettre d'information & tous mas
col1&guna do 1'nomble de pays de l'Afrique dI 1'Ouest, dont
vous trouverez une copie ci-jointe. Ctte lettre contient les
propositions faites par la Cdte d'Ivoire.

Vous avez Agalement regu par correspondance en date du
9 mai 1994 (copie ci-jointe), notre proposition do
regroupement pour le Conseil d'Administration du FEM ;
conformdment & votre demande, cette proposition vous a 4t&
envoyee avant la date butoir fix6e par votre Secretariat,
c'est-A-dire le 15 mai 1994.

A ce jour, seule la Rdpublique Togolaise nous a
confirm& son accord ; vous voudriez bien trouver ci-joint la
lattre d'accord de ce pays.

En co qui concerns la representation du si&ge, nous
proposons lea personnes suivantes :

- le Directeur Gdneral de la Cainse Autonome d'Amortissement
de C6te la d'Ivoire. Monsieur KODAMR Victor.an rualitt de
membre du conseil d'Administratlon du FEM,

- at Mme DIABY KONE Alimata en qualitd do suppldant,

. . ./. .
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ceci pour lea trois premi&rea anndes de fonctionnement du FEN.

Je vous saurais grt du suivi qua vous pourriez faire en
la matibre pour noua.

VeuilleZ agrer, Monsieur 1'Adminitrateur, 1'anaurance
do ma considtration distingude.

.2. : 3

P.I. Le Minist des Mi s
et de nergie

, N 10

AWLIATIONS :

- Le Prdsident du WRiM

- LA Ministre de l'Environnement
et du Tourisme. 4

ontre-Amiral Mohammed
Lamine FADILKA
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.......... M A........

fk103 13 NfCA

Fonda pour l'Environnemant &
Mondial (F=).

Monsieur l Kinistre
DECLASSIFIED do 1'Economia at des Finances

AUG 17 2020

WBG ARCHIVES

Monsieur L Ministre,

J'ai l'honneur do vous informer do la fin des
ntgociationa ralatives & 1& rnltructuration du Fonda pour

1 'Environnement Mondial (FE) ou Global Environment Facility
(GET) pour lea anglophones, au cours do la derniire r6union du
FEN les 14, 15 at 16 mars 1994 & Gtn~ve (Suisse).

La nouvelle structure du FE ou FE II sera compos4e
d'uns assemble des participants, d'un socrdtariat, d'un
comitt consultatif scientifique at technique at anfin d'un

Conseil d'Administration.

Ce Conseil d'Administration de 32 sibges sera compose

de 32 membres at do 32 supp1dants soit 16 sitges pour lea Pays

Dtveloppts et 16 sihges pour lea Pays en Voie de Ddveloppement

(voir documents ci-joints).

Sur les 16 sikges attribuds aux Pays en Voie de
Dtveloppement, l'Afrique btntficia do six (6) dont 2 pour

l'Afrique do l'Ouest, 1 pour l'Afrique du Nord, 1 pour

l'Afrique Central, I pour 1'Afrique de l'Est et I pour

l'Afrique du Sud.

*. *I./..

3/19
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En tant quo pays ayant regulierement assistt aux

rdunions du FZI depuis sa crtation, il incombe & la Cts
d'Ivoire do prandre contact avec lea pays de notre rfgion pour
la constitution des deux (2) sitges d l'Afrique do l'ouest.

Ainsi, lea reprtsentants des ministbres responsables du
suivi des activitts du FE= do notre pays qui sont :

- l. Ministbre do l'Economia, des Finances et du Plan
et La Caisse Autonome d'Amortissament,

- lo Ministbre de l'Environnoment at du Tourisme,

- la Ministbre des Affaires Etrangbres,

am sont rtuni et vous proposent lea deux groupea enivants

(voir lea criteres do regroupeaent dans 1'annexe B ci-joint).

almoz-1 SICZ 2

COTE D'IVOIRE NIGERIA

BURXINA FASO GHANA

MALI LIBERIA

TOGO SIERRA LEONE

SENEGAL GAMBIE

BENIN GUINEE BISSAU

NIGER CAP VERT

La composition du groupe do pays pour L sige 1 a dt

faits sur la base de la structure de l'ancienne CEAO en tenant
egalement compte des crittres de 1'annexe B du document du FEM.
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La composition du groups de pays pour IS sikge 2 a 4t6
faite par souci d'dquilibrage tout on tenant compte den

critbre. do l'annexe B.

Cependant, concernant la Mauritania, sachant qu'.lle a
lea mAmas problbmos tcologiques at culturels qua lea pays du
Magnrsb, 11 a eta propose qu'ells asse partie du uitge de

l'Afrique du Nord qui comport. lea pays suivants : Is Maroc,
la Tunisie, l'Alqtris, la Libya wt l'Egypte.

Ii sat cepandant important do signaler qu'en debars do
cas regroupoments, il ast indiqut dans I'annexe B du documant
final do is restructuration du PEN qua chaque pays a la
libertS de so joindre au groups de son choix (voir annexe 3
paragraphs 2).

J vous saurai grt do bien vouloir me faire parvenir
votre avis our ces propositions do regroupsment avant Is
10 mai 1994 car Is Secritariat du FEN souhaits recevoir lea 2
liste ddfinitives avant is 15 mai 1994.

Jo vous prie d'agrer, Monsieur Is Ministre, l'assurance

do ma considdration distinqude.

N'Garan NIAMIEN
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REPUSLIOUE DE COTE DIVOIRE

@ CAISSE ALJTONOME

D'AMORTISSKMENT
Abidjan. le 9 AI 1994

LA Prtident Dfecteur CEneral

0 0 22 4 2 /PDG/DmA/x

Monsieur IAN JOHNSON
Administrateur du Fonds
pour 1' Environnement
Mondial (FEl)

WASWITO

Monsieur l'Administrateur,

La C8te d'Ivoire, en sa qualit6 de pays con-
tributeur au Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondial (FEM)
et de pays ayant rdgulierement participd aux differen-
tes rdunions et n6gociations relatives & la restructu-
ration de cette institution, propose, tout en tenant
compte de l'ensemble des crithres de regroupement des
pays 4noncds dans lannese B du document final, icc

regroupements suivants pour les 16 pays de l'Afrique
de l'Ouest

SIEGE I SIEGE 2

- COLe d'Ivoire - Nig4ri a
- Burkina-Faso - Ghana
- Mali - Libdria

- Togo - Sierra Leone

- Sdndgal -- Gambie
- Bdnin Guin6e Bissau
- Guinde -Cap Vert
- Niger

Cuonernant La Mnuritanin, en considrant
qu'elle a les mgmes problemes dcologiques et culturels
que les pays du Maghreb, nous proposons qu'elle fasse

partie du groupe de l'Afrique du Nord et cela, en
rdtdrence au paragraphe 2 de l'annexe B qui favorise
les regroupements mixtes.

msm.SCAM Av.Macbafld O1 DP 670 AbW4Aj01 Tn. 2146-11121-51-46 Tax22582 CAAC1/2379ScAMoRC1 TbeIbophti 21-35-7
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Nous venons d'envoyer des lettres d'informa-
tion concernant ces propositions do regroupement &
chacun de ces pays de l'Afrique de 1'Ouest.

En ce qui concerne la reprdsentation au
niveau du Conseil d'Administration dans le premier
groupe, le Siege sera assurd par la C6te dlIvoire,
pays contributeur et dans le deuzi&me groupe par le
Nig6ria qui a assistA i la 4e rdunion du FEM & Abidjan.

A l'issue des consultations avec les diffd-
rents pays, une correspondance pricisera les noms des
personnes concerndes.

Veuillez agrder, Monsieur l'Administrateur,
1'assurance de ma considdration distinguae.
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ENP: MINFIE TG 210705 1994-05-20 12:16 b 3-V6 S t i

TEL E C OPIL

MINISTERE DE L'ECONOMI
ET DES FINANCES Q

a, P. 387 LamE - Togt
T41. : 21 - 35 - 54

T.ex: 520 MINFIE TO
FX :(00) 228 - 21 - 0a - 05

EMETTEUR (FROM) LE MINISTRE DE L'ECONCMIE ET DES FINANCES DU TOOO

Arramrior cro A Monslour I. Ministre, Charge do l'Economio, des FInancca
NOTELECOPIEUR at du Plan do la COts d'JvoIre - ABIDJAN - FAX n*225 21 16 90

aet.

objet Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondlal (FEM).

COMMENTAIRES i

Falsant suite & votre lsttre n* 0313/MEFP/CAA du
09/05/1994 relative 4 la , constitution des deux slges
oucst-africains du Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondial
( FEM) ,

J'al 1'honneur de vous marquor mon avis favorable
pour le schema de regroupements qua vous proposez,
nArnment I* Toga au soin du al&go 1 ci La Mauritanie

rat tach6e au slAge de I'Afrique du Nord,

Cp d&ratilon distIngudo.

;k \J Nmbus Dgm4S s'jpas do Pr-ei M se harE
\. -~ do rE..mi. d's fanw 4c. asi em.m ce ei du PlUR

- C A B I N E T
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INSTRUMEnr D ' ENGAGEMENT

On se rapportera pour la prdsente 6 la R6solu-Lion NO 94-2 des Administrateurs de la Banque Internatio-nale pour la Reconstruction et le D6veloppement intitulde
'Caisse du Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondial : Restruc-turation du Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondial et pre-miere reconstitution de ses ressources", en date du 24mai 1994 ("la Rdsolution").

Par la pr6sente, le Gouvernement de C~ted'tvoire fait savoir A la Banque, Administrateur de laCaisse du Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondial, qu'il par-ticipera i la Caisse et, en application du paragraphe Isection 2 (a) de l'annexe C dans l'Instrument rdfdrd dela Rdsolution, versera la contribution autorisde par laR6solution, A raison de 4.000.000 de DTS.
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DATE: 09-Jun-1993 02:10pm

TO: Ian Johnson ( IAN JOHNSON )

FROM: Rene Moreno, FRMRP ( RENE MORENO )

EXT.: 80854

SUBJECT: GEF - Further reduction in available resources for pilot phase

Ian:

We have just received a letter from France indicating a reduction
in their effective contribution to the GEF. As you may recall,
the French had originally pledged FF 900 million to both the GEF
and Montreal Protocol together. The amount for the GEF would be
the difference between the FF 900 m and their obligations under
the MP. Since the MP obligations were denominated in US$, their
pledge to the GEF was kept tentative subject to the final
payments under the MP. At the time of establishment, the FF
equivalent for the MP obligations was FF62.95 m. Therefore
their pledge to the GEF was posted as FF 837.05 m.

In the letter just received, the French indicate to us that their
obligations under the MP turned out to be FF 93.18 m instead.
Therefore, their contribution to the GEF must be reduced from FF
837.05 m to FF 806.82 mm; a loss in US$ terms of about $5.5
million!

I guess when it rains, it pours.

Rene

CC: Frederik Van Bolhuis ( FREDERIK VAN BOLHUIS )
CC: Kenichi Ohashi ( KENICHI OHASHI
CC: Lorene Yap ( LORENE YAP )
CC: Paula Donovan ( PAULA DONOVAN )



The World Bank 1818 H Street N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCATION U.SA. Cable Address: INDEVAS

July 20, 1994

Mr. Pierre Moullade
Le Ministere de l'Economie, Direction du Tresor
Service des Affaires Internationales
Endettement et Developpement, Bureau F.3
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris
Republique Francaise

Dear Mr. Moullade:

RE: The Global Environment Facility Trust Fund

During the recent meetings of the GEF Council, several donors expressed interest
in the current projection of the encashment needs for the contributions to be provided
under the GEF2 replenishment. In response to this request, we are sending to all donors
a copy of this projected encashment schedule which is enclosed herewith.

This schedule is our current best estimate of the rate by which contributions from
donors would be encashed, based on the cash flow needs of this replenishment. Actual
encashments may, of course, be different from these, depending on the actual needs of
the GEF. We will once a year issue a revision of this table indicating revised encashment
projections.

We hope you find the enclosed information useful.

Sincerely,

Paula Donovan
Director

Resource Mobilization Department

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Marc-Antoine Autheman, Executive Director



The World Bank 1818 H Street N.W. (202) 477-1234
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT Washington, D.C. 20433 Cable Address: INTBAFRAD
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION U.SA. Cable Address: INDEVAS

July 20, 1994

Mr. Pierre Moullade
Le Ministere de lEconomie, Direction du Tresor
Service des Affaires Intemationales
Endettement et Developpement, Bureau F.3
139, rue de Bercy
75572 Paris
Republique Francaise

Dear Mr. Moullade:

RE: The Global Environment Facility Trust Fund

During the recent meetings of the GEF Council, several donors expressed interest
in the current projection of the encashment needs for the contributions to be provided
under the GEF2 replenishment. In response to this request, we are sending to all donors
a copy of this projected encashment schedule which is enclosed herewith.

This schedule is our current best estimate of the rate by which contributions from
donors would be encashed, based on the cash flow needs of this replenishment. Actual
encashments may, of course, be different from these, depending on the actual needs of
the GEF We will once a year issue a revision of this table indicating revised encashment
projections.

We hope you find the enclosed information useful.

Sincerely,

Paula Donovan
Director

Resource Mobilization Department

Enclosure

cc: Mr. Marc-Antoine Autheman, Executive Director



FRANCE'S COMMITMENT TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE REPLENISHMENT OF GEF RESOURCES

Paris,
June 20, 1994

Mr. Chairman:

I refer to Resolution 94-2 of the World Bank's Board on the restructuring of the GEF entitled "Instrument for the
Establishment of the Restructured Global Environment Facility", dated May 24, 1994.

By this letter the Government of th, French Republic informs the World Bank, as trustee of the Trust Fund of the
Global Environment Facility, that it will contribute to the Fund and, in application of section 2(a) of Annex C of
the Instrument cited in paragraph I of the Resolution, of eight hundred and six million, seven hundred and ten
thousand French Francs (806,710,000 FRF).

In conformity with table 2 in Annex C of the Instrument, France's participation in the first replenishment of the
GEF will include the establishment of the French global Environment Facility, administered by the (Caisse Francaise
de Developpement). To this end, the French Government will deposit with the (Caisse Francaise de
Developpement) the contribution of four hundred and forty million French Francs (440,000,000 FRF) it announced.

Formal greeting.

Signed: Minister of the Economy
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Me ,wisu o Trdri,O

20 JUIN 1994

Monsieur le Prisident,

Je me refere & la resolution it' 94-2 des adminisiraleurs de la Banque inlernalionale
pour Ia recOnsrucItion tC le dd'Cloppement intifulde "Calsse du Fonds pour I'environnemini
miondial resirucluration du Fonds pour l'enviromnicnnrl niondial v1 premtibre reconstitutton de ses
ressourcos", en date du 24 mci 1994 ("Ia Rdsolution").

Par /a prdsen(e, to gouvcynement do la Rtpublique franaise avise la Banqua,
administraleur dc la Caisse du Ponds pour l'environnmment mondia, q 'ii parlicipera . la Caisse at,
en application de la section 2(a) de l'anneCxC C d I'Instrumeni visE aui ])ai'grt7phe I do 1a Re'solullon,
qu'il versera a la Caisse la con fribuion privue, en Conformid avec les termes de la RJsolution, d'un
montan dc hull cent six millions sept cent dix inillefiancsfranqais (806 710 000 F RF).

Conformdment au tableau 2 de P'annexe C do ?7nstrument, laparticIpation do la France
a /a promire reconsfiution des ressources du Fonds pour I'environimnt p ,mondial comprendra
aussi la constiudon d'un Fonds ,franais pour 'environnement mondial, administrH par ]a Caisse

frangaise do diveloppeen't. A cerlft fI lO ouvCrnemoent do la 1dpullIquo franpaise versera ei la
Caisse frangaise de dcveloppemniu la contribution prdvue, en conformic avec les conditions de
l'annexe C dc l'Instrument, d'un monlanf de qualre Cent quarante millions do francs (440 000 000
FRI),

Jo vous prie d'agrdor, Monsieur le Prasideut, l'assurnce de ma haute consid ration.

Edmnond A LPI] AAND$RY

Monsieur Lewis 7. PRESTON
Prdsident de la Banque internauionale poir
la reconstruction et le dcveloppemuen
a.b.s, Monsieur Marc-Anto inc., Z UTHEMAN
Administrateur pour la France
1818 H Street, N W.
J1'ashington, D.C. 20443



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

August 25, 1993

Ms. Monique Barbut
Charge de Mission aupres
du Directeur du Developpement

Ministere de la Cooperation
et du Developpement

20, rue Monsieur
75700 Paris
France

Dear Ms.fl t:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF

to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World

Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in

one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

Sincerely,

Frderik van Boihuis

.EF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

TH KWORLD BANK NATIONS LNNUED NATIONS



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLLTIONS

August 25, 1993

Mr. Stephen Wallace
Senior Program Manager
International Finance Institute (CIDA)
200 Promenade du Potage
Hull, Quebec
Canada

Dear Mr.AH:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Best wishes,

Sincerely,

Frederik van Bolhuis

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK UNED NATIONS GUNTED NATIONS
= LK2J DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 14.EINVIRONMENT PROGRLAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

'THE WORLD BANK UNTTED NATIONS UNITED NATIONS
M =1 \.LU2 DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ~ IENVIRONMENT PROGRAMNE



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS fN GLOBAL SQLUTIONS

August 25, 1993

Mr. Frits Schlingemann
Head, Environment Department
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
2500 EB The Hague

Dear M~ S em anhn:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

Sincerely,

Frederik van Boihuis

Z;EF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK uNDTED NATIONS UNITED NATIONS
M Cz ) DEELOPENT PRORAMM 4A NVIARONMENT PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTTONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD SANK UNI NATIONS NATIONS
13 =1 JDEVEOPMNT POGRAMEENVIRONhMNT PROGL4AMEM



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTiONS

August 25, 1993

Mr. David Turner
Overseas Development Administration
94 Victoria Street
London, SWIE5JL
United Kingdom

Dear Mr. Turner:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Best wishes,

Sincere ,

Frj I ik van Bothuis

.0EF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THEWORLDBANK UNIED NAAONS UNITED NATIONSCDZ)DEVLOPENTPRORAME 4 EN'VIONME?'F PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS N GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVTRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK LNrD NAIOANS UNTED NATIONS
0 71Z) EVELPMET PR(;RKME O-)ENVTRONMEN4T PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

August 25, 1993

Ms. Juanita Castaflo
Director of Special Affairs
Ministry of External Affairs
Santafe de Bogota
Colombia

Dear Ms. Castaiio:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

Si r ly -

ed ik van Bolhuis

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL; (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK UNTED NATIONS GNRANATIONS

=Z) EVEO~tN7 POGRMMEENVIRONML'Jr PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGQ Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

TH E WORLD BANK IGAME5 ' ENVERONMrNT PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN CLOBAL SOLUTIONS

August 25, 1993

H.E. Mr. Robert F. Van Lierop
Permanent Representative
Permanent Mission on Vanuatu to the U.N.
416 Convent Avenue
New York, N.Y., 10031

Dear Mr. Van Lierop:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

S' cer y

F rik van Bolhuis

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK UNTIED NATIONS T NI NATIONS
=Z.XJ) DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME CQ__ ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

TH WORLD BANK rrrlp D NATIONS UNGIAED NAMENSU &W1 D5RoPMEr~r PROCRAJ.ME .WEwIRONMUJNT PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

August 25, 1993

Ms. Susan Levine
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for International Development,
Debt and Environmental Policy

U.S. Treasury Department
Washington, D.C. 20020

Dear Ms. Levine:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

Sincer

F ede ik van Bolhuis

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINCTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK L-M D NATIONS UNITED NATIONS
=]Zc4J DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME ik ENIRONMENT PROGRANMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS iN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEE ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

OM ROGRAMME PROCrRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLLTIONS

August 25, 1993

Mr. E.T. Mundagepfupfu
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Environment and Tourism
53 Samora Machel Avenue
P.Bag 7753 - Causeway
Harare

Dear Mr. Mundagepfupfu:

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

Sincerely

F d ik van Bohuis

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK UNTED NAT[ONS UNITED NATIONS
Fm= )DVLPCTROCRAMMEa ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS iN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.-

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR. ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK UNTED NATIONS UNITED NATIONS
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GLOBAL
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FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

August 25, 1993

Mr. Hans P. Schipulle
Head of Environment Section
Ministry of Economic Cooperation
5300 Bonn 1
Germany

Dear M :

Please find enclosed the agenda for the Tripartite Meeting on NGO Participation in the GEF
to take place in Washington, D.C., on September 20, 1993.

The meeting will be held from 2:30 to 6:00 p.m. in conference room S-13-161 of the World
Bank (street address: 1750 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W.). It will be preceded by a lunch at 12:30 in
one of the private dining rooms in the E building (street address: 701 19th Street, N.W.).

Please confirm you attendance at your earliest convenience.

Best wishes,

Sincerely,

Frederik van Boihuis

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551

THE WORLD BANK' NA ON UNITED NATIONS
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PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Agenda
Tripartite Meeting

September 20, 1993

1. Brief report by the GEF Administrator on the status of issues to be discussed at the upcoming
special session of the Participants Assembly or of special interest to the NGO community,
e.g., the GEF evaluation, legal framework and governance issues, and information disclosure
policies.

2. Steps being taken by the agencies to promote consultation with communities affected by GEF
projects, and NGO participation in various aspects of the GEF project cycle.

3. Current plans for national and regional government-NGO Consultations; other possible
consultations.

4. Status of paper on NGO participation in the GEF.

5. Desired focus of the December tripartite GEF-NGO Consultation and its planning processes
and mechanisms.

6. Plans by the NGO community to select representatives for these tripartite meetings and/or
the GEF-NGO Consultations; NGO focal point.

GEF ADMINISTRATOR, ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT, WORLD BANK, 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHiNGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-1053 FAX: (202) 477-0551
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THE WORLD BANK/IFC/M.I.G.A.
GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Headquarters: Washington, D.C. 20433 U.S.A.
Tel. No. (202) 473-1053 // Fax Tel. No. (202) 477-0551 // Telex No. RCA 248423

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET AND MESSAGE

DATE: August 25, 1993 NO. OF PAGES: 3 MESSAGE NUMBER: 1
(mcluding his shot)

TO
Name: Mr. Hans Schipulle Fax Tel. No. 49 228 535 202

Organization: Ministry for Economic Cooperation City: Bonn
Country: Germany

FROM
Name: Frederik van Bolhuis Fax Tel. No. (202) 477-0551

Dept./Div. ENVGE DeptlDiv No. 655/35
Room No. S-5033 OTel. No. (202) 473-3298

SUBJECT: RE: NGO Participation in the GEF

MESSAGE:

PLEASE SEE THE ATTACHED.

)u experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax number listed
;re.



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PART NERS IN GLOBAL SOLUTiONS

MOHAMED T. EL-ASHRY
Chairman

Mr. Bertrand de Mazieres June 10, 1994
Sous-Directeur
Direction du Tresor
Ministere de l'Economie
75012 Paris
France

Dear Mr. de Mazieres,

Thank you for your kind letter of May 5th. Mr. Linn and I are also gratified with the
ultimate outcome of the GEF negotiations.

I am pleased that your government's decision will permit a continued involvement of the
experienced treasury team of yourself and Mr. Moullade in the future work of the GEF
Council.

I had hoped that by now I would be in a position to report a successful conclusion of the GEF
constituency formation process in all regions. At this time we are still awaiting the resolution of the
internal discussions in the Africa region. We do expect, however, that a regional seat distribution
will result, with likely francophone seats in at least one of the Western Africa constituencies and in
the Central Africa constituency. The Secretariat is doing all what is within its prerogative to ensure
that the Africa region completes its constituency formation process in time for the upcoming July
Council meeting. Best regards.

Sincerely,

THE WORLD BANK, ISIS H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA
TEL: (202) 473-3202 FAX: (202) 477-0563

ThEWORLD BAINK r ' - -- Z). NAriN 0c14 L7,T.TrNAflONS
=:D -= 1PMDCZTSDCA.LME r ~1CM RocXA.M.ME
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Johnson, Ian 5/06/94
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From: Betrand de Mazieres
To: MTE

Dated: 5/05/94 Reference No.: ENV940506002

Topic: inquiring about the formulation of Constituencies
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AS WE DISCUSSED

XXX PREPARE RESPONSE FOR _ SIGNATURE 5/06/94
FOR YOUR FILES
RETURN TO
OTHER:

Remarks:



<TRANSLATION>

Dear Mr. El-Ashry

Two months have passed since the successful conclusion of the negotiations in Geneva. I
should like to thank you and Mr. Linn again for all our efforts to bring about what was the most
satisfactory result possible.

France will be able to submit its instrument of contribution for the restructured GEF once
the Bank's Board has approved the relevant resolution.

The representation of France on the Council will be undertaken by myself, with Pierre
Moullade acting as alternate.

U% We very much look forward to the first meeting of the Council whose agenda is particularly
g. Its work will be central in establishing - in addition to the instrument signed in Geneva - a
whole series of rules, both legal and customary, which will ensure the flexible and efficient workings
of the Council and the GEF itself.

I take advantage of this occasion to enquire how progress is moving on the formulation of
(Constituencies. I am sure that you have not forgotten the particular importance attached France

to the participation and representation of Francophone Africa in the GEF.

<Standard formal greeting>

Betrand de Mazieres

C-~
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RtPUBLIQUE FRANQAISE

MINISTkRE DE L'CONOMID

DIRECTION ou TRnsoR PARIS, LB '5 MAI 1994
LE SOUS.DIRECTEUR

Monsieur le Prdsident

Voici bien~tl deux moir que les nigocicflions sur la restructuration et 1a reconstitution des
ressources du Fonds pour lenvironnenn mondial se sont conclues avec succes i Geneve, Permette-moi
de vaus remercier o nouveau, ainsi que M Linn ei vo dquipes respectives, pour les efforts que vous avez
ddployds tout au long de cc processus of grdce auxquels nous avons pu parvenir ou rdsultat le plus
satisfaisant possible.

La France sera en masure de deposer son instrument de contribution 4 /a reconstitution des
ressources du Fonds pour I'environnemen: mondial une fbis que le conseil d'administration de la Janque
mondiale aura approuvd /a rdsolution correspondanie. La reprisenlation do la France an Conseil du Fond!
sera assurde par moi-mme en tant que membre of par M Pierre Moullade cn lant que suppliant.

Nous attendons avec Impatience la premitre riunion du Conseil dont I'ordre du jour es
particulimrement chargd. Ses travaux scro ddterminanis pour l'dtablissement, au-delk de l'Insirument
signi a Gnve, de tout un ensemble de ragles, h lafoisjuridiques et couumires, qui sachent assurer un
fonctionnement souple ci efficace du Conseil el du Fonds en gcdndrat

Je profite enfin de cette occasion pour vous demander conmnent se ddroule la constitution des
circonscriptions : vous n'ignorez pos en effet l'importance particulire que mon pays attache 6 la

participation ei a la reprisentation do I'Afrique francophone au sein du Fonds pour 'environnement

nmondiat

Jo vouv prie d'agrier, Monsieur le Prdsident, l'expression de ma haute considralion.

Bertrand de Mazires

nsieur Mohamed : El-As/hry
resident d Fonds pour l'cnvironnement

mondial



<TRANSLATION>

Dear Mr. El-Ashry

Two months have passed since the successful conclusion of the negotiations in Geneva. I
should like to thank you and Mr. Linn again for all our efforts to bring about what was the most
satisfactory result possible.

France will be able to submit its instrument of contribution for the restructured GEF once
the Bank's Board has approved the relevant resolution.

The representation of France on the Council will be undertaken by myself, with Pierre
Moullade acting as alternate.

We very much look forward to the first meeting of the Council whose agenda is particularly
fgl. Its work will be central in establishing - in addition to the instrument signed in Geneva - a
whole series of rules, both legal and customary, which will ensure the flexible and efficient workings
of the Council and the GEF itself.

I take advantage of this occasion to enquire how progress is moving on the formulation of
Constituencies. I am sure that you have not forgotten the particular importance attached France
to the participation and representation of Francophone Africa in the GEF.

<Standard formal greeting>

Betrand de Mazieres
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DATE: 17-May-1994 10:13am

TO: Ian Johnson ( IAN JOHNSON )

FROM: Frederik Van Bolhuis, ENVGE ( FREDERIK VAN BOLHUIS )

EXT.: 33298

SUBJECT: French call

Ian,

Pierre's call when you prepared yourself for the meeting with
Sandstrom concerned three points:

(i) He expressed great unhappiness with us scheduling the first
Council meeting during their national holiday July 14. I said I
believed the date was locked in now, but would share their
concern with you. Marie suggested we might consider moving the
date one day forward to July 11-13 - what do you think?

(ii) He asked on progress on constituencies - I gave him a run
down. He concluded that Africa had not prgressed much. They are
closer to some than to others, so he did not see they could do
much to facilitate at this time. The fact that we fore see two
francophone seats: one West, and the Central seat, seemed to
satisfy them.

(iii) He asked what we foresee on the first elected co-chair. I
said it would partially depend on the CEO selection. He thought
this was a done deal and volunteered that they, when approached
on this, had endorsed MTE's candidacy. He thought the first
co-chair ought to be from the recipients, and that Mat Keah
woukld be an excellent choice - he had just returned from the
AfDB meetings in Nairobi, which, he said, Mat had led
brilliantly.

Frederik

CC: Patricia Bliss-Guest ( PATRICIA BLISS-GUEST )
CC: Nicholas Van Praag ( NICHOLAS VAN PRAAG )
CC: Marie Morgan ( MARIE MORGAN )



<TRANSLATION>

Dear Mr. El-Ashry

Two months have passed since the successful conclusion of the negotiations in Geneva. I
should like to thank you and Mr. Linn again for all our efforts to bring about what was the most
satisfactory result possible.

France will be able to submit its instrument of contribution for the restructured GEF once
the Bank's Board has approved the relevant resolution.

The representation of France on the Council will be undertaken by myself, with Pierre
Moullade acting as alternate.

We very much look forward to the first meeting of the Council whose agenda is particularly
fill. Its work will be central in establishing - in addition to the instrument signed in Geneva - a
whole series of rules, both legal and customary, which will ensure the flexible and efficient workings
of the Council and the GEF itself.

I take advantage of this occasion to enquire how progress is moving on the formulation of
Constituencies. I am sure that you have not forgotten the particular importance attached France
to the participation and representation of Francophone Africa in the GEF.

<Standard formal greeting>

Betrand de Mazieres



&PUBLIQUE FRANQAISE

MINISTkRE DE L'dCONOMIH

DIRECTION Du TReSOR PARM, LE 2 FEV.
L& SOUS-DIREOTEUR
PM&.V - L9407

Monsieur le Prisident,

Jo me fticlle de la tenue & terme rapprochd de la dernh're session do negocialion sur la
restructuration et la reconsiltution des ressources du Fonds pour l'environnenon mondial : tout deiai
suppIdmentaire apportd Id tenue de cello rMinion n'nrait py qu'affaiblir i'd/an qui a porW les
Participants tout aue long des ndgociations.

Concernant lordrc dans loquel so ddrouleron: 6 Gentve les diffdrentes rdunions,
permettez-moi de vous indiquer que la tenue, comme & Carthagne, d'une riunion sur la
reconstitutlon avant celles relatives 6 ka restructuratlon ne me semble pas opportune. Le tour de table
financier no sera productif qu'une fois achevte Ia ndgociatlin institutlonnelle. II me sembleralt par
consdquent pr4farable do commencer 4 Gen&ve par les questions de restructuratlon, avec toutefois un
expos6 liminaire do Mr Johannes I/nn pour indiquer quo l'objectfde 2 milliards de dollars est on vue
et comment il sera atteint (ef notamment quelles son les contributions atnendues des "autres
donneurs").

A u-dekt du principe absolu do non rdouveriure des points ayant d4d/ fait l'objet d'ni
consensus d Carthagdnc ou lors des b unions prdeddentes, j'aimerais, en rdponse 4 voire invitation,
vous faire part do queques commentaires sur le document princo ("Instrument for the
establishment of the resiructured Global Environment Fcwtity", 3me revision en date du
4janvier 1994) dans l'attente do Ia transmission d'une version revise des annexes.

* Sur les 4 sujets disculis 4 Carthagtne par le groupe do contact, 2 constituent des
points majeurs (prdsidence du Consei/ ; nombre ct rdparmlion des sieges au Consell), les 2 autres
reprtsentent p/haf des conreparties (niveat de majoris qualifite ; fi-dquence des rdunions de
l'Assemblde pdnidre). Je ne reviendrai pas sur nos positions h ce propos ; elles sont bien connues.

* Les parographes 19 (vi), 20 (N) at 27 sont dficiles t comprcndre. I/s doivent eire
revus ef notamment leurs rdfdrences circulaires supprinmdes. Le text dolt fr/re clairement apparaitre
le compromis trouvi 4 Carthagnc aux eormes duquel /'Instrument :

- ouvre la possib 11W1 pour le secrdtariat de trailer directenient, dons Ia fidur, avec
des organisnes autres que les trots agences de nise en oeuvre pour la preparation et l'exdcution do
projefts,

- mais confire au Conseil l'autoriM do so satsir do celie question er de ddcider si le
setretariat peut, oi ne peut pas. user de cele fe/oculd et, si oi. selon quelles modaflits.

Monsieur Mohanied T. E[-A shry
)'rsident du Fonds pour l'environnemee mondial

1 202 477 0565



* Le paragraphe 24. (a) sur la proctdure est le fruit d'un compromis diabort i
Carthagne aprds des anntes do discussions, par les dhd! gations des Etats-Unis d'Amirique et do la
France, puis approuvd par i'ensemble des Participants. Je me rdjouis de cc qu'un accord ail pu tre
:rouvd sur un sujet aussi sensible; jo liens ) souligner qu'en acceptant cc texte final /a parie
franVaise est alle & l'extrbme limite des concessions qu'elle pouvaiifaire.

* Sur ios autres points pour lesquels subsistent des crochets dans le tote (notamment
les poragraphes 2. 18, 24. (q). (Mt) et 29). les positions frangalses sont bien connues ; elles Wont pas
changt etje n>y reviendrat point tot.

Di espdrant que ces queiques remarques oi observations pourront vousfaclliter Ja tache
e contribuer J une heureuse conclusion des ntgociations, je Yous prie d'agrder. Monsieur it
Prdsiden, l'expression de ma haute consid ration.

Bertrand de MAZitR&Es
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GEF ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE TEL: (202) 473-1053/473-9312 FAX: (202) 522-3240 1522-3245

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET AND MESSAGE
No. of Pages:

DATE: June 13, 1994

TO: Mr. Pierre Moullade

Fax No.: 33 140 04 2716
City: P
Country: rance

FROM: Marie Morgan-Wels
Tel. No.: (202) 473 1128
Fax No.: (202) 522 3245

SUBJECT: GEF Broadcast Fax and Mailing List

MESSAGE:

We had taken note immediately of all your instructions to date regarding the correct fax number to use for
your office - (see fax. 11/93). Please also see transmission report attached indicating that the message is
being received at the number you have given us.

Please also see attached our current Paradox listing for your address - could you please advise if any of this is
to be changed.

cc: Messrs: Johnson, Van Praag, Rigaud

If you experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax number listed above.

1884 (04-94)
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MINISTtRE DE LltCONOMIE

DIRECTION DU TR SOR
Service des Affaires Internationales - Endettement et Dtveloppement

Bureau F.3.

139, rue d ercy - 75572 Paris C~dox 12 - TtI6oc 578

BORDEREA U DE TALICOPIE

PMLV- ENvmoNrro6

Le 11 octobre 1993

Pee Moallade

TIl : 33 144 87 73 58 Fax :33 140 04 2716

Mary Morgan-Wheds
GEFAdmintorator's office

Fax : 1202 477 0551

0 XE ' : Envoi au Thsorfrangais des documents relatft au Fonds pour Femvronnement
mon diat

11 semblerait que votre t6ldcopieur soit mal programm6: de nombreuses t6l6copies destin6es &
Bertrand de Mazimres ou i moi-m&em parien t i des numtros erronds (a dernkre, expdite dans la nuit du
8 au 9 octobre, a 6t6 envoyie au 40 04 20 08)

Cette situation n'est agrtable ni pour ceux qui regoivent des ttlecopies qui ne les concernint pas
et so voicnt dans 'obligation de nous les retransmettre, ni pour nous-memc qui no recevons les documents
qu'avec un dolai qui pourrait s'av6rerprijudiciable.

Je vous remerie par consequcnt do bien vouloir faire en sorte quo les t6t6copies soient envoytes
a ans dros, savoir le 33 l 40 04 296 pnhlr Bertrand de Mazires eou 33 1 40 04 276 pour cequi
e concerne.

Pfirre Moultads.



SESSION: 2 - 6252

ID PHONE NUMBER DESTINATION tAME lTHIME DELIVERED PAGES

-- - - - - -
--------

5379 912i28388921 I-1 kenberg ,PMisla t6/07/94 12:38 1-7 /7

5378 901 3712288783 G.Ma tisone, DHA 06/07/94 12:42 1-7 /7

5377 S12i23718873 H.IrmPermane .jMlssion 06/07/94 11:31 1-7 /7

5376 94787661 K.Woo, Embas non-deliverable a /7

5375 912127720735 P.Yan, Per.Miss. 06/07/94 11:33 1-7 /7

5374 90112542338272 M.Xoech, Nat .Env. 06/07/94 11:32 1-7 /7

5373 90112542330426 M.Benedict-Keah, Mi. 66/07/94 11:33 L-7 /7

5372 90 813525i2161 M-Uremotn, Mkin.Fin. 06/07/9 11:32 1-7 /7

5371 901139647613932 G..Del Bufala, Min. 06/ 7/9 11:35 1-7 /7

5370 991135316767335 B.Ahern,Minis.Financ 06/27/94 12:42 1-7 /7

5369 98119821674176 R.Salamat,Min.Far.Af 86/27/94 12:43 1-7 /7

5368 912128677086 E.Al-Habib, Per.Mis 28/07/94 1:37 1-7 /7

5367 92 82213857578 -'S.Djajadiningrat, M. non-deliverable e /7

5366 90 112930401 N.Singh, Min.Fin. non-deliverable K 0 /7

5365 9Gi36L2@1409:L T.Farago, Min.Enu. 06/07/94 1:39 1-7 /7

5364 90113611534372 E.Tarjan, Nat.Bank 06/07/94 11:46 1-7 /7

FS3 9011245221059 T.Camara,MinResNatEn non-deliverable I /'

- 32 9 212599 540 E.Pursoo,Perm.Mistsio 06/07/94 11:40 1-7 /7

5361 901 4 227322150 I.Kinnas, Gr.Mission 36/07/94 11:41 1-7 /7

5360 92654291 P.o tos, Embassy 06/07/94 1 1L: 4 1  -7 /7

5359 98014922830535248 C.Qu nnet, Min.Env. a/07/94 21:43 1-7 /7

5358 901149228535294 H.Sclipulle, Min.Env 06/07/94 L 5 1-7 /7

5357 9011241765974 P.TonuiMinis.Fina no -deliver le 1 0 /7

5356 901 33 40242940 M.Barbut, Min.Coop. 26 07/94 jj445 -7 /F'

5355 9 33148042716 L P.Moullade, Tresor 28 07/94 11:45 i 1-7 /7

5q54 921133140042926 B.de Mazieres, Dev. 26 07/94 _11t46 1-7 /7

33 90 3580663290 T.Hufmasala, FIN-. no - daiverabe 1 3 7

b.:52 9011358013416302, K.Eslelinen, FINNID. 06/07/94 1150 1-7 /7

5351 90 1251 654350 'M.Abebe, Min.Nat.Re. non-daliverble a /7

5350 912122620893 S.HNommann, Per.Mis. 06/07/94 1:50 1-7 /7

5349 912127943874 waad, Per.Mis. no answer 0 /7

5348 90112025747839 S.Saad, For.Min. 06/07/94 11:51 1-7 /7

5347 92112023553626 A.Ebeid, Min.Cab.Af 6/27/94 12446 1-7 /7

5348 96673482 E.Teran, Embassy 06/07/94 11' 0 1-7 /7

'45 912129869694 P.Blandino,Perm.Miss no answer 0 /7

_,44 90114531540533 1 A..oltke-Leth, Min. 06/07/94 11 2 1-7 /7

5343 901142267310490 B.Vladislav, Min.Env non-del iverable 0 7

5342 9011422673i0308 L.Deglova,Min.Enviro 06/07/94 11:55 1-7 /7

5341 901142267311611 M.Xataska,Min.Enviro 06/07/94 11:55 1-7 /7

5340 9 212779 697 j C.Rodriguez, Per.Mis 26/07/94 11:56 1-7 /7

5339 90113841612131 Z.Tameic,Min.Civ.Eng non-deliverable 0 /7

5338 92112252 890 J.Nit, Min.Env. 06/07/94 11:57 L-7 /7

5337 9211225213578 N.Galo, Cai.Au.Rmor. 06/07/94 12:01 1-7 /7

5336 912123712813 L.Jaramillo, Per.Mi. 06/07/94112:47 1-7 /7

5335 90115712833458 M.Becerra, INRRA. 06/07/94 12:01 1-7 '7

5334 90115713340367 A.Montenegro, Nat.P. non-deliverable 0 /7

5333 90115712833970 F.Lanzetta, Win.Ext. non-deliverable 7

5332 90 8818522361 3.Liqun, Min.Fin. 06/27/94 12:0 7 '7

5331 90115626718825 R.Asenjo,Min.Nati.Re 26/07/94 12:22 1-7 '7

5330 918199535348 N.Senecal, CIDA 06/07/94 12:48 !L-7 '7

5329 901 237215352 B.Djingoer,MinEnuFar non-deliverable ] ,7

5328 9011257402075 J.Rushemeza, INECH. non-deliverabl 0; '7
5327 9011257223337 E.Kabushemeye, Min. non-deliverable 7



irimasalo, Taisto Ylavuo, Rauni
irector First Secretary

FINNIDA FINNIDA
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
SF-00260, Helsinki 26 SF-00260, Helsinki 26
Finland Finland
REPRESENTING: Finland REPRESENTING:Finland
PHONE:358-0) 134-16323 PHONE:358-0) 134-16327
FAX: (358-0) 663-290 FAX: (358-0)663-290

Iarbut, Monique De Mazieres, Betrand
Charge de Mission, Direction du Director due Tresor
Ministere de la Cooperation Direction du Tresor, Ministere de

20, rue Monsieur 139, rue de Bercy
7F -10 Paris 75572 - Paris Cedex 12

Fiace France
REPRESENTING: France REPRESENTING: France
PHONE: (33 -1) 478 -31362 PHONE:No phone
FAX: (33-1)400-42940 FAX: (33-1)400-42926

oullade, Pierre Toungui, Paul
Denuty Assistant Secretary for Debt Ministre
D !ction du Tresor, Ministere de Ministere des Finances du Budget et

13j, rue de Bercy ( Bureau F.3 Teledoc B.P. 165
75572 - Paris Cedex 12 Libreville
France Gabon
REPRESENTING: France REPRESENTING: Gabon
PHONE: (33-1)448-77360 PHONE: (24-1)761-210

:(33-1)400-42716 FAX: (24-1)765-974

Quennet, Cornelia Schipulle, Hans
Head of Division Head of Environment Division (224)

Ministry for the Environment Ministry for Economic Cooperation an

53175 Bonn 53045 Bonn
Germany Germany
REPRESENTING:Germany REPRESENTING:Germany
PHONE:No phone PHONE: (49-228)535-227
FAX: (49-228)305-3524 FAX: (49-228)535-204

Kinnas, Ioannis Kontos, Pedros
Minister Counsellor Greek Economic Office

Greek Mission, Economic Affairs Embassy of Greece
2, rue S. Thalberg 2221 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

1201 Geneva Washington, D.C. 20008

G' ace USA
R .ESENTING:Greece REPRESENTING:Greece
DATE:5/11/94 DATE:5/11/94
PHONE:No phone PHONE: (202) 939-5800

FAX: (41-22) 732-2150 FAX: (202) 265-4291



MINISTERE DE L'ECONOM[E

DIRECTION DU TRtSOR
Service dos Affaires Internationalcs - Endettement at DNveloppoment

Bureau F.3.

139, rue de Ucrey - 75572 Paris C6Iex 12 - Td1ddoc 578

B ORDER EAU DE T&LtCOPIE

PM/LW - TLC9404

Le 14 juin 1994

Pierre Moullade

:33 144 87 73 58 :33 140 04 27 16

Nombre de pages: 2

12 TVA TAIR E

Marie Morgan- Wes : 1202 522 3240

MEssa

2 & ZET GEf Broadcast Fax and Mailing List

Votre tilicopie du 13jubv 1994

Vous trouverez ci-apris les bonnes rEftrences A incorporer dans votre Iiste Paradox:

do Mazires, Bertrand (et non "Betrand")
Sous-Directour endettement et ddveloppement (et non "directeur du Trdsor")

[traduction anglaise : Deputy Assistant Secretary for Debt and Development Issues]

Direction du Trdsor, ministtre de rdconomie

T6Ltdoc 231
139, rue do Dercy
75752 Paris Cddex 12
T61. : (33-1) 44 87 73 60
Fax: (33-l) 40 04 29 26



Moullade, Pierre
Adjoint au chef du bureau do 'aide au d6veloppement (at non "Deputy Assistant Secretary for Debt .-.)
[traduction anglaise : Deputy Head of Division for Development Assistance]
Direction du Trdsor, ministere dc 'dconomie
Tdildoc 578
139, rue do I3erey
75572 Paris Cddcx 12
Tdl. : (33-1) 44 87 73 58 (et non 44 87 73 60)
Pax: (33-1) 40 04 27 16

Barbut, Monique
Chef du seerdtariat du Fonds frangais pour I'cnvironnement mondial
Caisse Frangaise de Ddveloppcment
35/37, rue Hoissy d'Anglas
75379 Paris Cddex 08
TO.: (33-1) 40 06 34 12
Fax : (33-1) 40 06 32 48 (le 40 04 29 40 r'ajamais dtd le n* de tdicopio do M. Barbut: c'est celui du
directeur du Trtsor ...).

Merci do bien vouloir on tonir compte.

Pierre Moullade



FRANCE'S COMMITMENT TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE REPLENISHMENT OF GEF RESOURCES

Paris,
June 20, 1994

Mr. Chairman:

I refer to Resolution 94-2 of the World Bank's Board on the restructuring of the GEF entitled "Instrument for the
Establishment of the Restructured Global Environment Facility", dated May 24, 1994.

By this letter the Government of the French Republic informs the World Bank, as trustee of the Trust Fund of the
Global Environment Facility, that it will contribute to the Fund and, in application of section 2(a) of Annex C of
the Instrument cited in paragraph I of the Resolution, of eight hundred and six million, seven hundred and ten
thousand French Francs (806,710,000 FRF).

In conformity with table 2 in Annex C of the Instrument, France's participation in the first replenishment of the
GEF will include the establishment of the French global Environment Facility, administered by the (Caisse Francaise
de Developpement). To this end, the French Government will deposit with the (Caisse Francaise de
Developpement) the contribution of four hundred and forty million French Francs (440,000,000 FRF) it announced.

Formal greeting.

Signed: Minister of the Economy
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Fax 6mis par 33 1 40 04 27 16 TRESOR F2 F3 A4->A4 20/06/94 18:59 Pg: 2/2

0 JU(N 1994

Monsieur le Prisident,

J me refere 4 la rSsobuiion n' 94-2 des administrateurs d [a Banque Iniernationale
pour la reconstruction of le ddveloppement intitulde "Caisse du Fonds pour /'environnenvi
mondial: ros/ructuration du Fonds pour I'envronnemenl iondial 61 prmnriLe recois/itrution de ses
ressources", en date dhu 24 mci 1994 ("Ia Resolution').

Par la priseno, le gouvrnernent dc la RNpublique frongaise avise 1a Banque,
administraour dc la Caisse du Fonds pour I'environnoment mondial, qu'iiporlicipera ( la Caisse cf,
on application d a section 2(a) de ('annoxo Cde /'nstrmnen visd ou paragraphe 1 d, la 1dsoludion,
qu'id versera a lo Caisse ta contribution privue, en conforifi avec les fermes de la Rdsoluaion, d'un
monfant do huil cent six inilions sept cent dix millefrancsfrangcis (806 710 000 FRr).

Conformnment au tableau 2 de l'annxe C de P'7nstrumnen, laparticIpationl do la Fronce
4 la prmiunre reconstitution des ressources du Fonds pour I'environnmient mondial comprcndra
aussi In constilution d'un Fonds frangais pour l'environnement nondial, administro par In Caisse
frauiaise do diveloppement. A cet/e fin le gouvernement de [a ed'publique franaise versora a la
Caisse fraingaise de divcloppomnt la coniirbution privue, en confoimitW avec les condI/ions do
Pannexe C de l'instrument, d'un mon/ant do quatre cent quarano millions de francs (440 000 000

Je vousprie doagrciu, Monsieur le Prcesidvn/, l'assuronce de na hau/c considkration.

Edniond ALPhlA'D$RY

Alorieui Lewis T PRESTON
Prisident de ia Banque internacionale pour
/a reconstruction ot le d*veloppemien
a.b.s Monsieur Marc-Anwoine AUTIMAN
Adminis/ra/eur pour la France
1613 H Stroer, M W.
Washington, D.C. 20443



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Replenishment and Participants' Meetings

Palais des Nations, Geneva
March 14 - 16, 1994

REGISTRATION FORM
(Please print clearly)

Country/OrgaizatonC

Name(s): 1. & rtc g L c ( ) mZC-S

Title 4
2.

Title

3.

Telsphone: T t7 13 e ear.



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

k eReplenishment and Participants' Meetings

Palais des Nations, Geneva
March 14 - 16, 1994

REGISTRATION FORM
(Please print clearly)

Country/OrganizationQ

Name(s): 1. ki+-crQ L cZ

Title (jtj V V

2.

Title

3.

Telephone. \ G Fax;



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Replenishment and Participants' Meetings

Palais des Nations, Geneva
March 14 - 16, 1994

REGISTRATION FORM
(Please print clearly)

Country/Organizatfon: IV c t-

Name(s): 1. i R

Title 4 scN~ - f |h on PZ74g

Title

3.

Telephone: Fax.:_



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Replenishment and Participants' Meetings

Palais des Nations, Geneva
March 14 - 16, 1994

REGISTRATION FORM
(Pease print clearly)

County/OrganizationL

Name(s): 1.

A -A

Title

3.

Telephone:Fax



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Replenishment ano Participants' Meeti.gs

Palais des Nations, Geneva
March 14 - 16, 1994

REGISTRATION FORM
(Please print clearly)

Country/Organization C-ti

Namels): 1.

Title-

2. 1~

Title

3.

Telephone: Pe2wa:% U2 \2\ .



GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

Replenishment and Participants' Meetings

Palais des Nations, Geneva
March 14 - 16, 1994

REGISTRATION FORM
(Please print clearly)

Country/Organization: K

Name(s): I. LLMNI

Title A U riss, x'M d'k-L Z < ut/f- aE E A

2.

Title

3.

Telephone: Fa: -



GLOBAL If
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20433, USA

GEF ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE TEL: (202) 473-1053/473-9312 FAX: (202) 522-3240 /522-3245

FACSIMILE COVER SHEETAND MESSAGE
No. of Pages: 1

DATE: June 13, 1994

TO: Mr. Pierre Moullade

Fax No.: 33 140 04 2716
City: Paris
Country: France

FROM: Marie Morgan-Wels
Tel. No.: (202) 473 1128
Fax No.: (202) 522 3245

SUBJECT: GEF Broadcast Fax and Mailing List

MESSAGE:

We had taken note immediately of all your instructions to date regarding the correct fax number to use for
your office - (see fax. 11/93). Please also see transmission report attached indicating that the message is
being received at the number you have given us.

Please also see attached our current Paradox listing for your address - could you please advise if any of this is
to be changed.

cc: Messrs: Johnson, Van Praag, Rigaud

If you experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax number listed above.

1884 (04-94)



+33140042716 TRESOR F2-F3 P01 11.10.93 19:51

MINISTiRE DE L'tCONOMIE

DIRECTlON DU TRtSOR
Service des Affaires Internationales - Endettement et Dveloppement

Bureau F.3.

139, rue de Bercy - 75572 Paris C4dex 12 -TEldoc 578

BORDEREAU DE T&L COPIE

PM/LV - NVIRONwnO6

Le 11 octobre 1993

Pinn Moallade

T ; :33 144 87 73 58 Fax :33 140 04 2716

Mary .organ-Wheds
GEFAdminIstrator's office

Fax. : 1202 477 0551

MWSA GE

0 8 J E T : Envol au Tr or franfa9s des documents relatlfs au Fonds pour 1'environnememt
mondia.

11 semblerait que votre t61ecopicur soit mal programmn: de nombreuses t6ldcopies destintes I
Bertrand de Mazibres ou i mdi-mem par'ont A des numtros erronts Oa deadere, exptdite dans I& nuit du
S au 9 octobre, a Wtt envoyec au 40 04,20 08).

Cctte situation nest agrtable ni pour cerc qui regoivent des titcopies qui no los cocenint pas
et so voiemt dans l'obligation do nous les retransmettro, ni pour nous-ntne qui no receons les documents
qu'avec un dMlai qui pourrait s'avtrer prijudiciable.

Je vous romercie par consquent do bien vouloir faire en sorte que les t6ltcopies soient envoy6es
aux bs numeros, i savoir le 53 1 40 4 29 26 ourBertrand de Mazires etou 33 140 04 27 16 pour ce qui
me concerne. ------------

Rune Mowlad.



SESSION: 2 - 6252

DESTINATION tAME
ID PHONE NUMBER TIME DELIVERED PAGES

5379 912 28388920 I.S1 keribers{,PMisla 6/07/94 12:38 1-7 /7

5378 90113712286783 G.Malisane, DNA 06/07/94 12:40 1-7 /7

5377 912123718873 H.INPermane.jMission 66/87/94 1:3 1-7 /7

5376 94787661 K.Woa, Enbasaq non-deliverable 0 /7

5375 912127720735 P.Yon, Per.Miss. ,06/07/94 11:33 1-7 /7

5374 90112542338272 M.Moech, Nat.Env. 06/07/94 11:32 1-7 /7

5373 90112542330428 M.Denedict-Xeah, Mi. 06/97/94 11:33 1-7 /7

5372 91 8 3525 2 8 m.Uremoto, Min.Fin. 06/07/94 11:32 1-7 /7

5371 991 396476 3932 G.Del Bufalo, Kin. 66/87/94 1:35 1-7 /7

5370 991 35316767335 B.Ahern,Minis.Financ 06/87/94 12:42 1-7 /7

5369 981 9821674 76 R.Salamat,Min.For.Af 06/67/94 12:43 1-7 /7

5368 912128677086 E.A-Habib, Per.Mis 26/07/94 11:37 1-7 /7

5367 901162213857578 S.Djajadininrat, M. non-deliverable a /7

536G 981 91 13918 66 N.Sinsh, Min.Fin. non-deliverable 0 /7

5365 92113612@14291 T.Farago, Min.Env. 06/07/94 11:39 1-7 /7

5364 90113611534378 E.Tarjan, Nat.Bank 06/07/94 11:46 1-7 /7

F -3 901124522 958 T.Camara,fMinResNatEn non-deliverable 9 /7

L .o2 912125991540 E.Pursoo,Pern.Mlssio 06/07/94 11:42 1-7 /7

5361 901141227322150 I.Xinnas, Gr.Mission 06/07/94 i:41 1-7 /7

5360 92654291 P.Xo Itos, Embassg 06/07/94 jj:41 1-7 /7

5359 99 1492283653524 C.Qu nnet, Min.Env. 06/97/94 121:43 1-7 /7

5358 9Oil49228535284 H.Sc Ipulle, Min.Env 06/07/94 1- 5 1-7 /7
non-delver le, 9 /7

5357 90L124i765974 . P.Todnoui,-Minis.Fina n- - k'r ea
5356 901133142042940 M.Barbut, Min.Cap. 4427/94 145 1-7 /7'

5355 901133142042716 P.Moullade, Tresor 0607/94 45 1-7 /7

F'54 99113314842926 kB.de Mazieres, Dev. 86127/94 1:46 1-7 /7

;3 99113589663290 T.Hufmasalo, FINID. non- eliverab
5352 901358213416300I K.Eskeelinen, FINNID. 06/07/94 1' 51 1-7 /7

5351 90112511654350 M.Abe'be, Min.Nat.Re- non-deliverable 0 /7

5350 912122629893 S.Nommann, Per.Mis. 06/07/94 1:'59 1-7 /7

5349 912127943874 S.Awaad, Per.Mis. no answer : /7

5348 99112925747839 U S.Saad, For.Min. 88/07/94 :!51 1-7 /7

5347 98112023553626 'A.Ebeid, Min.Cab.Af 06/07/94 12'146 1-7 /7

5346 96673482 E.Teran, Embassg 06/7/94 i i:5 1-7 /7

45 912129869694 P.Blandino,Perm.Miss no answer ' 0 /7

,44 991 4531549533 A.Moltke-Leth, Min. 06/07/94 1-7 /7

5343 98114226731@490 B.Vladislav, Min.Enu non-delivera/ble a /7

5342 901142267319398 L.Deqlova,Mln.Envira 06/07/94 11:55 1-7 /7

5341 901142267311611 M.Xotaska,Min.Envirc 06/07/94 11:55 1-7 /7

5340 912127791697 C.Rodriguez, Per.Mis 06/07/94 11:56 1-7 /7

5339 90113841612131 Z.Tomeic,Min.Civ.Ens non-deliverable a /7

5338 961 2252 1692 J.Not, Min.Env. 06/07/94 11:57 1-7 /7

5337 9011225213578 N.Golo, Cai. Au.Amor. 06/07/94 12:01 1-7 /7

5336 912123712813 L.Jaramillo, Per.Mi. 06/07/94'12:47 1-7 /7

5335 92115712833458 M.Becerra, INRRA. 06/97/94 12:99 1-7 /7

5334 90115713340367 A.Montenegro, Nat.P. non-deliverable 1 8 7

5333 90115712833970 H.Lanzetta, Min.Ext. non-deliverable .C 0 '7.

5332 901 861652236 J.Liqun , Min.Fin. 96/87/94 12: 01 1-7

5331 90115626718805 R.Asenjo,Min.Nati.Re 06/07/94 i2:02 :1-7 /7

5330 918199535348 N.Senecal, CIDA 06/97/94 12:48 1-7 /7

5329 9011237215350 B.DjingoerMinEnvFor non-deliverable 74

5328 9011257422075 J.Rusheneza, INECH. non-deliverable} '

5327 9211257223337 E.XabushemeJe, Min. non-deliverable 9 /7



uimasalo, Taisto Ylavuo, Rauni
Director First Secretary
FINNIDA FINNIDA
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
SF-00260, Helsinki 26 SF-00260, Helsinki 26
Finland Finland
REPRESENTING: Finland REPRESENTING:Finland
PHONE :358-0) 134-16323 PHONE:358-0) 134-16327
FAX: (358-0)663-290 FAX: (358-0)663-290

Barbut, Monique De Mazieres, Betrand
Charge de Mission, Direction du KDirector due Tresor
Ministere de la Cooperation Direction du Tresor, Ministere de

20, rue Monsieur 139, rue de Bercy
7 )0 Paris 75572 - Paris Cedex 12
France France
REPRESENTING:France REPRESENTING:France
PHONE: (33-1)478-31362 PHONE:No phone
FAX: (33-1)400-42940 FAX: (33-1)400-42926

oullde, Pierre Toungui, Paul
D- 'uty Assistant Secretary for Debt Ministre
L ection du Tresor, Ministere de Ministere des Finances du Budget et

139, rue de Bercy ( Bureau F.3 Teledoc B.P. 165
75572 - Paris Cedex 12 Libreville
France Gabon
REPRESENTING:France REPRESENTING:Gabon
PHONE: (33-1)448-77360 PHONE: (24-1) 761-210

:(33-1)400-42716 FAX: (24-1)765-974

Quennet, Cornelia Schipulle, Hans
Head of Division Head of Environment Division (224)

Ministry for the Environment Ministry for Economic Cooperation an

53175 Bonn 53045 Bonn
Germany Germany
REPRESENTING:Germany REPRESENTING:Germany
PHONE :No phone PHONE: (49-228) 535-227

FAX: (49-228)305-3524 FAX: (49-228)535-204

Kinnas, Ioannis Kontos, Pedros

Minister Counsellor Greek Economic Office

Greek Mission, Economic Affairs Embassy of Greece

2, rue S. Thalberg 2221 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

1201 Geneva Washington, D.C. 20008

C ece USA
RzPRESENTING:Greece REPRESENTING:Greece

DATE:5/11/94 DATE:5/11/94

PHONE:No phone PHONE: (202) 939-5800

FAX: (41-22) 732-2150 FAX: (202) 265-4291



GLOBAL 4
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433, USA

GEF ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE TEL: (202) 473-1053/473-9312 FAX: (202) 522-3240 /522-3245

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET AND MESSAGE
No. of Pages: If

DATE: June 13, 1994

TO: Mr. Pierre Moullade

Fax No.: 33 140 04 2716
City: Paris
Country: France

FROM: Marie Morgan-Wels
Tel. No.: (202) 473 1128
Fax No.: (202) 522 3245

SUBJECT: GEF Broadcast Fax and Mailing List

MESSAGE:

We had taken note immediately of all your instructions to date regarding the correct fax number to use for
your office - (see fax. 11/93). Please also see transmission report attached indicating that the message is
being received at the number you have given us.

Please also see attached our current Paradox listing for your address - could you please advise if any of this is
to be changed.

cc: Messrs: Johnson, Van Praag, Rigaud

If you experience any problem in receiving this transmission, inform the sender at the telephone or fax number listed above.

1884 (04-94)



+33140042716 TRESOR F2-F3 P01 11.10.93 19:51

MINISTfRE DE L'tCONOMIE

DIRECTION DU TRnSOR
Service des Affaires Internationales - Edettement et D6veloppement

Bureau F.,

139 rme de Brcy-75572 Parts Cex 12 -Tdlddoc S78

BORDEREAU DE TPLACOPIE

PWV -ENVIRON/T206

Le 11 octobre 1993

Pierre Mon Dade

TIL 33 144 87 73 58 Fez :33140 042716

DWTINATAJRE

Mary Morgan- Wheas
GEFAdmlnistrator's #ftce

Fax : 1202 477 0551

UESGE

0B JE T : Envoi au Trrorfrangais des documents relatlfs au Fonds pour t'environnenmt
mondiaL

U semblerait que votre tMlcopieur soft mal progranund: do nombreuses tWlicopies destinfts A
Bertrand do Mazi&es Ou A moi-mwc parvint a des nuntros erronis (a derniiro, exptdie dans la nit du
S au 9 octobre, a fl6 envoye au 40 04 20 0)2

Cette situation n'est agrdabje ni pour ccux qui regoivent des ttl6copies qui ne les coccernent pas
et so voicnt dans 'obligarion do nous les retransrmttre, ni pour nous-m&nh qui no recevons les documents
qu'avec un dtlai qui pourrait s'avsrer prejudciabe.

Je vous runercie par cons&quent do bien vouloir faire en sorte quo les tdicopies soient envoytes
aux bns nunros, savoirle3 I 40 0 4 29 26pour Bertrand de Mazi6rset/ou 33 140 04 27 16 pour ce qui
me concerne.------ -

Pm tm rv

Pieffe Moudlade. w bP



SESSION: 2- 8251
ID PHONE NUMBER DESTINATION AME TIME DELIVERED PAGES

- - ------------- 
- -------------- -----------

.i79 912128388920 I.1 'kenberg ,PMislay 06 /07/9 4 12:38 1-7 /7

5378 90113712286783 G.M iisone, DHA 06/07/94 12:48 1-7 /7

5377 912123718873 H. IR% Permane.Miss ion 06/27/94 11:31 1-7 /7

5376 94787661 K.oo, Embas y non-deliverable 9 /7

5375 912127720735 P.Yon, Per.Miss. I67'94 1:33 1-7 /7

5374 9g1 2542338272 M.X oech, Nat.Env. 06/07/94 11:32 1-7 /7

5373 90112542339426 M.Denedict-Keah, Mi. 06/07/9 11:33 1-7 /7

5372 90u8 352512161 M.Umenoto, Min.Fin. 06/07/9 11:32 1-7 /7

5371 901139647613932 G.Del Bufala, Miln. 06/97/9 11:35 1-7 /7 &
5370 961135316767335 B.ahern,Minis.Financ 06/07/9 12:42 1-7 /7

5369 90119821674176 R.Salamat,Min.Fcr.Af 06/07/94 12: 43 1 -7 /7

5368 912128677086 E.Al-Habib, Per.Mis 06/07/94 1:37 1-7 /7

5367 901162213857578 S.Djajadiningrat, M. non-deliverable a /7

5366 9011911 301868 N.Singh, Min.Fin. non l le
5365 99i136i201489i T.Farago, Min.Env. 96/07/94 11:39 , 1-7 /7
5364 9911381 534370 E.Tarjan, Nat.Bank 06/07/94 1:146 1-7 /7

I363 9011245221056 T.Camara,MinResHatEn non-deliverable 0 7

62 912125991546 E.Pursoo,Per.Missio 06/07/94 11:40 1-7 /7

5361 901141227322150 I.Xinnas, Gr.Mission 06/07/94 11A44 1-7 /7

5360 92654291 P.Xo tos, Embassg 06/07/94 11 41 1-7 /7

5359 9911492283053524 C.Ou nnet, Min.Env. 06/07/94 12 43 1-7 /7

5358 921 49228535264 H.Sc ipulle, Min.Env 06/07/94 11  5  1:-7 '7

5357 9011241765974 P.Todngui,Minis.Fina not-deliver le 6 /7

5356 90133140042940 ( arbut, Hin.Caop. 66 97/94 1445 1-7 7

5355 9013314042718 P.Moullade, Tresor 66 97/94 iP'45 1-7 /7

5354 90113314042926 e Mazieres, Dev. 06 07/94 1146 1-7 /7

53 991 3580663290 T.Hupiasalo, . no -del ivera be

.:52 901 358013418390 .Eslelinan, FINNID. 66/07/94 1 50 1-7 /7

5351 901 2511854350 k.Abebe, Min..Hat.Re. non-deliverable 6 /7

5356 912 22626893 Ii S.Nommann, Per.Mis. 06/97/94 1:56 -7 7

5349 912 27943874 I S.Awaad, Per.Mis. no answer 7

5348 90112025747839 S.Saad, For.Min. 06/07/94 1: 51 1-7 /7

5347 901 262355366 A.Ebeid, Min.Cab.Af 16/07/94 12Q4 46 1-7 /7

5346 96673482 E.Teran, Embassu 06/07/94 11 1 1-7 /7

345 912129869694 P.BlandinoPerm.Miss no answer 9 /7

,44 90114531540533 A.Mkaltke-Leth, Min. 06/07/94 L1 2 1-7 /7

5343 901142267310490 B.Vladislav, Min.Env non-deliver",le a /7

5342 90114226731@308 L.Deglova,Min.EnuirC 06/07/94 11:55 1-7 /7

5341 906142267311611 M.Xotaska,Min.Envirc 66/07/94 11:55 1-7 /7

5340 912127791697 C.Rodriguez, Per.Mis 66/07/94 11:56 1-7 /7

5339 98113841612131 i Z.Tomeic,Min.Civ.Eng non-deliverable a /7

5338 9U11225211696 I.Hot, Min.Env. 06/07/94 11:57 1-7 /7

5337 9011225213578 H.Galo, Cai.Au.Amor. 86/07/94 12:01 1-7 /7

5336 912123712813 L.Jaramillo, Per.Mi. 06/07/94 12:47 1-7 /7

5335 90115712833458 M.Becerra, INRRA. 06/07/94 12:00 1-7 /7

5334 961 5713340367 9.Mantenegro, Nat.P. non-deliverable /7

5333 90115712833970 M.Lanzetta, Min.Ext. non-deliverable 6 7

5332 9018618522361 J.Liqun, Min.Fin. 06/07/94 12:91 1-7 '7

5331 96115626718895 R.Asenja, Min.Nat i.Re 06/07/94 12:02 1-7 /7

5330 918199535348 N.Senecal, CIDA 06/97/94 12:48 1-7 /7

5329 9911237215350 B.Djingoer,MinEnvFor non-deliverable 6 /7

5328 9011257402075 J.Rushemeza, INECH. non-deliverable 7

327 9011257223337 - E.Xabusheeye, Min. non-deliverable 8 /7
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DATE: June 13, 1994

TO: Mr. Pierre Moullade

Fax No.: 33 140 04 2716
City: Paris
Country: France

FROM: Marie Morgan-Wels
Tel. No.: (202) 473 1128
Fax No.: (202) 522 3245

SUBJECT: GEF Broadcast Fax and Mailing List



The World Bank/IFC/MIGA
O F F I C E M E M O R A N D U M

DATE: January 12, 1994 12:03pm

TO: CLAIRE POILANE ( CLAIRE POILANE @A1@WBWASH

FROM: Christine Toussaint, EDSO4 ( CHRISTINE TOUSSAINT@A1@EDS

EXT.: 623-6502

SUBJECT: Envoi en Fiance des documents du "GEF"

Comte suite a notre conversation telephonique d'hier, je vous
confirme que M. Haas aimerait que les documents du "GEF",
c'est-a-dire : Monthly report, Quarterly report et Working
Papers, soient envoyes par vos soins requlierement en France aux
personnes suivantes

- Monsieur Pierre MOULLADE
Bureau F.3 (Teledoc 578)
Direction du Tresor
Ministere de l'Economie
139, rue de Bercy
75572 - Paris Cedex 12
FRANCE-

- Madame Monique BARBUT
Charge de Mission
Direction du Developpement
Ministere de la Cooperation
20, rue Monsieur
75700 - Paris
FRANCE FAX 4 4 4

Je vous rappelle aussi que vous devez m'envoyer 2 exemplaires du
Working Paper no. 1: Social Challenge of Biodiversity
Conservation et 2 exemplaires " t R No
:1993. J'enverrai moi-meme ces documents a M. Moullade et
Mme. Barbut puis nous comptons sur vous pour la suite des envd

Merci beaucoup et a vendredi. c
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C REPUBLIQUE FRANCAISE

PRESENTATION DU

FONDS FRANCAIS POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT MONDIAL

Dans le cadre de sa participation au Fonds pour l'Environnement
Mondial et en sus de sa contribution au fonds multilateral, la
France a d6cid6 de cr6er un fonds frangais pour l'environnement
mondial.

Cette initiative s'inscrit dans le cadre des efforts d6ploy6s
par la France pour que les problemes relatifs aux changements
climatiques, A la protection de la biodiversitA, A la couche
d'ozone et aux eaux internationales, soient mieux pris en
compte par les pays les plus d6munis ou les plus confronts A
ces questions dans leur souci du d6veloppement durable.

En outre, ce fonds a l'ambition de catalyser les efforts de
l'aide frangaise dans ces domaines en lui donnant des moyens
nouveaux d'intervention.

La France s'efforcera dans le cadre de ce nouveau programme de
financer des projets exemplaires s'int6grant dans des
programmes plus larges de d6veloppement durable. L'accent sera
mis sur le renforcement des capacit6s nationales ; le processus
d'apprentissage, li6 & des techniques et technologies nouvelles
aura une place pr6pond6rante, en particulier pour les projets
qui, outre le m6rite de s'inscrire dans les quatre domaines
d'intervention du FEM, s'attacheront A lutter contre la
d6forestation et la dssertification qui sont autant des
problemes de d6veloppement que d'environnement.

Les ressources de ce fonds, comme celles du Fonds multilat6ral,
sont des ressources additionnelles aux ressources allou6es
budg6tairement A l'aide au d6veloppement frangais.
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Le Fonds sera dirig6 par un comit6 de pilotage, avec l'appui
d'un conseil scientifique et technique et sa gestion sera
assur6e par un secr6tariat log6 A la Caisse Frangaise de
Developpement.

Cette note a pour objet de d6crire le fonctionnement de ce
fonds et de ses differents intervenants :

I - LE FONDS SERA DIRIGE PAR UN COMITE DE PILOTAGE QUI SERA
COMPOSE DES PARTIES PRENANTES SUIVANTES :

- Ministere de 1'Economie
- Ministere des Affaires Etrangeres
- Ministare de la Coop6ration
- Ministere de 1'Environnement
- Ministere de 1'Enseignement Sup6rieur et

de la Recherche
- Caisse Franqaise de d6veloppement.

Le Chef du Secr6tariat et le Pr6sident du Conseil scientifique
et technique assisteront aux reunions du comit6 de pilotage A
titre consultatif. Par ailleurs, et en tant que de besoin, des
repr6sentants d'autres administrations pourront &tre invit&s
aux sessions du Comit6 de Pilotage.

Ce comit6 sera pr~sid6 par le repr6sentant du ministere de
l'6conomie et aura comme fonction de :

1. Valider 1'e1igibilit6 des fiches d'identification des
projets qui sont pr6sent6es avec un avis du conseil
scientifique et technique, accorder 1'autorisation
necessaire de proceder A 1'6tape ult&rieure, c'est-A-dire la
finalisation d'une note de prise en considbration par les
administrations concern6es, et autoriser le secr6tariat A
transmettre pour information le projet au secr6tariat du
F.E.M. A Washington.

2. D6cider du montant de la subvention accord6e aux projets y
inclus le financement des 6tudes comprises entre la note de
prise en consid6ration et le rapport complet d'6valuation ex
ante du projet.

3. Suivre les projets du F.E.M. multilat6ral.

C Les d6cisions du comit4 de pilotage se prennent par
consensus.
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I - LE CONSEIL SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE (CST) SERA COMPOSE DE
NEUF MEMBRES RECONNUS POUR LEURS COMPETENCES DANS LES
SECTEURS D'INTERVENTION DU F.E.M.

Le CST est charg6 de l'analyse et de 1'valuation des projets
du fonds frangais. Il assure le suivi des travaux des comit6s
scientifiques du FEM et des Conventions Climat, Biodiversit6 et
Ozone d'un point de vue scientifique. Il formule des avis pour
le comit6 de pilotage.

Ses activit6s et son organisation sont pr6cis6es en annexe.

il- LE SECRETARIAT DU FONDS FRANCAIS POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT
MONDIAL SERA ASSURE PAR LA CAISSE FRANCAISE DE DEVELOPPEMENT.

Ce secretariat aura les taches suivantes

- Recevoir les fiches de projets d'oa qu'elles viennent, les
traiter, 6mettre un avis uniquement en fonction des criteres
utilis6s par le F.E.M. apr6s avoir consulte le Conseil
Scientifique et Technique. Transmettre les projets que peuvent
adresser les ONG et operateurs, aprbs v6rification de la
compatibilit6 avec les crit&res du FEM au repr6sentant de
l'administration concern6e pour parrainage.

- Pr6parer les r6unions et assurer le secr6tariat du Comit6 de
pilotage.

- Suivre et soutenir les projets du Fonds franqais transmis au
Fonds pour 1'Environnement Mondial (lors de leur pr6sentation
au Comite de mise en oeuvre des agences et lors des reunions du
Conseil).

- Suivre financi6rement la programmation, les d6caissements au
vu des pi6ces justificatives pr6senties et certifi6es par les
administrations concern6es.

- Assurer le secr6tariat du Conseil Scientifique et Technique.

- Assurer 1'information et une concertation suivie avec les ONG
et les op6rateurs int6ress6s par les activit6s du F.E.M.

C
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- Pr6parer et soumettre un rapport d'activit6 annuel au comite
de pilotage.

Pour ce faire, la Caisse frangaise de d6veloppement cr6era en
son sein une structure ind6pendante de ses services
operationnels.

IV - LE CYCLE DU PROJET

Les projets present6s au financement du Fonds Franrais pour
l'Environnement Mondial doivent pr6senter deux
caract6ristiques:

1. R6pondre aux criteres et priorit6s g6n6raux des conventions
internationales (ozone, climat et biodiversit6) et aux
conditions d'intervention du FEM multilat6ral.

C
2. Etre, en priorit6, des composantes de projet de
developpement afin d'assurer une meilleure int6gration des
questions d'environnement global au d6veloppement. Cependant,
au cas par cas, des projets de recherche dans les pays en
d6veloppement ou de renforcement des capacit6s nationales ainsi
que quelques 6tudes-pays pourront dtre financ6s. Enfin, des
projets venant en appui aux programmes du FEM multilat6ral
pourront 6tre pris en compte au cas par cas.

Les projets sont de la responsabilit6 de l'administration qui
les pr6sente et qui, le cas 6ch6ant, assure leur cofinancement.

C Les ONG pourront 8tre op6rateurs de projets du F.E.M. et
pourront, sous la responsabilit6 d'un membre du Comit6 de
pilotage, concevoir des projets et/ou en 4tre les maitres
d'oeuvre.

Le cycle du projet peut 6tre sch6matis6 de la faqon suivante

C
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C
COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE DU FONDS FRANCAIS POUR

L'ENVIRONNEMENT MONDIAL

Un Comite Scientifique et Technique (CST) du Fonds Frangais
pour l'Environnement Mondial est mis en place A la demande du
gouvernement frangais pour conseiller le Comit6 de pilotage
charg6 de la mise en oeuvre de ce Fonds.

I - MISSIONS DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHIQUE DU FONDS
FRANCAIS POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT MONDIAL.

Le CST est charg6 de trois missions

A - L'examen des projets du Fonds FranCais:

B - Le suivi et l'6valuation du portefeuille des projets du
Fonds Francais,

C - Le suivi des travaux des diff6rents Comites Scientifiques
du FEM et des conventions Climat, Biodiversit6 et Ozone.

A - Examen des dossiers soumins pour financement au Fonds
Frangais.

Le CST :

- Analyse les projets soumis au Comit6 de pilotage, verifie
leur conformit6 avec les crit&res et priorit6s d6finis dans le
cadre du Fonds pour l'Environnement Mondial (FEM) et propose
6ventuellement des orientations susceptibles d'ameliorer leur
ad6quation aux objectifs du FEM,

- Emet un avis sur les caract6ristiques techniques et
socioeconomiques des projets, en termes de d6veloppement et
d' environnement global,

B - Suivi et 6valuation du portefeuille de projets du Fonds
Frangais
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Le CST

C
- Propose au Comit6 de pilotage une grille d'6valuation et de
suivi des opdrations inanc6es par le Fonds Frangais, en
conformit6 avec les recommandations 6ventuelles du STAP
(Scientific and Technological Advisory Panel).

- Participe & l'6valuation en cours d'ex6cution et a posteriori
des projets retenus par le Fonds Frangais avec les diff6rents
partenaires techniques institutionnels et financiers,

- Propose au Comit6 de pilotage une revue annuelle du
portefeuille des operations retenues, en dresse un bilan a
posteriori et pr6sente 6ventuellement ses recommandations sur
les 6volutions souhaitables.

C - SUIVI DES TRAVAUX DES DIFFERENTS COMITES SCIENTIFIQUES DU
FEM ET DES CONVENTIONS CLIMAT, BIODIVERSITE ET OZONE.

Le CST

- Se tient 6troitement inform6 de l'6volution des travaux du
STAP du FEM et met A disposition du Comite de pilotage les
analyses et les recommandations correspondantes,

- Se tient 4troitement inform6 de 16volution des travaux des
comit6s scientifiques des conventions Climat , Biodiversit6 et
Ozone,

- Propose au Comit6 de pilotage ses propres analyses et
recommandations scientifiques, techniques et 6conomiques
concernant les domaines d'action retenus par le FEM,
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II -COMPOSITION DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE DU FEM ET
DUREE DE SON MANDAT.

Le CST du Fonds frangais est compos6 de neuf personnalit6s
reconnues pour leur comp6tence scientifique et technico-
6conomique dans les domaines couverts par le FEM

3 pour la lutte contre l'effet de serre
3 pour la pr6servation de la biodiversita
2 pour la protection des eaux internationales
1 pour la protection de la couche d'ozone

Ses membres sont d6sign6s par le Comit6 de pilotage sur une
liste propos6e par le ministere de 1'Environnement et le
ministere de 1'enseignement sup6rieur et de la recherche.

Ind6pendamment de leur comp6tence technique dans les domaines
pr6cit6s, un ou plusieurs d'entre eux sont choisis pour leur
comp6tence dans le domaine socio6conomique et financier.

La dur6e du mandat des membres du CST est de deux ans. Ce
mandat est renouvelable.

Le CST 6lit son pr6sident parmi ses membres pour la dur6e de
son mandat.

Le Pr6sident du CST ou, en cas d'impossibilita, un des membres
du CST d~sign6 par lui, assiste aux r6unions du Comit& de
pilotage & titre consultatif.

III - SECRETARIAT ET FONCTIONNEMENT DU COMITE SCIENTIFIQUE ET
TECHNIQUE

Le secr6tariat du CST est assur6 par le Secr6tariat du Fonds
qui met A disposition du Comita les divers moyens (salles de
r6union, dactylographie, reproduction, exp6ditions,
publications, fax, t6l6phone, etc) indispensables & son action.

Les frais de mission des membres du Comit6 sont pris en charge
dans le cadre de ce secr6tariat.

Le CST peut participer c des projets d'6tudes particuli res
s'il en est mandat6 par le comit6 de pilotage.
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Les modes de financement de ces 6tudes sont envisag6es au sein
du Comit6 de pilotage au cas par cas.

Un calendrier annuel des r6unions du CST est publi6 en d6but
d'ann6e (2 & 3 r6unions).

Le CST se r6unit au moins 15 jours avant les dates de r6union
du Comit6 de pilotage pour examiner les projets qui seront
soumis A ce Comit6. Les projets A examiner doivent parvenir au
CST au moins 20 jours avant la date de r6union de ce dernier.
Les responsables des projets sont invit6s A ces r6unions pour
pr6senter leur projet, r6pondre aux demandes d'informations
compl6mentaires 6ventuelles du CST et entendre les
recommandations qu'il 6met.

Le CST fournit un compte rendu 6crit de sa revue de projet au
Comit6 de pilotage au minimum 3 jours avant la r6union de
celui-ci.

D'autre part, la CST se r6unit en tant que de besoin sur
convocation de son pr6sident.



AWL
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PRESENTA TION OF THE FRENCH GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

As part of its membership in the Global Environment Facility and in addition to its
contribution to the multilateral fund, France has decided to set up a French Global Environment Facility
(FGEF).

This initiative is part of France's efforts to ensure that problems tied to climate change,
protection of biodiversity, the ozone layer and international waters are factored in more completely by the
poorest countries and countries most confronted with these issues in their drive for sustainable development.

Moreover, this fund aims to catalyze French aid efforts in these areas by providing it with
fresh intervention resources.

Under this new program, France will make every effort to finance exemplary projects
integrated in larger sustainable development programs. Focus will be on stepping up national capacities;
apprenticeships in new techniques and technologies will occupy a dominant position, notably for projects
which not only belong to the GEF's four intervention areas but also fight actively against deforestation and
desertification, both development and environmental problems.

The resources of this Fund, like those of the multilateral fund, are in addition to the resources
budgeted for French development aid.

This Fund will be directed by a Steering Committee, supported by a Scientific and
Technological Panel. It will be managed by a secretariat hosted by the Caisse Frangaise de Ddveloppement.

The purpose of this memorandum is to describe the operation of this Fund and its members:

L The Fund will be directed by a Steering Committee comprised of the following parties:

+ Ministry of the Economy
* Ministry of Foreign Affairs
* Ministry of Cooperation
+ Ministry of the Environment
* Ministry of Research
* Caisse Frangaise de Ddveloppement

The head of the secretariat and the Chairman of the Scientific and Technological Panel will
attend Steering Committee meetings in advisory capacity. Moreover, as needed members from other
government administrations may be invited to attend Steering Committee meetings.

This Committee will be chaired by the representative from the Ministry of the Economy and
will be responsible for:



1. Validating the eligibility of project specifications presented together with a recommendation
from the Scientific and Technological Panel, granting the necessary authorization to start the next step, i.e.
the finalization of a memorandum of acceptance by the administrations concerned, and authorizing the
secretariat to forward the project for information to the GEF secretariat in Washington.

2. Deciding on the amount of the subsidies allocated to projects, including the financing of
studies between the acceptance memorandum and the complete ex-ante project evaluation report.

3. Monitoring multilateral GEF projects.

Steering Committee decisions are taken by consensus.

IL The Scientific and Technological Panel will consist of nine members recognized for their expertise
in GEF focal areas.

The STP will analyse and review the FGEF projects. It will follow up the work accomplished
by the scientific panels of the GEF and under climate, biodiversity and ozone conventions. It will advise
the Steering Committee.

Its activities and organization are described in the appended memorandum.

III. The secretariat of the French Global Environment Facility will be managed by Caisse Francaise
de Diveloppement.

This secretariat will have the following tasks:

* To receive project specifications, regardless of their origin, to process them and to issue a
recommendation only on the basis of GEF criteria after having consulted the Scientific and Technological
Panel. After checking that they satisfy GEF criteria, to forward projects received from NGOs and operators
to the administration responsible for sponsoring.

+ To prepare meetings and to act as secretariat for the Steering Committee.

* To monitor and support FGEF projects forwarded to the Global Environment Facility
(when they are presented to the interagency committee and during Council meetings).

* To manage the financial aspects of programs and payments in the light of proof presented
and certified by the administrations concerned.

* To act as secretariat for the Scientific and Technological Panel.

+ To provide information to and to ensure close consultation with the NGOs and operators
interested in GEF activities.

+ To prepare and to submit an annual report to the Steering Committee.

To this end Caisse Frangaise de Ddveloppement will establish an independant structure.



IV. Project cycit

Projects submitted for financing to the French Global Environment Facility must show the
following characteristics:

1. They must satisfy the general criteria and priorities of international conventions (ozone,
climate and biodiversity) and intervention terms of the multilateral GEF.

2. They should primarily be part of development projects, in order to make global environment
issues better part of development. However, it may be possible to finance some isolated research projects in
developing countries or projects aimed at strengthening national resources, as well as some country studies.
Finally, projects designed to support multilateral GEF programs may be approved on an individual basis.

Projects are the responsibility of the administration which presents them and which, as
applicable, jointly finances them.

NGOs may be GEF project operators and may, under the supervision of a Steering Committee
member, design projects and/or be their project manager.

The project cycle can be outlined as follows:
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SCIENTIFIC PANEL OF THE FRENCH GLOBAL ENVIRONMENT FACILITY

At the request of the French government, the French Global Environment Facility (FGEF) will
set up a Scientific and Technological Panel (STP) to advise the Steering Committee responsible for
directing this Facility.

I. Tasks of the scientific and technological panel of the French Global Environment Facilit.

The STP has three tasks:

A. To examine the FGEF projects.

B. To follow up and review the portfolio of FGEF projects.

C. To follow up the work accomplished by the scientific panels of the GEF and under Climate,
Biodiversity and Ozone conventions.

A. Examination of files submitted for financing to the FGEF.

The STP:

* analyzes projects submitted to the Steering Committee, verifies their conformity with the
criteria and priorities laid down by the Global Environment Facility (GEF) and, as applicable, proposes
adjustments to align them more closely with GEF objectives.

+ issues a recommendation on the technological and socioeconomic characteristics of the
projects, in connection with development and global environment.

B. Follow-up and evaluation of the portfolio of FGEF projects.

The STP:

* prepares a table to evaluate and monitor the operations financed by the FGEF, in
accordance with STAP recommendations, and submits this table to the Steering Committee for approval.

* helps to evaluate projects accepted by the FGEF during execution and after completion,
in collaboration with its technical, institutional and financial partners.

* proposes to the Steering Committee an annual review of the portfolio of operations,
prepares an a-posteriori assessment and submits any recommendation on desirable changes.



C. Follow-up of work accomplished by the scientific panels of the GEF and under
Climate, Biodiversity and Ozone conventions.

The STP:

* keeps itself closely informed of the progress of GEF STAP work and submits the
corresponding analyses and recommendations to the Steering Committee.

* keeps itself closely informed of the progress of work by the scientific panels under
Climate, Biodiversity and Ozone conventions.

* submits its own scientific, technical and economic analyses of the GEF's fields of action
to the Steering Committee.

If Composition of the FGEF scientific and technolo'ical panel and term of office

The FGEF STP consists of nine personalities recognized for their scientific and technico-
economic expertise in the areas covered by the GEF:

3 for programs against the greenhouse effect
3 for preservation of biodiversity
2 for the protection of international waters
I for the protection of the ozone layer

Its members are appointed by the Steering Committee, which chooses them from a short list
supplied by the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Research.

Apart from their technical expertise in the foregoing areas, one or more of them are chosen for
their expertise in socioeconomics and finance.

The term of office of STP members is two years. This term is not renewable.

The STP elects a Chairman among its members for his term of office as a member.

The STP Chairman or, in his absence, one of the STP members appointed by him, attends
Steering Committee meetings in an advisory capacity.

II. Secretariat and operation of the scientific and technological paneL

The STP secretariat is the FGEF Secretariat, which provides the Panel with the resources
(meeting rooms, typists, reproduction, mailing, publications, fax, telephone, etc.) which it needs to do its
work.

Business expenses of the Panel members are charged to the budget of this secretariat.

The STP may participate in specific study projects if authorized by the Steering Committee.
The Steering Committee will determine the method of financing such studies for each case separately.

In the beginning of the year, an annual schedule of STP meetings is published (2 to 3 meetings
per year).



The STP meets at the latest 15 days before scheduled Steering Committee meetings in order to
review projects to be submitted to this Committee. Projects to be reviewed should reach the STP at the
latest 20 days before it meets. Project managers will be invited to present their projects personally at such
meetings, answer any additional requests for information on the part of the STP and hear its
recommendations.

At the latest three days before the Steering Committee meeting, the STP provides this
Committee with a written project review report.

Furthermore, the STP meets as often as need at the convocation of its Chairman.
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FRENCH REPUBLIC

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

DIRECTORATE OF THE TREASURY Paris, February 21, 1994
THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

Mr. Mohamed T El-Ashry
Chairman, Global Environment Facility

Dear Mr. Chairman-

I was pleased to note that the last negotiation session on the restructuring and replenishment of
the resources of the Global Environment Facility was held recently; any further delay in the holding of
that meeting would inevitably have weakened the motivation displayed by the participants up to this
point.

Regarding the order in which the different meetings will be held in Geneva, allow me to
observe that the holding, as in Cartagena, of a meeting on replenishment before those on restructuring
does not seem appropriate to me. The fund-raising effort will only be productive once the institutional
negotiations have been completed. It would accordingly seem preferable to me to start in Geneva by
considering the questions of restructuring, but with an introductory statement by Mr. Johannes Linn to
indicate that the $2 billion goal is in sight and how it will be achieved (and noting in particular the
contributions that are expected from the "other donors").

Beyond the absolute principle of not reopening items on which consensus has already been
reached in Cartagena or earlier meetings, I would like, in response to your invitation, to make some
comments on the main document ("Instrument for the establishment of the restructured Global
Environment Facility," 3rd revision, of January 4, 1994) while awaiting transmission of a revised
version of the annexes.

* Of the four subjects discussed in Cartagena by the contact group, two are major points
(chairmanship of the Board; number and distribution of the Board seats), while the other two represent
rather some counterparts (level of qualified majority; frequency of plenary sessions). I will not repeat
our positions on these points; they are well known.

* Paragraphs 19(vi), 20(iv) and 27 are hard to understand They must be reviewed and
their circular references must be deleted. The text must clearly set out the compromise reached in
Cartagena under which the Instrument:

- opens the possibility for the Secretariat to deal directly, in the future, with
bodies other than the three implementing agencies for the preparation and
execution of projects,



-2-

- but gives the Board authority to consider this question and to decide vhether
the secretariat may, or may not use this povr and, if yes, in accordance vith
vat modalities.

* Paragraph 24(a) on the procedure is the fruit of a compromise wurked out in
Cartagena, after years of discussions, by the delegations of the United States and France, then
approved by all of the participants. I am pleased that agreement could be reached on so sensitive a
subject; I must underscore that by accepting this final text the French party has gone to the far limit of
the concessions it could make.

* Regarding the other points for which brackets remain in the text (paragraphs 2, 18,
24(cXiii) and 29 in particular), the French positions are well know; they have not changed and I will
not reiterate them here.

Trusting that these few comments and observations will facilitate your task and contribute to a
satisfactory conclusion of the negotiations.

Sincerely,

/s/ Bertrand de Mazieres



PUBLIQUE FRANQAISE

MINISTlRE DE L'SCONOMIE

DIRECTION OL TRSSOR PARIS. LE 2 1 FEV. 3M
LE SOUS-DIRECTEUR
PM.V L9407

Monsieur le Prsident,

Jo mejitalicte de la tenue d lorme rapprochd d to dernire session de ndgociat!on stir la
restructurafdon et la reconsttution des ressources du I-onds pour l'environnemeni mondial : tout cdMat
suppkmentaire appornd 4'la tenue de cetle r union n'aurait pu qu'affaiblir i'd/an qut a pormA les
Participants tout au long des ndgociations.

Concernant Pordre dans lequel se dirouleront h Gendve les diffdrentes rdunions,
perrmettez-mot de vous indiquer que /a tenue, comme 6 Carthag&ne. d'une reunion sur la
reconstitution avant celles relatives 4 la restructurailon ne me semble pas opportune. Le tour de table
financier ne sera product/f qu'une fois achevde la ndgociaton inslitutionnelle. Ii me somblerat par
consdquent prdjarable do commencer 4 Geneve par les questions de restruchuration, avec toutefois tin
exposd liminaire do Mr Johannes Linn pour indiquer que l'objecqtf dc 2 milliards de dollars es: en vue
ef comment i sera anteint (ea notamment quelle sont les contributions attendues des "autres
donneurs'.

Au-dedr dv principe absolu de non rdouverture des points ayan: 44J4 fait lobiet d'un
consonsus 4 Carthagdne on Jors des rMunions prcddenies, jaimerais, en riponse 4 votre invifafton,
vous faire part do quelques commentaires sur le document principal ("Instrument for the
establishment of the restructured Global Environment iaotity", 30mC r viston en data cu
4janvier 1994) dans /'attentc de la transmission d'une version rdvisde des annexes.

* Sur les 4 sujets dicuads 4 Carhagtne par le groupe do contact, 2 constituent des
points majeurs (prdsidence du Consoil ; nombro et rdparilion des sW'gos au Consell), les 2 autres
reprtsentent phet6 des contrepartics (niveau de major/k qualifte ; fi-dquence des rdunions de
l'Assemb/ pldrIdnire). Je ne reviendral pas sur nos positions ce propos ; elles sont bien connues.

* Les paragraphes 19 6vi), 20 (v) oi 27 sont d?) c/les & comprendre. Ils doivent lire
revus et notamment leurs rdfdrences circulaires supprimdos. Le text dott flre clairoment apparalire
Ic compromis trouve! 6 Carthag&nc aux termes duquel l'Instrument :

I ouvre la passib Ilit pour le secritariat de traiter directement, dons le fiuur avoc
des organismes autres que les irots agences de mise en oeuvre pour In prparation cf l'exdcution de

proje Is,

- mais confire au Consei l'autoriM do so sa/sir do cello question et de dccider si l
seorstariat peut, ou ne peut pas. riser de cetre facutd cf, Si out. solon quellos modaadi:s

fonsieur Mohamed T. El-Ashry
rdsident du Fonds pour Penvironnemew mondial

1202 477 0565



* Le paragraphe 24. (a) sur la proeddure est le fruit d'un compromis Oiabord 4Carhagne. aprds des anndes do discussions, par les d~d gallons des Etats-Unis d'Amdnrque at de /aFrance, puts approuvW par l'ensemble des Particpants. Jo me rjouis de cc qu'un accord aft pu eire
trouvO sur un siet auss! sensible ; fe, liens a souligner qu'en acceptant ce texte final to pan-iefrangaise est alle 6 l'exfr me limite des concessions qu'elle pouvai faire.

* Sur les autres points pour lesquels subsistent des crochets dans le lexte (notamment
les paragraphes 2. 18, 24. (c). (It!) et 29). les positions franjaises sont bien connues ; elles n'ont paschange etje ny reviendrat point let.

En espdrani que ces quelques remarques ct observations pourront vous facilifer la ltche
el contribuer 4 une heureuse conclusion des nigociations, je vous prie d'agrder, Monsieur lePrdsident, l'expression de ma haute considdration.

Bertrand de MAZTIRS



A L L - I N - I N 0 T E

DATE: 23-Feb-1994 06:53pm

TO: Ian Johnson (IAN JOHNSON)

FROM: Nicholas Van Praag, ENVGE ( NICHOLAS VAN PRAAG )

EXT.: 35102

SUBJECT: GEF Update

I spoke to Pierre Moullade and Monique Barbut today, as well
as Carlos Sersale.

France The principle messages from Pierre were that he was
-- ap'y that the morning of 14 March had been set aside for
"replenishment". He argued that a "tour de table" on this
issue before the main debate on restructuring would not
advance matters. He argued strongly that the session should
be limited to an upbeat briefing from Johannes about where
things stand vis the $2 bn target, and some clarification
about "other donors" in the table circulated by FRM at the
Cartagena meeting.

He also said - and this was amplified by Monique - that there
was no way France could accept anything other than consensus
in the Council on the issue of NGO observer status. He felt
that it was totally unacceptable for the US to go back on the
Franco-US compromise reached in Cartagena - and endorsed by
the rest of the participants. France was prepared for a show
down with the US on this, and the way it was resolved would
certainly influence the French position on the qualified
majority and the role of the secretariat (see below). All
this points to the importance of visiting Paris before Geneva.
I am confident the French would welcome this.

Monique was particularly concerned about the reports she had
heard on yesterday's meeting of the G-77. She is clearly
uneasy at what she sees as the weakness and indecisiveness of
the Algerian chairmanship. Her concerns focus on the G-77's
evolving position on the presidency and an eventual role for
the secretariat in project scrutiny/development.

I subsequently spoke to Carlos Sersale and it would seem that
Monique's concerns have foundation.

Chairmanship: the G-77 have drafted language (that they will
fax us have tomorrow) along the following lines. par. 17
.."the Chairman of the Council should be elected from among
its members for a 6 month period on an established geographic
rotational basis and shall be responsible for the program of
work in consultation with the secretariat and for chairing the
council during its tenure. The chairman shall participate in



the meetings of the council in that capacity and not as a
representative of a particular constituency" (alternate to
take place).

Carlos said there was no perfect solution on the chairmanship.
But he did give the impression that if the OECD could accept
that the period of office should be extended to cover more
than a single meeting of the council, it might be possible for
the G-77 to downsize the Chairman's responsibilities (i.e.
make them less intrusive on the secretariat). He said that a
six month term was suggested because while the Council would
normally meet every six months, the instrument provides for it
to do so "as frequently as necessary." In order to avoid the
wrangles associated with electing a new chair for each and
every meeting, the G-77 felt it would be better to establish a
six month fixed-term of office that might - or might not -
take in more than one session of the council.

Secretariat: Carlos said that the G-77 had not accepted the
recommendations of the evaluation on expanding the
secretariat's role in scrutinizing/developing project
submissions. The group has made a series of proposals for
amendments to Rev. III. These include: par.. 19 (vi) remove
sentence between second and third commas: ", means to
facilitate arrangements for project preparation and execution
of projects.. .para. 27,"; take out reference to project review
in par. 20 (iii); remove the last four lines of 20 (iv); and
remove all the emboldened language in par.. 27.

Other issues: i.) the G-77 want 17 seats of a 33 seat
Council. While the G-77 agree on this they are divided
(Mahgreb and Pakistan versus the rest) on the need for
universal criteria to establish constituencies. Sersale fears
that leaving it to the regional groups (where Ambassadors
rule) will lead to a focus on personalities rather than more
objective criteria; ii.) qualified majority at 55%; iii.)
biannual PAs.

The G-77 plan a plenary session to discuss reactions from
their capitals. It is a good thing that we have a reasonably
high powered group coming to the dinner on Tuesday. There is
a clear need for some straight talking if things are not to
get bogged down.

CC: Patricia Bliss-Guest ( PATRICIA BLISS-GUEST
CC: Frederik Van Bolhuis ( FREDERIK VAN BOLHUIS )
CC: Maria Subiza ( MARIA SUBIZA )



GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY

PARTNERS IN GLOBAL SOLLflONS

MOHAMED T. EL-ASHRY
Chairman

February 23, 1994

Ms. Monique Barbut
Charge de Mission
Ministere de la Cooperation
20, rue Moniseur
75007 Paris
France
FAX: 331 47835842

Dear Ms. Barbut:

I would like to take the opportunity of your attendance at the CSD Ad Hoc Working Group
on Financial Resources and Mechanisms in New York to invite you to an informal dinner on
Tuesday, March 1, 1994, at 7:00 p.m. Other invitees include colleagues from developing and
industrialized countries, as well as those with economies in transition. I hope that this small
gathering will allow us to have an informal exchange of views on the broader context of the
restructured GEF prior to the Geneva meeting.

The dinner will be held at the Beekman Tower, Three Mitchell Place, 49th Street and First
Avenue, New York, (212) 355-7300.

I look forward to seeing you on March 1st.

Sincerely,

RSVP: Amelia Rivera
GEF Administrator's Office
Washington, D.C.
(202) 473-3601

THE WORLD BANK. 1818 H STREET, N.W.. WASHINGTON. D.C. 20433. USA
TEL: (202) 473-3202 FAX: (202) 477-0563

TH! WORLD ANsX LNfTDA1ANS c- UNTTW NAIONS



APULIOU& FRANQAISE

- MNISTtR DU LA9CONOMIE

DIRECTION Du TRrSOR PARIS.' 2 FEV. 1
L& SOUS-DIRECTEUR
PM/- L0407

Monsieur le Prsident,

Jo meflicte de la tenue 4 torme rapprochd do la dernitre session do negociation sur la
restructuration ef la reconstitution des ressources du Ponds pour l'environnenon mondial : tout dtlai
suppldemntaire apporb 4 la tenne de celle rinion n'aurait pu qu'affaiblir '4/an qui a port4 les
Parlicipanis tout a long des ndgociations.

Concernant l'ordre dans lequel so derouleroni A Genve les difftrentes -rAunions,
permettez-mol de vous indiquer que la tenue, comme 6 Carthagdne. d'une riunion sur la
reconstitution avant celles relatives h /a restructurafion ne me semble pas opportune. Le tour de table
financier no sera productif qu'une fois achev6e la nigociation instuutionnelle. 1/ me sombleraii par
consdquent pr4farable do commencer 4 Geneva par les questions de restructurailon, avec toutefots un
exposd liminaire do Mr Johannes Linn pour indiquer quo liobjec.9f de 2 milliards de dollars est en vue
et comment il sera atleint (e notamment quelles sont los contributions attendues des "outres
donneurs").

A u-dedr du principe absolu do non rdouverfure des points ayant dL44i fail l'objet d'un
consensus $4 Carthagbne on tars des rHunlons prdcddentos, j'almerais. on rtponse 4 votre invitation,
vous faire part do que/ques commentalres sur Is document principad ("Instrument for the
establishment of the restructured Global Environment &Acllity", 3 eme rdvision en date du
4 janvior 1994) dons l'aonte do [a transmission d'une version rvisie des annexes.

* Sur les 4 rujots discutis 6 Carthagtne par le groupe do contact, 2 constituent des
points majeurs (prdsidence du Consil : nombre ot rdpartiion des sh'ges au Conseil), les 2 autres
reprisenient pha6t des contreparies (nivenu d majorili qualfidek; fidquence des ranlons do
l'Assemblde plini re). Jo no reviendraI pas sur nos positions c ce propos ; elles sont bien connues.

* Les paragraphes 19 (vi), 20 (iv) at 27 sont difkiciles 4 comprendre. Ils doivent ere
revus of notammnent leurs rifdrences circulaires supprimios. Le texi doii flrre clairement apparatire
le compromis trouvi $ Carthagne ax termes duquel linstrument :

- ouvre la possiblie pour le secritariaf de traiter directement, dons le futur, avec
des organismes autres que les trots agences de mise en oeuvre pour lo prparation er I'exicution de
projes.

- mais confire ou Consoil l'autorit do se satsir do cotte question et de dicider si le
secritoriat peut, ou no pent pas. riser do cettefaculti 1. si ouit selon quelles modalitis.

4onsieurMohamed . El-Ashry
Prisident du Ronds pour I'environnemenm mondial
1202 477 0565



* Le paragraphe 24.(a) sur l4 prooddure est Ile fruit dun compromis diabort &
Carthagdne, aprds des anndcs do discussions, par lex ddldgations des Erats-Unis d'Anrique e de la
France, puts approuvd par l'ensemble des Partiipants. Je me rdjouts de cc qu'un accord oil pli re
trouvd sur un su aussi sensible ; JO liens k souligner qu'en acceptant ce texte final ta partie
frangaise est alde 6 textrfte limite des concessions qu'elle pouvall faire.

* Sur les autres points pour lesquels subsistent des crochets dans le texte (notamment
Its paragraphes 2. 18, 24. (c). (Mi) et 29), les positions frangaises sont bien connues ; elles n'ont paschangi otje n>y reviendrai point Ict.

En espdrant que ces que/ques remarques el observations pourront vous factliter la tache
el contribuer h une heureuse conclusion des ndgocianions, je vous prie d'agrder. Monsieur le
Prsident, texpression de ma haute considdration.

Bertrand de MAZi RES



Rough Summary of 02/21/94 Letter from French Ministry of Economy

Pleased to hear that meeting is to be held March 14-16. Any later would have meant loss
of momentum.

Feels that it is a mistake to hold replenishment meeting prior to sessions on restructuring.
Better to have Johannes Linn tell delegates that $2bn is within reach, and how this will happen

(notably what contributions are expected from "others donors").

Agrees that points agreed in Cartagena should not be reopened. A few comments on

Rev. III:

* On 4 subjects discussed in Cartagena, 2 are major (chairmanship ; number and
allocations of seats) ; 2 minor (level of qualified majority ; frequency of PA). No need to go over
French positions on these points because well known.

* 19(vi), 20 (iv), 27 are hard to understand. They need to be reviewed and circular

language straightened out. The text should reflect the compromise reached in Cartagena:

- open possibility of secretariat in future dealing directly with agencies other than LAs for

the preparation and executions of projects.
- leave this matter to the Council to decide whether the secretariat should do so, and if so,

how.

* Para 24.(a) is a compromise worked out in Cartagena after years of negotiations by the

US and the French, that was subsequently approved by all Participants. Pleased that could find

such a compromise, but French cannot move any further concessions on this matter.

* As to the bracketed language in 2, 18, 24.(c).(iii) and 29, the French positions are well

known. No need to repeat.

Hope these remarks help bring about happy ending to the negotiations.

Bertrand de MAZIERES



A I N - 1 N O T E

03-Feb-1994 03:53pm

Mohamed T. El-Ashry ( MOHAMED T. EL-ASHRY
Johannes Linn ( JOHANNES LINN

Paula Donovan, FRMDR ( PAULA DONOVAN )

32390

S Urgent -- french discussion

Mohamed:
I spoke to Pierre Moullade today who said (in his usual frank
way) that France thought that the G-77 were waiting for a 'report
from the Secretariat on the OECD meeting" which would enable a
date for the next meeting to be set.

I said that I thought it would be a serious misunderstanding to
suggest that the G-77 were waiting for any Secretariat input,
that you have been in continuous contact with all involved and
that so far as I knew, the G-77 needed to meet and were working
on their next step.

I reminded him of the express agreement of the OECD that they not
be seen as accelerating the next meeting but simply indicate that
they were willing and ready to move forward.

He said that they had an instruction from the PM to send a letter
to the Secretariat asking that a date be set, but that they have
not followed through -- preferring to leave the Secretariats
hands free to decide how to go forward. But they see setting a
date as critical now -- as long as it is for a purpose.

He said that he thought it would be useful for you Mohamed to
speak to Bertrand de Mazieres and I said I would mention this to
you.

On the money, he reiterated that US share is the absolute maximum
that France will go -- with the best restructuring outcome. He
said that this is agreed at the highest level -- the PM, Anne le
Lorier, and all ranks at Tresor and in Cooperation. There is
noone (including themselves) arguing against this. I asked
(again!) why link to the US. He said because the US is the 'net
beneficiary ' of the GEF (consultants, no pilot contribution,
etc). He confirmed that the cofinancing amount still will hold,
if the issue of observer status is resolved -- he said the US is
'trying to change our agreement'. (I didnt comment.)

He said we should expect a lot of questioning on the
'unallocated' since only now (in New York) have the G-77 started
to focus on this.



Paula

P.S. I just learned from Patricia that you may be going to
announce a proposed date of March 16 this afternoon. I think
this will be helpful. But since the UK, France, Germany, Japan
and Netherlands have all been asking for an early date, I think
individual phone calls from you would be useful to each of them
soonest, to explain the reason for the proposed date. France and
Japan are the most important immediately.

Do let me know if you'd like me to make any calls.

CC: Ian Johnson ( IAN JOHNSON )
CC: Kenichi Ohashi ( KENICHI OHASHI
CC: Lorene Yap ( LORENE YAP )
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
44 WASHINGTON

BY FAX: (33 1) 40 04 27 16

January 12, 1994

Mr. Bertrand de Mazieres
Administrateur Civil
DIRECTION DU TRtSOR

Dear Bertrand,

Thank you again for hosting the OECD consultation last week. I believe the GEF is
back on track.

As we discussed at the end of the meeting, there are two issues outstanding between
France and the United States. The first is the issue of whether the Council should use
consensus to adopt decisions on procedural questions. The second is whether the U.S.
contribution to the pilot GEF should count fully for purposes of calculating voting share
in the restructured GEF.

I have consulted with my authorities and they are emphatic that agreement on our
positions on both issues is essential if we are to maintain the fragile political consensus
we have developed in this country for the GEF. Beyond that, we believe that our
position is based on precedent and is in the best interests of the GEF.

Regarding the decision-making system for procedures in the Council, the weight of
precedent in relevant international organizations is clearly on our side. In all of the
MDBs and the UN agencies, procedural decisions are made by simple majority. Many
non-governmental organizations are fully aware of this and are pressing hard at all points
in the U.S. political system to ensure that the GEF observes this norm. The Biodiversity
and Climate Change Conventions, which appear to depart from this principle, are not
relevant because major substantive issues, such as the voting system, will be decided by
the rules of procedure.

We also recognize your concerns. In this regard, we believe the special majority we are
seeking in the Council's voting system will provide adequate protection for the interests
of any donor, especially a large donor such as France.

On the second issue, it is essential to us that if credit is to be given for the pilot GEF, all
financial efforts must be given equal credit. When the GEF was created in 1991, it was
agreed that co-financing was one of the acceptable modalities for donor contributions. It
is simply not possible for us to go to the Congress asserting the need to maintain IDA
burden sharing, while at the same time agreeing to write off earlier U.S. efforts relative
to the efforts of others. Discounting our co-financing contribution could jeopardize
Congressional funding for the GEF.
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The alternative in our view is to give no credit for any pilot phase contributions. As you
know, the U.S. has always believed that because the GEF was a pilot facility and
contributions were strictly voluntary, donors' contributions to the pilot GEF should not
count toward voting shares in the restructured GEF. In the interest of cooperation and
compromise, we agreed in Cartagena to count pilot contributions toward voting share in
the restructured GEF, provided that the U.S. co-financing contribution to the pilot GEF
was counted fully. Anything else would be unfair, and would reopen the whole question
of whether pilot contributions should be counted at all.

I look forward to discussing these points with you and I hope we can come to closure on
these issues. We are so close to agreement. Let's get these issues behind us and work
together toward an expeditious and successful completion to the GEF negotiations. I
will call you today at 3:30 p.m., your time, to discuss.

Sincerely,

Susan B. Levine
Deputy Assistant Secretary
International Development, Debt and
Environmental Policy
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ALL-IN- 1 NOTE

DATE: 11-Jan-1994 04:25pm EST

TO: Andrew Kircher ( ANDREW KIRCHER )

FROM: Nicholas Van Praag, ENVGE ( NICHOLAS VAN PRAAG

EXT.: 35102

SUBJECT: GEF

An update for World Bank News:

Representatives from OECD governments meeting in Paris on 7
January signalled their readiness to move forward swiftly on
the restructuring and replenishment of the Global Environment
Facility (GEF).

The meeting was called by France to consider ways of resolving
issues that blocked agreement at what was billed as the final
negotiating session in Catagena, Colombia, last month.

In Paris donors confirmed that they were prepared to replenish
the Facility at a level of $2 billion. They also discussed
institutional arrangements for the new GEF. The Facility has
been designated the interim funding mechanism for the new
conventions on climate change and biological diversity.

GEF Administrator, Ian Johnson, who attended the Paris
meeting, said the meeting ended on a positive note.
Developing countries plan to meet shortly in New York to
consider their position. No plans have yet been made for a
formal meeting of all participating governments. A date will
only be set once they are confident that agreement is
attainable.

Any questions, don't hesitate etc. nick

CC: Ian Johnson ( IAN JOHNSON )
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GLOBAL ENVIROMENT FACILITY
ADMINISTRATOR'S OFFICE
THE WORLD BANK/IFC/MIGA

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

DATE: November 24, 1993

TO: Mohamed EI-Ashry, Ian Johnson and Peter Sand

FROM: Patricia Bliss-Guest

EXTENSION: 34678

SUBJECT: French comments on the Elements paper as revised by the Paris meeting

The attached comments were received this late this morning (Wednesday).
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Tr6sor - Bureau F3 Pa:s, le 8 novembre 1993PMWM/ENIROWNS1

Commentaires de la France sur It document intit-S

"Revised elements for establishing the restrUtUred Global Znvirrment Facility"

(version r6vis6e en date d: ( novenbre 1993)

Preamble

Les modifications apport&s au texte nous agrdent.

I - Basic Providons

Restructuring and Purpose of GEF

* 2. (chapeau): supprimer les termes "new and" et "f10" qui ne correnondent pas i IAgenda 21:

* si le chapeau du chapitre 33 16 do PAgenda 21 pare bien de mmaxiiser la disponibili6 do
ressources nouvelles et additionneL'es, le 16 (a) (iii) reatif -iu FEM patie simplement de
"additional grant and concessionaifundinz, ;

a ce mme 16.(a)(iii) ne parle que d"'agreed incremental costg" out comnue Ic protocole de
Montrtal). A linverse, le tene "full" flgure dans les conventiors climat et biodivrsit6 ; une
distinction pourrait etre faite entr le F3Ivl en gmnt.', qui Imnce des "agreed incremental
costs", et le FEM opramt d'ordre et tour !e cone dee cietcx :ventions, qi er amen6 A
fimancer des "agreed ful incremental costs" (psr exempje aw 5, .1s la phrase qui commence
par "In both respects,,..").

* 3 supprimer les tenmes "the eftects of drought and":

Le FEM a vocation A lutter contre les causes (dorigine hwimans) de dijfrentcs arteintes i
I'environnement mondial ; la sicheresse est im prinr- ne dont :es carscs dipassent tras largement A
l'action humaine et dont le caracttre "global" (Su sns o une a=1om en -n 7oint de la p&6te a des
repercussions sur rensemble de celle-ci) rertcpcrr : moins i dinoxwrr.

Do plus, la notion d"'effets" serait particulirement malvenue dnrs '0 :Ur de la conve nion climat,
pour qui veut bien se rappeler To ddbat en cours su-r k tmarcerer &s Ijets d'adaptation aux
changements cinatiques.

* 4 et 5 : Accord avec les modifications propos4es.

* 6: Supprimer les crochets.

Participation

Accord avec Ta modification propos6e.

Eligibility

11 faut peut afre modifier la premiere phrase, pour s'assurer qe los ry ligiies 'AID seulenent
(IDA-only) seront bien tligibles au FEM (la rcftrence i la asue 2 ancue ronrtfre semble trop restrictive).Le reste du 8bis nous agre.
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I - Contributons and Other Financial Provisions for Replenishment

Accord avec lajout proposd.

IM - Governance and Struture

La structure institutionnel!e propos6e, lonrde et complexe, a s nc irf(rnce mais cc jugement
negatif doit etre tempdrd par le peu de pouvo-r ;re cc t:xte eonns { s et par 'a fae frequence
des rtunions de celle-ci : une fois tous les 3 ruz. sauf & ce que" - veloppement fasse de asurench~er de leur c6t6 (pouvoirs de l'Assembl&e, fttquence de sets r&- 51 s s5e du Conseil, quaiitt de se
Membres et de son pr6sident, r6le du secr6tariat,.,..) et bien que cette architerure nous doplaise fort, nous
serions prts & 1accepter, en tant qu'ultime comprornis et comme iliment du pauet global" quo
reprtsento lensemble des dispositions des chapitres M et IV.

Assembly

* Comme indiqut ci-desss, l'abserc d rePsonsabiitd op6r=-ove':e e 'Assnbl6e ansi que lafaible ftdquence de ses reunions constituent autan: de Tins q'i C c Qnz Ce prservr.

* Lo terme "normally",ne vow rien dire et rnte d~re pprins.

Council

* 14 : Alors que c'est i juste tit-e -ue iexpressiott. "connforiw with the reviews", tropcontraignante, a 6t modifl&c, les termes "takuig ijno a'count' sot pen& top fkibles nour r6unir un
consensus. Une voie moyenne devra tre trouvee.

* 15 : La proposition 14 sitges PED - 2 siegs 6conomics en tramsition - 14 sifges OCDE n'est as
la meilleure dOnt on eft Pu rever (manque de fiexioilitd, d cue dvruans des circonsciptions mixes)
mais elle est acceptable en tant qu'l6ment d, 7'Pfquot gbobaT cue co!t-' les chapitres iIM et IV. Ble
pournait &re am6liorde en renvoyan i lannexe "- tsnis sa-s-taragra.he5 (i) 4 (:i).

Le mode de ddsignation des membres et de lers sup ants (prur =e circonsription, et non parI'Assenblee ou le Conseil) estun point qui devra inprrativerent $tre preserv zu court do la ndgociatioc.

* f 16 :
* nous ne voyons pas la ndtessite d%5itssrr le quorum du Consel ; cci ne serait pertinent que

dans Ile cas ofi les sikges au ConseZ ne serairn: pas tous ourvuj ab tnirto (cette ossibilitt n'a
elle-mne pas notre pr6rence);
l Ia pr6sidence du Conseil par le directeur g9ntal du FEM est pour nous une des conditions
mnajeures d'acceptabilit6 da 'paquet 4cbzi que reprisenten let chritres 11 et IV.

i 17 : Nous considdrons que seuls les Memni'Cr d-u Conseil T: sent nays les moins avanois
devraieut pouvoir &re ddfray6s.

1S: (i) : supprimer les crochets ; cette fin de phrase rev& cotr nous une grande importance, cf
nos commentaires sur le (xvi),

(ii) et (iv) : accord avec les modifications propos6es,
(iv) bis : cette idie est importante et :oit figurer quelque vert dan-r I texte, mais pas forctmen

ici (o , au denmeurant, la redaction est grmnaticr: ent i:correcte.
(vi) : fe passage supprimd devrait &tre minenu.
(vii) : le rerme "review" mriterai: Crtr rerplact par 'ap7rove".
(ix) et (xi) : accord avec les modifications uronosies.
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(xii) : ce sous-paragraphe pourrait avantageusement &re remnpac6 par la rtdaction suivante:
"review, as scientific knowledge expands, and, as appropriate, recomman to the Assembly changes in the
purposes,..,",. La fin de la phrase revet pour nous une imortance particuli e.

(xiii), (xiv) et (xv): accord avec ces rdactions.
(xvi) : le rOle tventuel du Conseil et de ses Membres en rstiare de projets, une fois approuv6

le programme de travail correspondant, devra Ltre przcis6. Nous consdrons quo cet exercice devra se
fonder sur les principes suivants :

* cst aux agences de mise en ceuvrn, et pas au Cosse" r'-1 r v-ent d'approuver '!s projets
(sous peine, dune part de ddresponsabiliser les agences ,t e c$; hiter i s'en emfette au
Conseil pour arbitrer les dificultds nes de projets li :c, ;e ui irait en sens mvers dune
am6lioration do la qualit6 des projets et, dautre part, 6e rusciter :Thpatience et la frustration
des pays btndficiaires en cas de double procedure d'approhatioz celle du Consel intervenant
en arnont et done bien avant que les tnds soient effectivemerrt d;cnrsis);

* cela ttant, une procedure doit &:re pr6vue, qui permette aux Membres du Conseil do faire
emegistrer Popposition dun ou pmsleurs des pays 6e ur eirconseription i un projet
particulier ;

* de m&ne, une proc6dure doit ktre prt e, qui permette qfl - rcjet particulier, non encore
approuv6 par lagence chargde de sa mise en oeuvte, veic snr, aprobation temporairenmntdiftr6e et fasse lobjet d'n rexmzen par l Conseil, < un :cnre wfisant do Membres vent
i en faire la demande ;

0 tout ceci suppose bien tvidenrin=t que les Membres d,; Cvnsc2! aint linformntion appropride
en temps voulu.

La d6ltgation frangaise a soumis au secrdtariat, durant la redunion de Paris, un projet de redaction,
tlabor6 A partir dune proposition amndricane, conforrn aux principes txpos~s ci-a-van

Secretariat

' 19 (chapeau):
- accord avec le premier ajoutr
- on pourrait rajouter que le directeur g6n6ral ne peut vo4r sor maudat renouvekl jau jf

- nous no pouvons accepter la phrase entre crochrts n voir 'Assemb6c jouer un quelconque
rOle dans la d6signation du directeur gneral ;

- il doit ftre bien entendu (et ceci sem d'autant plus clair qte la r6daction en ser modifi6e) que
rexpression "individuals hired competitively" dtsigne des consultants et rfsutorise pas d'embauche directe. Au
demeurant, le FEM n'est pas une organisation internationaie crede en vertu dun accord d6meut ratift ; au-delk
do Iincertitude sur la possibilit6 juridique d'une encauche directe, '1. rembres du secrttariat qui no seraient
pas mis i disposition par lune quelconque des trois agences nc sauraient preendrt zux imrnunites et privileges
(notaimment fiscaux...) de Leurs colkgues ; !i&e qui sous-tend ia rtdac:ion actuclie du texte (les agences ne
peuvent imposer qui elles veulent au CEO ; celui-ci oit te en mesure Cobtcr dies, Jo cas ech6. qudelles
engagent la personne dont il souhaite s'attacher la collioraidon) mtriterrl 'xne int:cription apprcprie.

- dans la deruiore phrase, 'expresnon "on betbalf of te Ccvn-' meriterait d' tre rempac6e
par "in accordance with paragaph 18 (vii)",

f 19 (ii): - nous pr6ferons [expression "oversee" ; "give clearance to" va beaucoup trop loin;
- accord avec la deuxieme modification.

(iii) : accord avec les modifications propos6es
(iv) accord avec ctte modificatiol.

Implementing Agencies

* 20 : - le terme "accountable" va trop loin et ncmrait reiter 'r conflit d'ordre jutdique:
les agences sont comptables devant leurs organes dirigeants ; 4le ta 'pression "GEF actiitics' er trtsvague (on pourrait lhi prdferer : "activities und- -te present text') ;:cr., dit. autant nois pouvons
accepter lesprit de cete preniere phrase, autart sa rCdaetion in-ritc ewr revue;

- accord avec la deuxieme modification.
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Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP)

* les crochets du 22 pourraient #tre retires, a condition que le tenres specific concurrence" soient
remplaces par "approval".

Au demeurant, alors que les Participants som vlut d'accorK zr , te et le r3le 6u STAP, ce
paragraphe est bien elliptique. La composititn et surtout is rGIe du S"'AB mietsTnt d'Etre &.voloppis.

* Pour des raisons pratiques, I9 serait bon que :e seo-etariat &, S~At et cilui du FEM soient
localisis au m6me endroit, mme si cest le PN' zui fountit l secrizt du !TAP ; cetc idde de-rmit
ar reflt6e ici.

IV - Principles of Decilion-Madn

(a) Procedure : Compte tenu du non-dit nchus dans le toxte ajcut6, ncus no pouvons accepter cetui-
ci, A peine de !isser i d'autres le soin de reprendre A leur charge bs engaements, notawnnet financiers,
quo nus pourrions sinon souscrire pour le hM restructure.

Nous proposons que la fin de la phrase svit rerplac-e var .. rer- -ive functions, including the
determination of any aspect of their respective procedure.".

(b) Consensus : Le texte, tel que modifY, rczcoxrr rotre arn-to mt- si la version pr6cddente
du dtbut 6tait plus claire. Nous comprenzrs i: ore redacttr q :; r urait &tre question que
rAssemb6e se dote dun systbme de vote ; dans le cas contraire, notr! acceptation dc Yeistmce mme
d'une Assemblde serait renise ne question.

Nous soutenons 'idte selon laquelle le passage an vote pcurrait tre requis par lun quelconque des
Membres du Conseil.

(c) Formal Vote : L'option dc double rtiorit, soutenue par es pays en developpement, navait pas
notre prdfdrence, notanmtent A cause des r-sguvs Cixnsse qu'elle prist r. Nous pourrions toutefois
l'accepter, et fhire cette concession importante, en tant qudidment du "pncqet global" quo constituent les
chapitres III et .

(i): - en termes de majorit6 qualifide, nos prefdrenar sont par crdre dscroissart) : simple (des
Participants) - 213 (des contributions) ; simpe - simple ; 2,3 - Zr ; ,n scuE de qualification de 3/4 aous
paratt en toute hypothese trop levd;

- A peine de voir les absents voter contre, il faut parler de Partcipants pzts 9M ertLentt
;idem pour ce qui conceme les contributions.

(iii) - A peine d'en tirer los legons qui s'imnosent quant aux modatc do notre contribution au PEM
restruvtur6, nous ne pouvons accepter quo - totalite des coributions :a phase pilote, fat-ce des
contributions erfectives, soit prise en comcpte pcratr Is calcul des rcits e vote, cofmancements joints et
m&e financement paraUties y compris;

- nous ne comprenons pas ce que Vt;! dire 2a drtre t

V - Relationship and Cgoperatjon with Conventions

* 24: accord avec les modifications apportees.

25: - compte tenu du pied d'6galit6 sur lequel aes conventions, -t :.ot%-went la convention climar,
placent 'entit charge du mecanisme fmnancier et a confirence des t:ar la convention our ce qui est
de d6terminer un certain nombre de liens op4ationnels, nouc n touvons t.pprouver les tenmes entre
crochets 'enter into" et surtout "decided by them" :t "to be met by G71 ;

- its expressions "or agreements" t: "for cooperation' r."c s mbot uties en tonres i La fois
do procddure et de clarte du texte ; noUs fav& rors l u r nC2:Isr.

Vi - Cooperajion with Other Bodies
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Accord avec les modificatons apportwe.

VII - Onerational Modalities

* 29: - les termes "for the GEF" ajoutent encore n caracte :or:, ,our ne pas dire confas, do la
Itre phrase qui est A peu prts incomprdhensibie pour ouicnqoce n. conin-. -cs e fonctionnement du FEM
pendant la phase pilote, tdmoignaSe du caractie juridiquement inconsstar 67 cette phrase qui Midrterait
d'Etre ri6rite ;

- la refirence au soul 4 dans la decxiire phrase est irsnpor=ze en cc qu'elle semble sos-
entendre que, par exemple, les autres pamrarne- des 'Basic Provites sont Cune pertinence moindre
pour ce qui concerne le programme do travalT, 7ypique dune (&e c:vsionne, cet ajout doit ttre
reconsidrt,

VIII - Reportin

Pour les raisons dji dveloppkes Apropos du prngraphe 25, "with' Cot &tre retenu quant "by" n'est
pas acceptable.

IX - Transitional and Final Provision

Amendment and Termination

* 32:
- l'ajout du dtbut est ambigu : il convent de prtciser que !:s zex r ':rvent prZvoTr des proc6dures

d'aznendement particulikres cour ce cui les concem ;
- le reste de la phrase pourrait avantageusznert &tre rtdig6 Ces. 1nr% r= suivante: ". the views of

the Implementing Agencies and the Trusee. This amerdment or +rronaato shall be given effect by
resolutions...

* 33 nous demandons instanMeut une repnse juridiquement Lrgmemee i la question suivante:
la Banque peut-elle renoncer A son rele de trutee sans qu'en rtme terns le FEM n cease d'exister, si
c'est bien une ddcision du conseil d'ad&inisration dl Ia Bazqie (en +t-t que trustee) qui vant
juridiquement criation du FEM restructure.
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Tr6sor - Bureau F3 Par 'e R novembre 1993

Commentaires de !a Frarea sur le docnmert intit-i'
"Revised elements for establisbing the restrvturecd G3obat vrrmcnt Faclity"

(version rtvisse en date d2 E rnorebre 1?92)

Preamble

Les modifications apportees au texte nus zgrdent

I - Basic Prvisions

Restructuring and Purpose of GEE

* 2. (chapeau) : supprimer les teryMes "new asC et "&LI" qui ne corr1TpoOdent pas i "'Agenda 21:

* si le chapeau du chapitre T3 4 :6 do 'Ag-nda 2' ae hie e rraximiser ]a disponibilit6 deressources nouvelles et additionne>, e 16 (a) (iii) reU an TEM pare simpimeoc d
"additional grant and cocressiona'frj;gncn";

* as mene i 16.(a)(iii) ne parle quc d-agreed increremi cos' <tc comme le procceole deMantral),. A 1'inverse. le terme "Th2" fgure dans 'es conver.:icns cina: et biodive-sft6 ; une
distinction pourrait ftre faite er-tre !P F7M en g6n!t ci tnee des 'agreed Lwremenra:costs", et le FEM operant dordrc e our e com7:e doe Kr :'vcirs, on er amend A
fmancer de; "agreed ful] incerteai cors" (wer cxeois a: S z ns :a phrase gui ecminece
par 'In both respects,..").

* 3 : supprimer les tennes "the effects of drought ard"

Le FEM a vocation i lutter contre !er cnuses (d'onigine hu etm ) dc diffdrentes atteints _l'environnement mond.t ; la scheresse est ti. ;encrane dont 'e, ccrsc dpassent ts eargmen A
[action hutiaine e. dont le caractre "globa- (I" sxns sQ tuze afl n e T . ac t de la p1t'e a desrpercussions sur 'ensemble de c,! e-ci) res-e pcr:e moms A ddmomrz-

Dc plus, Ia notion d"effets" serait ;aricvu'irement c'venue ttrs 'c : do i convention C!iMat,pour qu veut bien se rappe: le d oa: en cors S%-" 7' rt p. - - d aton aux
changements climaiques.

* 4 et 5 : Accord avec lAs modifications pronosces.

* 6 : Suppriner les crochets.

Participation

Accord avec la modification proposde.

Eligibility

11 faut peut gtre modioer La preritere phrase, pour s aserer q:e I pay; 4lgies i 'AD seu-ement(IDA-only) seront bien dligibkes au FEM (la rd trn:ea la seue agun nx tUe semble trop restrictive).Le reste du 8bis nous agrd.
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II - Contributions Ad Other Fin ancia! Provisiopn $0? Reo!rishmevl

Accord avec Itajout proposd.

It - Governance and Srrture

La strumere institutionne:!e proose', ?on'- tt wcxen- !c :rf-rence mais ce ugemenzndgatif doit dt-e tempdrt par 'I peu, de pouvo:r v. cc ::xtc Ccn .q ot par Ia faib% -queawdes rtrnions d: celle-ci : une fois tous 10es -:-r u Sc t prhzq- ,c -v f".eopp ent as de '.surenchre de leur c6t6 (pouvo-irs de 1Assewmblk, fr uence dce ses rdz :u5! tie du Conseil, quaLiti de sesMembres et de son prssident, r6le du secrstari,-,) r bien que cerfe ewmze nous d4plaise fort, nousserions prets a 1accepter, en tant qu'ultime ccmpromls et comre dk ent du Kpaquez global" que
repr6sente Pensemble des dispositions des chapites U: t !V.

Assembly

* Comme indiqud ci-dessus, labsence dt :<spc-sabiLts op6rdrwAe::e c Assemblie ainsi quo laThible frVquerce de ses reurnions constftu:r:t aut.+n: de zins gtE cn :!- . ;reser

* Le terme "ncrrally" ne veut ren dire : msre de suorH

Council

14 : Alors que cest A juste titre :ut express'o *coatrrr& with the rjvews" tropcotraignante, a d6 rnodifiie, ,,s termes "tatng '-o azo'uz sont ret xr tro Faioes ',-ur unConsensus. Uto voie moycnne devra&.' -:trotv -u

* 15 : La proposition 14 siges PED - 2 s -s cncrmies trtsit>: - 14 sieges OCDE n'est tas[a meilleure dont on rlt pu rever (manque & 'iTiti, dif> d :ezg sz ds ciroonscticns mixTes)mais ellt est acceptab;e en tant qu'dldment d- ' iob" q zk:t tks chapitres L' et I. Ellepourrait tre amdliorde er renvoyat I 'arnex . 2. ,rin

Le mode do d6signation des membres et C. :tes rap ts e ":r <eonscription. et non pa-l'Assemblie ou le Conseil) est un point qui d&v-a crprav ours de la nigociatioc.

* 16:
" fous no voyors pas 'a rdcessiti !ncsre r"'OCrm Au Cons !;? ne serait cwrtinert quedans Te cas ou Les si2es au CLnseil rus ai Cftl*S ? zIec: (ce:a, possnrti quelle-mtme pas notre 2riR.rence) ;
" la prisideece du ConeS! par Ie dirscteur 6L, Cu FEM est pour nous ne des conditions

majeures d'acceotabii z.duts czt Ues N. c IV

17 : Nous considirons que se-is :es Me:btm di Cr-nsf mz svnt & pays les mc ins avanci
dcvrient ouvoir 8tre ddfravs.

18 : (i) : supprimer les crochets ; cete fn de vrvase revet por cot ure grande importance, finos commentaires sur le (xvi).
(ii) et (iv) : accord avec Les modiEfct'ons oroposcs,
(iv) bis : cetre id6e est importante et Colt > r quelque r 2 ns !e texte, mais pas forcimentici (o0, au demeurant, la redacticn es: grmmnricK m incermect
(vi) : le passage supprird devrait er a mLtzrem:.
(vii) : le :erme "review" mnriteraai: c: ap ar 'a ve'
(ix) et (xi) accord avec Ls nIodi c::nr 'roceser.
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(xii) : ce sous-paragraphe pourrait avantageusemcrnt atr rempac6 par la ridaction suivante:
'review, as scientific knowledge expands, and, as appropriate, recontrrlC' to the Assembly changs in the
purposes..'. La fin de 1a phrase revOt pour nous ,me imortance particli&e.

(xiii), (xiv) et (xv) : accord avec ces r4dactiorn.
(xvi) : le rale tventuel du Conseil et 6e ses Mombres en iatire Ce projes. une ftis approuve

le programrne de travail correspondant, devra _tre Pricisi. Nous cxcsidros que cot exercicz devra sefonder sur les principes suivants :

S c'est aux agences de mise en ceuv' et pas an ConeYc9'i' m d'approuver tes projets
(sous peine, d'une par, de ddrcsponsabiiser les igences t Ce IV, inciter i sen re-ette at
Conseil pour arbit:r les dificuItzs ates de projets 4 , c: rat er sens mvers: duane
ams1ioradon de la qualitd des projats et, d'itre part, 6e s-.sciter impatience et la friszrtion
des pays b6ndficiaires en cas de doubie procedure dapproa-rtion, celle du Conseil interienant
en arnont et don bien avant que les fonds scient effective.r-ent dCc rsss) ;

" cela dtant, tine procidure doit &re , qui pe-ner. taiX Metres du Corseil do tire
enwegisxrer loppesition d'un ou riers des pays 6- 'zur ci~:oes=rption i un proet
particulier ;

* de meme, une prockdure doit etre prv:e, cuy permette qtz 2roe particulier, non encore
approuv; par 'agence charg6e d& sa m en - tc s tprobatior temporemmn=
diffr&c et fasse lobjet d'n r ear Crs2 i tr:e fsant de Me11r* C _1it
a en faire a demande ;

* tout cern suppose bcn &videnl'mt cue n s Merabres C'; Oorc tt linformation apPropriie
en temps voulu.

La d&Igation franqaise a soumis au secrttria:, durant In r2 or C Pais, 1 Un projet de redaction,4labor6 A partir d'une proposition aznricaine, conforn aux principes XY2ss Z-,v*1

Secretariat

* i 19 (chapeau)
- accord avec !e premier ajout;
- on pourrait rajouter qte Ic Crectou r zcnral ne peut vo'r r.r manda' renouvem cu'enese

- nous ne pouvons accepter la 2hrmse enite crochet voir :'Asscmb:*o jouer un quelconquerale dans la dcsignatior du directeur tndtal ;
- il dais ltrc bien entendu (et ceci sem d'auunt plus clair gtr . rlA ctior en sera modifie) queI'expression "individuals hired competitively" dire des consu!+ants et -

ar' "as demb4auche directe. Au
demeurant, le FEM n'est pas une organisation irte-r7ntom'e crd6e enerta r n 'cord d amert ratifi ; au-de&de l'incertitude sur la possibilite juridique dune etihrhe directe, '.tz 4-a-- -' cecrdtariat q'u re seraientpas mis i disposition a: Pune queconque des troit :;gences ne sa=::% imnuritis et privi iges(notasment fiscaux,. de Jeurs coiIgues ; qi'de :: sot-Ud lat r-ea: -c.stu du tete (les agences nepeuvent imposer qui eles veulen: au CEO ; celui-ci &o:rt en mere s --- e, I cas dehian:. qu'eles
engagent la personne dont il soulhaite s'attacher 'a co:LDr::Qn) mkrwt- ' crriptioa apvrcpriec.

- dans !a derniere phrase, lexpres'n 'on .baf o h Cmcre"' eriterait 'Ctre ranplactepar "it accordance with paragraph S (vii)"

f 19 (ii): - nous pr6firons l'expression "oversee" ; "give clearance to" va beaucoup trop loin;
- accord avec la detuxi-me mod2 cation.

(iii) : accord avec les modifcations ercuosses
(iv) : accord avec cette mocd_:catioa.

Implementing Agencies

* 20: - tarme "accoutlable" Va tron 12o1 et )rC,=m I: corfLit d'ori:rcrdicueles agences sont comtables devant leurs or"ans igcars ; Ca usc:<, :s 'GEF actitics e tr&svague (on peurrait lii prefercr : "activities und r &e ;rrscnt rex") ; c-:nt autam rots o'avcnsaccepter ['esprit Ce cette premiere phrase, autrnt cr :Izction (r& 3 & e ;
- accord avee In deuxime mdiEcation.
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Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP)

* les crochets du 22 pourraient Atre retris, A condition que ls terires F-ecfic concurrece" soient
remplacids par "approvwr'.

Au demeurant, alors que les PRNticipants sont elu& d'acXoK zr "tet4 et le r6le u STAP, ce
paragraphe est bien ellptique. La compositi= et su-tot Ic rle Cu T~'AT &.:rienr d'&re veiopps,

* Pour des raisons pratiques, il serait bn que -e see etarfat u ~A? et ceiui di FEM soient
localisis au mEme endroit, m ne si C'es Ic PN2E zd 5cumi is secr-n: I ETA? ; cAtP &dte devrzit
itre refltte ici.

IV - Princies gf Decision.Making

(a) Procedure : Compte tenu dui non-dir incus dans le toxte aout!, ucus n pouvons accenter cclii-
ci, A peine de laisser i d'autres le seir. L- reprende Aeur charge iCC en vrrmsns, notannetm anciers,
que nous pourmons sinon soustcire pour le7 3E restivr.

Nous proposoris quo la fin de 1a phrse soit renjpac Ic par ' rr:ie finctiors, including the
determination of any aspect of their respcctivk roccr.

(b) Consensus - Le te-, tel quw rodC, rrcrnm nctre :rz trms si Is. versica er4Cderte
du ddbut stait plus cair:. Nous compren-s cette r6Cctxe :. urait &trr qeiscn qe
rAssembl6e se dote d'un syst6me de vote -7 5e cS cenzal-, trtr t.x!'J rc> m
d'une Assenmblee serait remise ne question.

Nous soutenons I'idie selon laquelle it passage v vote pc'urr .tre :ects par I'un culcorque des
Membres du Conseil

(c) Formal Vote : L'option do double niot$, soutnue :ar 'Le p'' ' Cvek'ppement, nava.t pas
notre priJrcnce, notlnmrnent A cause des - -" asse quet -rr- . Nous pourrions toute5nis
t'accepter, et faire cette concession importanto en tan- q'2'&er e r'-: gzbaI" que Onstituezt les
chapitres IM et IV.

(i): - en termres de majorit6 qualifie, :cs prk-erenc- son r r-- Cicrcissa:sinple (desParticipants) - 2/' (des contrbutions) sirrle - sime ; 2i3 - >3 ; e 3uai!catiun Ce 2/4 nos
parait en toute hypothese trop ;eve;

- A peine de voir kes absents voter coetre, ii faut parler do ?aettiants p-tsent o reprtsents
idem pour ce qui concerm los contnibuions.

(,ii) - A peine d'en -irer 7es !eons qzi in osent quart atx mc.aL 'c notre conrtrib::tion au FEM
restructurd, nous ne pouvons accrpter 'e2 ton+te des c't2tiosa as pilor:, F1:ce des
contributions ezZe!ctives, soft prise en corn:e :cr 1: ca'cui dos &nite C vow -n~naneents Jo'nts Ct
mSme financement paraies y compris ;

- nous ne coniprnons pas ce cue L:2- dire a ntrricre rrt

V - Relationship and Cooueration wth Conventions

24 : accord avec les modifications apport-es.

S 25: - compte tenu du pied d'6galitd sur leque! les convertons, ct nmrnzent Ia convntion clinat,
placet Fentit6 chrgd diu mcanisme financier !-: -a cunfirence des a a conventon ucur cc gui est
de d6terminer un certain nombre de liens oiationnl, nut tie :*wvh t)rouver les wrmcs ere
crochets "enter into" et surtout 'decided -y C-x et -to b et by G

- teS expressions "or agrenments' e: &fr cZopcraticn" ncS 7!x t utes en tennrs .I fois
de procddure et de ciar.e du texte ; nous fr' ; ei: .c:stcr.

N7 - Cooperation with Other odies
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Accord avec les modifications apportda.

VII - Ooerational Modalities

* $ 29 : - les termes "for the GEF ajoutent encore V carctre :oUT:-, pcr ne pas dire conas, de la
Itre phrase qui est a peu prls incomprhcns&0e pcur quixorq';e n: :onnai ;r-s 2e fonctionnement du FEM
pendant la phase pilote, tmcignage du caract&:e Jt-idquement ir.consista-t 67 cete phrase qu mdtwait
ditre r6-crite ;

- !a r6fdrence au seul 4 dans a de e phrase est Yppc e e Ce qu'elk sembe sots-
entendre que, par exemple, les autres paragra;p; des TBasiC Provin sont cune perinesc mosnd
pour ce qui concerne le programme de tram Typque done cive o:.:sienne, cet ajout doit atre
reconsidtr6.

VIII - Reporthn

Pour les raisons deA developptes A propcs du parav he 25, 'ieohl Lot Etre rternu quant "by" n'est
pas acceptable.

IX - Transitional and Fimi! Provisions

Amrendnent and Termination

* 32:
- l'ajout du debut est axbigu : i convent de rt~ r ciie M rn.l -r:vnt 7rivoir des procddures

d'amendemcnt paricuhieres rour ce cui 'es -:0c_;
- :e reste d la phrase pour Mt avairageust-tr, &re igd Ce unte ... e views o:

the Implementing Agercies and the Truse. Teis ameri.: or -ar icr shall be given effect by
resolutions.

* 5 33 : nous dernandons instanunent ute rspocse juditicuetment a!nem7e i l. question s'aivante:
la Banque peut-ell renoncer i son ro!- de tsre: sans ereei mere ttr 3 BEM ti cesse dexister, si
c'est bien une dfision du conseil d'adK:-rn c d'a P arce (i tt que trus tee) qui vaut
juridiquemnent cr6a:Ion diu PEM restructur&.
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94E0199 October 13, 1993
French (GEF)
ENVGE TS:uh

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY
Directorate of the Treasury

FAX COVER SHEET

SENDER: Pierre Moullade

ADDRESSEE: Mohamed T. El-Ashry

SUBJECT: Comments of France on the restructuring of the GEF

Please find attached, signed at this moment by Bertrand de Mazibres, France's comments on
the restructuring of the GEF. You will receive the original shortly, through our Executive Director at
the World Bank.

Best Regards,

/s/ P. Moullade
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FRENCH REPUBLIC

MINISTRY OF ECONOMY

Directorate of the Treasury Paris .
The Assistant Director

Mr. Mohamed T. El-Ashry
Chairman, Global Environment Facility

Dear Mr. Chairman,

In response to your request at the Washington meeting for written comments from participants
on the restructuring of the Global Environment Facility, with special reference to the revised version
of the document "Elements for establishing the restructured Global Environment Facility," please find
attached a memorandum setting out the French positions or ideas on the different points outstanding,
plus two notes, one on the voting arrangements and the other on the establishment of constituencies,
extracted from the memorandum and presented separately for the reader's convenience.

Let me take this opportunity to congratulate you on having conducted the Washington
negotiations with your customary skill, and to underscore just how crucial will be the consultations
you will be pursuing in the days ahead in order to determine what will be the future shape of the
GEF, once it is restructured, and to enable the participants to arrive at a final agreement at the
Cartagena meeting.

Among the questions still to be settled, which are questions of substance since the positions
concerning them are derived from two quite different philosophies, namely that of the UN specialized
agencies and that of the Bretton Woods institutions, two warrant special attention; the institutional
architecture of the GEF and the voting mechanism, with which the grouping into constituencies is
connected.

Regarding the institutional architecture, we still see no practical benefit, and a number of
potential drawbacks, in having a Plenary Assembly in addition to the Council of Participants. We
would nevertheless be able to accept It, In the context an overall of agreement, on the following three
conditions:

- that this Assembly have no operational responsibility;

- that we obtain satisfaction on the other points concerning the Institutional architecture
of the GEF (Council made up of national persons specifically designated by their
respective constituencies, and chaired by a professional; no observer status for NOOs;
secretariat composed exclusively of personnel seconded by the three agencies, who
will moreover have sole responsibility for the preparation, approval and
implementation of projects; etc.);
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- that the voting mechanism and the division into constituencies assign to the donors a
weight that justifies the financial effort required of them.

As regards the voting mechanism, we still think that the "Weighted Majority" option is
entirely consistent with the principles that governed the establishment of the GEE and with those that
must guide its restructuring. We would be prepared to accept, in the event that this option is
adopted, up to 50 percent of the votes being distributed equally among all participants. This would
mean that the beneficiary countries would hold the mAjority of Council seats, which would give them
an undeniable advantage to the extent that consensus is to be the rule and recourse to voting the
exception. For their part, the non beneficiary countries would hold a (very slim) majority of votes
and would therefore be able to preserve their interests in cases considered critical. It seems to us that
this would ensure that the option in question would be "equitable and balanced."

While we consider it less attractive for the beneficiary countries, the non beneficiary countries
and the Facility itself, we could also accept the "Concurrent Majority" option, provided that the
equality it gives in the distribution of votes between beneficiaries and non beneficiaries is also
extended to the allocation of seats in the Council, Le. to the number of constituencies.

In any event, the shape of the different constituencies will have to be progressively
determined between now and the Cartagena meeting, in order both to facilitate the negotiations on the
other points (many developing countries, not to mention others, are probably waiting to know who
will be on the Council before finally coinniting themselves concerning the different aspects of the
restructuring) and to enable the Council to start its work as soon as possible. We are greatly looking
forward to receiving the proposals that you will certainly put to us at the Paris meeting, once a clear
position has been adopted on the voting arrangements and, if need be, on cost sharing in the context
of the replenishment.

In conclusion, I would draw your attention to the vital necessity of not letting the debate on
the sphere of competence of the GEF be reopened during the negotiations on its restructuring. This
question has already been settled, to general satisfaction, by the participants in April 1992 and then by
the entire international community at the Rio conference, when the financial chapter of the "Agenda
21" program was approved by consensus.

Any shift in the GEF's mandate, from planet-wide environmental protection to promotion of
sustainable development, could only put the Facility in competition with institutions that are much
better equipped than It in this field and thereby reduce its attraction for donors accordingly.

I have no doubt that, under your leadership, the participants In the GEE will be able to
approve a restructuring plan that will satisfy the legitimate concerns of the different parties involved.

I am equally certain that the donor countries in general, and France in particular, will be
willing to contribute in the context of replenishment on a scale matching the degree to which their
individual requirements are met.

Please accept, Mr. Chairman, the assurance of my highest consideration.

With all my encouragement and most sincere best wishes,

Is/ Bertrand do Mazieres
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Paris, October 7, 1993

Comments of France
on the document entitled

"Elements for establishing the restructured Global Environment Facility"
(revised version of September 23, 1993)

Preamble

Para. (c): delete the words "and decisionaking. " The concept of universality is linked to
participation in the GEF (cf. Agenda 21, Chapter 33, par&. 16(a)(iii) and the Climate Convention,
Article 21.3), and not to the decisionmaking process, which must be "transparent" and "democratic."

1. Basie Provisions

Restructuring and Purpose of GEF

* Para. 2(a): we are in favor of the second option,

* Para. 2(b): delete "full," which only applies to the particular cases of the Climate and
Biodiversity conventions (it is not found in either the Montreal Protocol or Agenda 21).

* Para. 2(b) could moreover be replaced by the following wording;

"The purpose of the GEF is to provide additional grant and concessional finding to meet the
agreed increiental costs of measures that achieve agreed global benefits by protecting the global
environment in the following focal areas:

(i) prevention of climate change;
(ii) protection of biological diversity;

(iii) protection of international waters; and
(iv) protection of the ozone layct.

* Para. 2(c): the term "full" is incorrect here.

* Para. 2(d): delete "drought": the GEF's mission is to combat the causes (of human origin)
of different attacks on the world environment; drought is natural phenomenon that is not "global" in
nature (in the sense that an action at one point on the planet has planet-wide repercussions).

It would moreover be desirable not to reopen, during the restructuring negotiations, the debate
on the sphere of competence of the GEF, which question was settled in 1992.

* Paras, 2(c) and 2(d) could be replaced by the following wording:
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"The GEF may finance the agreed incremental costs of activities controlling land degradation,
primarily desertification and deforestation, and of other relevant activities under Agenda 21 chat may
be agreed, insofar as these activities achieve global benefits by protecting the global environment in
the four focal areas," to which could be added a new paragraph covering principle VIII (flexibility) of
the document "Beyond the pilot phase."

The following should be added before para. 2(e):

"The GEF will also meet the agreed full costs of activities under Article 12.1 of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change."

* Para. 2(e): should be retained, since it reiterates principle IV.

* In the same way, principles V (consistency with national priorities) and VII (transparency
and responsibility) should be reiterated here.

* Before para. 2(f) a new paragraph should be added specifying that countries eligible for
World Bank financing are eligible for GEF financing.

* Para. 2(f): we are in favor of "cooperative arrangements" rather than "formal agreements";
the intention will be to establish a modus vivendi that can subsequently be spelled out, completed and
possibly modified as required, in light of experience gained from its functioning, rather than seeking
to have everything codified in advance.

Reference must be made here to both paragraph 18 and paragraph 20, both of which are
pertinent.

Participation

* The participation instrument, as per the future Annex A, will have to be such that no
legislative ratification process is required for acquiring GEF participant status.

* The usual provisions should he added to the effect that the candidacy of new participants
must be approved by the Council, which is also empowered to withdraw, temporarily or permanently,
a country's participant status.

IHL Orgnlzation

Of the two options proposed for paragraph 6, we prefer the first (N.B.: replace "shall' by
"witlt at the beginning of the second line).

However, the proposed instiutional structure is heavy and complex: Assembly, Executive
Council, Inter-Agency Committee, Secretariat, not to mention the STAP. Without saying as much, a
new instimtion, or even an "institution of institutions," is being set up.

We remain opposed to this approach, which is greatly different from the idea put forward in
1989 and in contradiction with the restructuring plan drawn up by the participants in May 1992
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(which to this day is the sole document negotiated and approved regarding the restrucmring); after all
does not principle VI state that:

"The GEF would build on proven institutional structures, such as the partnership among
UNDP, UNEP, and the World Bank, thus avoiding the creation of new institutions" (emphasis
added).

Assembly

We see no benefit at all in a Plenary Assembly, which would be both costly and of no
particular value (bearing in mind among other things the conferences of the parties to the conventions)
and could even prove harmful if it were to lead to regular reopening of matters that have been settled
(particularly as regards the GEP's sphere of competence. We could nevertheless accept the principle,
at the concluding negotiating session, if it is clearly the price to be paid to bring in the developing
countries and would enable us moreover to obtain satisfaction regarding the organization of the
constituencies and the voting system.

Our ultimate concession would be an Assembly that meets as Infrequently as possible, ie.
every three years, upon convocation by the Council, and which has no operational, organizational or
management responsibility at all.

From this standpoint, we could accept the second option with respect to paragraph 7, and only
wgslnn, provided that:

- the introductory text specifies that the Assembly will meet every three years, upon
convocation by the Council;

- (I) becomes "review the overall policies of the Pacility";

- (iv) is deleted (cf. comment below on para. 9);

- (v) is also deleted (cf. comment below on para. 8);

- (vi) becomes "approve by consensus amendments to the present text, on the basis of
recommendations by the Council";

- this new paragraph 7 and every reference to the Assembly in the rest of the text be in
brackets.

Executive Coundl

* Para. 8: efficiency presumes that the Council (the term "Executive" is neither appropriate
nor apt) both be the central organ of the GEF and be made up of as few members as possible; in this
respect, 24 seems right and there are precedents for this number, but we could accept 30. The
objective of not assigning any operational responsibility at all to the Assembly requires that the
number of members of the Council be set once and for all in the resolution (rather than a maximum).
Also for reasons of efficiency, the members and their alternates will have to be natural persons
specifically designated for the purpose and not States.
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* Para. 9: (designation of members): Council members and their alternates must be selected
by the constituencies they represent and not be elected by the Assembly.

The grouping of the countries into constituencies will have to be effective before the
Caxtagena meeting so that the Council can start its work as soon as possible. Two hypotheses are
possible;

* either the voting system also includes a mechanism for allocating votes to the different
countries, which will make it possible for them to be classified according to their voting rights.

In this case, the different countries should be invited to organize themselves into more or less
homogeneous groupings for voting rights purposes. After a specified period, the 24 such groups
(assuming that the number of constituencies is set at 24) representing the largest number of votes will
form as many constituencies and will be requested to designate a representative and an alternate, Of
course, informal information and consultation procedures will be conducted under the aegis of the
grouping and that the Chairman to ensure that each GSF participant is included in number of these.
by the date set, does not exceed the number fixed for the constituencies.

m or else the voting system does not make it possible to assign relative significance to the
different countries (this is the case, for example, with the "Double Majority" option).

In this case, it will be necessary to negotiate a prior distribution of constituencies among the
different geographic groups (on this point, see the comments made concerning par. 16(c)) and to
leave them to organize themselves so as to fill the seats allotted them. This very UN-style alternative
would not be our preference,

In any event, regarding this question of constituencies the Chairman should be in a position to
present proposals to the participants as of the Paris meeting, on the basis of the decision that will have
been taken as to the voting system, so that a final decision can be reached at the Cartagena meeting.

* Para. 9: (designation of Council Chairman). The institutional architecture described in the
document, which, once again, does not have our support, would have the Assembly chaired by a
participant and the Council by a professional. We note in this connection that the approved document
of May 1992 referred to a 'Chairman rather than a 'Chief Executive Officer." It would be good to
revert to that title.

* Part. 10 (introductory text): we are in favor of the second option, on condition that the end
of the first sentence after ". ..under the present text' be placed in brackets.

* Para. 10(i): we are in favor of the work program being approved by the Council.

* Parn 10(iii): the sentence should start with "make the arrangements referred to in
paragraph 18 and...."

* Para, 10(vil): we prefer the first option, retaining "appropriately made available." We can
accept the second if it is quite clear that the question of possible NGO participation in the Council
will have been settled (as we see it, by a negative decision) before the Cartagena meeting; and not
deferred till a subsequent decision of the Council on the basis of this 10(vii).
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* Para. 10(x): the sentence should end after "...the purpose of the present text."

* Pam, 10(xi); the purpose and scope of this sentence are not clear.

* Para. 10(xT): to be deleted (cf. the role assigned to the Council Chairman by paragraph
14).

* A certain number of tasks assigned to the Assembly of Participants in the document
"Beyond the pilot phase" would warrant repeating here concerning the Council and in particular:

* (b): "direct the utilization of GEF funds" could be inserted between (i) and (ii);

* the end of (c): "...while the implementing agencies will retain responsibility for
the farther preparation of individual projects in the work program' could be incorporated into (i), so
as to prevent any tendency coward micro management on the part of the Council or the Secretariat
(see regarding approval of the projects themselves the proposal made below in connection with
paragraph 12);

R (d): "provide general oversight and coordination among the implementing
agencies" and (e): "commission regular and systematic ex post evaluations of GEF projects and
programs with respect to their cost effectiveness and scientific integrity in achieving global
environmental benefits" are also appropriate here.

Secretariat

* The Secretariat will have to be staffed exclusively by personnel from the Bank, UNDP and
UNP. Should it appear that an individual from outside these three agencies would be the best
candidate for a particular position, such individual would first have to be hired by one of the agencies
and then seconded to the Secretariat (the intrinsic value of the candidate would unquestionably be such
that this hiring would not pose any problem). The purpose of this procedure, which is evidently more
complicated than direct hiring, is to avoid the GEF developing attack own hiring policy, remuneration
policy, etc.

* The Chairman of the Council, chief of the Secretariat, should be "appointed" rather than
"elected."

* He will be required to give account of the Secretariat's activities to the participants, through
the Council (and possibly to the trustee; to be able to formulate an opinion on this point, we are
waiting to see what proposals will be made as to the role of the trustee).

* Para. 11(i): the words "the Assembly and" should be deleted if (as we propose), the
Assembly does not have any decisionmaking power.

* In view of the poor functioning of the Implementation Committee during the pilot phase, as
revealed by the evaluation, the chief of the Secretariat or his representative should be made
responsible for seeing that the committee's work is done. This point could be included among the
Secremtriat's different tasks, as listed here.
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Implementing Agencies

* Par. 12: this paragraph is so general as to be of little use; its main points will be included
in Annex C, which has not yet been written. We consider that the agencies will have to be
responsible for the preparation, approval and Implementation of projects once the work program has
been approved by the Council. The agencies, for their part, will have the obligation to transmit to
the members of the Council the final version of project documents before approving them, so as to
enable the members of the Council to verify that the final project matches the concept that was
included in the work program approved. A procedure could be devise for ensuring that a project
could be reexamined if a sufficient number of Council members (defined in terms of voting power,
representing at least, for instance, the minority required to block any action) were to so require.

* Para. 14: the first two clauses between brackets are to be deleted. The third is important
(see the comment above concerning the poor functioning of the Implementation Committee during the
pilot phase) and the brackets around it should be removed.

* Para. 14(a); the largely unmanageable nature of the procedure described here leads us to
request the elimination of this paragraph.

* Para, 14(b): we can accept this paragraph, provided the bilateral cooperation agencies are
added to the different types of Implementing agencies listed and that the following wording be added
to the end of the sentence: "by the implementing Agencies, in accordance with cooperation
agreements approved by the Council."

Scientific and Technical Advisory Panel (STAP)

* Since the participants are largely in agreement on the value and role of the STAP, this
paragraph is distinctly elliptical. The composition and especially the role of the STAP ought to be
developed.

* We cannot accept the text in brackets.

* For practical reasons, it would be desirable for the secretariat of the STAP and that of the
GEE to be located in the same place, even if UNEP provides the STAP secretariat.

IV. Principles of Decisionnalkin

(a) Procedure: the danger of institutionalization as proposed to us is evident: the first
work of the Assembly and of the Council is to be formulation of their respective rules of
procedure.-

* We would like the rules of procedure to be in the category of decisions requiring consensus
and not being subject to voting.

* We cannot accept the text in brackets.
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(b) Consensus: in the absence of consensus and apart from matters for which consensus
is specifically required, it should be possible for any member of the Assembly or Council to require a
vote at any time to prevent impasse-type situations from persisting.

(c) Formal vote:

* Consensus must be the rule and voting the exception (for certain major decisions, such as an
amendment to the agreement establishing the restructured GEF, consensus could however be required,
inter alia to prevent any shifts as regards the sphere of competence of the GEE). This being so, a
good voting system is necessary, which will both favor the emergence of a consensus and make it
possible to break any impasses. This system must not favor any one category in particular nor, once
it is in effect, give anyone the impression they have been barmed.

* Of the three options before us ("Weighted Majority" [former option "c"], "Double
Majority" and "Concurrent Majority, " the latest), our preference is the first mentioned, with a two-
thirds qualified majority. For the sake of "balance" and "equity" we could accept 50 percent of the
votes being distributed equally among all the participants and 50 percent being prorated in accordance
with their respective contributions to the core fund (pilot phase + successive replenishments).

* We could also accept this "Weighted Majority" option, the essential feature of which lies in
the ways the votes are allocated, being amended to incorporate certain of the Ideas of the Washington
paper on the majority system (66 percent of votes, of which 50 percent being those of beneficiaries
and 50 percent those of nonbeneficiaries).

* In the same way, we would like to reintroduce an idea that was omitted from the last
documents: making the participants' base votes dependent on the number of conventions (that have
chosen the GEE as financial mechanism) ratfied by them; today, with the number of such
conventions being two, a country which has only ratified one would only be entitled to one half of the
normal quota of base votes (variant: two thirds) and a country which has not ratified either would
have no base vote (variant: one third of the normal quota).

* The "Concurrent Majority" option is not acceptable as such, since it unfairly penalizes the
contributing countries by confusing two opposing principles:

N that of flexibility, a new form of partnership... which calls for a "Weighted
Majority" type of option, improved as needed;

u that of egalitarianism, which calls for a 50-50 distribution of votes but also of seats
and remains compatible with the ideas of the Washington paper on majority and weighting factors for
allocation of votes (possibly different for each group).

While the majority system of the "Cancurrent Majority" option Is acceptable (although
the "single majority" system of option "c" is preferable because it makes heterogeneous coalidons and
objective alliances easier), the vote and seat allocation system is not because not only would it lead
directly to bipolarization of the GEF, but it is also the least favorable of all the preceding options
for the industrial countries:
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E compared with options "a" and "b," the industrial countries droP from one half to barely
more than one third of the seats;

* compared with option "c," they no longer have a voting majority and have one seat less;

* We can accordingly only envisage two opdons;

* the "flexibility" option ("Weighted Majorfty," amended if necessary), our first choice;

* the "egalitarianism" option, i.e. the "Concurrent Majority" option, completed by a
sentence reading:

-half of the seats will be reserved for constituendeas composed solely or
primarily of benciary countries;

-half of the seats will be reserved for constituencies composed solely or
primarily of nonbenefciary countries.
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November 29, 1993

Mr. Bernd von Droste
Director
World Heritage centre
UNESCO
7, Place de Fontenoy
75352, Paris Cedex, 15
France

Dear Bernd,

Your letter of November 10,1993, to Mr. M. T. El-Ashry has been referred
to me for reply. Thank you for your kind invitation for him to join you at
the World Heritage Committee Meeting in Cartagena Colombia.

We have been aware of the fact that a number of critical natural areas
of the World Heritage List and some of the Man and the Biosphere Program (MAB)
also of UNESCO, are included in GEF projects that are in the planning or early
implementation phases. This convergence points out and reinforce the
important global significance of these sites.

The GEF will be delighted to establish some informal nexus with the
World Heritage Committee and I am requesting Mario Ramos, one of our staff in
the GEF dealing with biodiversity issues, to talk to you in Cartagena and
attend your meeting as needed. He was recently briefed by Dr. James Thorsell
of IUCN, regarding the list of natural World Heritage sites.

Regarding our relationship to conventions dealing with biodiversity
conservation and management, I will be glad to follow-up with you personally.

Thanks for your interest in strengthening your ties with the GEF and I
look forward in finding ways to cooperate with you and the Member States of
the World Heritage Convention, particularly through the Biological Diversity
Convention.

i cere!

Ian Jof son
Administrator

Global Environment Facility

cc: M. T. El-Ashry, (ENVDR); P. Bliss-Guest, M. Ramos, (ENVGE)
ENVDR Files, tNVGEFiles
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